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Served?
We're Micromite Computers with the world's first

genuine desk-top Winchester storage unit with

inbuilt self-diagnostic facilities.

And we're looking for APPLE DEALERS. Right now!

The Micromite links up to 256 CP/M * Apples and offers shared resourcing through a local
area network.

The Micromite has automatic File Lock for existing CP/M' application software and
Record Lock for purpose-written application software.

The Micromite offers from 10 mb to 160 mb of
Winchester storage with 20 mb tape streamer
option for security copying.

Fill in the coupon now and receive

full details by return post.

* Reg lrddcm.uk of Hw-ldl Ki'MUtch lrn

Pie isc send me fulldenlsol your genuine (tusk -top

Winchester storageunH wtth inbuifi -..-u diagnostic lanliiics
- tht'Micromilc.

Name

Posnum __

Company

lei

"i-i w

Micromite Computers. Regency House. 2 Rockstone Place. Souihampton SOI 2EP Tel: I0703» ?14144
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WHAT'S NEWS ...
A quick look at the Apple world

THINK TANK
Our forum for programmers

REVIEW
Secrets of Apple graphics

APPLET!PS
They make programming easier

GAMESMANSHIP
Fairy tale for adults

DISCS
Six pages on memory storage

BUBBLE MEMORY
MPC card reviewed

RAM CARDS
Showing a clean pair of heels

RELIABILITY
Don't let back-up get you down

DUOFILE and UNIFILE
New drives offer massive storage

TRON
Electronic odyssey from the Apple

GRAPHMAGfC
As easy as pie charts

COMPUCOPIA
The latest in software/hardware

CP/M
Installing Wordstar

FEEDBACK
Plea for the raw recruit

VISICALC
Keep that cash flowing

APPLECART
Pilot for teachers

ASSEMBLER
What it's all about
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COMPUTECH for ^cippkz
Authorised dealer, service centre and

system consultancy

SPECIALISTS IN SELECTING THE RIGHT SYSTEM AND
THE RIGHT SOFTWARE FOR YOUR APPLICATION

DON'T DELAY
CONTACT COMPUTECH

FOR APPLE II AND APPLE /// SYSTEMS
AND

COMPUTECH FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING PACKAGES
Payroll

Invoicing and Stock Recording
Sales. Purchases and General Ledgers

£375
C295

each £295

PLUS

COMPUTECH UTILITIES DISK E20
for reliable error checking copying, diskette scan, interpret and patch, etc.

COMPUTECH CHAIN MAIL £45
a mailing merging document processor which may be used with text files,

including random files and Applewriter 1.1 binary files.

COMPUTECH GRAPHICS DISK £30
for printing Apple pictures and graphs on Epson and Microline Ifree with

printers purchased from Computech).

COMPUTECH TERMINAL UTILITIES from £130
Apple to Apple or Apple to Mainframe.

ALSO
Visicalc, Applewriter and other Apple Software (Prices on request!

COMPUTECH HARDWARE
DIPLOMAT Video Digitiser - store a frame from a video camera in a fiftieth of a second, process

and print images.

DIPLOMAT Parallel Interface

DIPLOMAT High Speed Serial Communications Interface

DIPLOMAT RAM 16 Memory Expansion

DIPLOMAT Clock/Calendar
Lower Case Character Generators including Applewriter enhancements

MlCROMUX Data Exchange (Max 16 Ports)

MAXTRIX Printers. Microline and Epson with graphics and up to 200 cps

Microline Optional Character Generators

DAISY WHEEL Printers. Olympia. Qume, Ricoh, etc.

£195

£80

£85

£95

£80

£50

from C850

from £230

£15

from under £1000

Prices exclude VAT, Carriage and Packing. Trade enquiries welcome.

FOR FULL DETAILS PHONE FOR COMPUTECH'S PRODUCTS AND PRICES PACK
AND A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Apple National Accounts Dealer

We provide quality service and support ta small businesses and lo maro' notional and intcnotional organizations

and govoinmont department.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168, Fmchley Road, London NW3 6HP. Tel: 01-"79<4 0202

AGF NTS THPQUGHUUI TMf- I JK AND f IVf F3S1AU
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10 MEGABYTE REMOVABLE
STORAGE SUB-SYSTEM

"Unbelievable!" "Incredible!"

10 Megabytes on a
"It ha

Become

ia, simi

ant. snpfH0ir\e fit

jflB«ftttption <55 watts),

ce disc drive.

and see the SPARROW 10 for yourself.

SpairrOXAl Unrted Kingdom: Tel: (0753)76533
II I V/WV France; Te |. (33> , 362 1010

^SlhnpBinBSl? WestGemnany: Tel: (49)6121 700862

SPARROW COMPUTER UK OFFICES: 45 Ledgers Road, Slough, Berkshire, England. Telex: 847212
SPAinOW COMPUTER DV. • enmpwy ">5' '.iMmnaiwnimwOMlWv
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Completely Redesigned.
Now! the Grappler i .

The original Grappler was the

first graphics Interface to give
you hires screen dumps from
your keyboard. The new
Grappler + with Dual Hi-Res
Graphics adds flexibility with a
sldc-by-side printout of page 1

and page 2 graphics.

Interfacing the Grappler+ to a
wide range of printers Is easy
as changing a dip switch. 4K of

exclusive firmware makes the
Grappler + the most intelligent,

full-featured Apple' Printer

Interface made. And, the

Grappler is Apple III compatible *

The Imitations are many, so
insist on the #1 Apple Graphics
Interface' on the market. Insist

on the Grappler* , Available

now at most Apple dealers.

'HWUlMWlMWlgiK.

aciua* APPIE II PRINTOUT USING GRAPPLER ***° EPSON M»»QO

WithThe

Grappler+
I Printer Interface

CPU rt ,i 11-QiMninl liMomaik «l Oigrtal niifc* Ine
Aiiplo n ,i leoawtml KoA-ioarl of App* Ccwnputot

. Ine

Qtwqti Mtc'O. hK IW

The Grappler -i- Features:
- Dual Hi-Res Graphics Prinler

Selector Dip Switch Apple III

Compatible' 'Graphics Screen
Dump * Inverse Graphics
• Emphasized Graphics • Double Siie
Picture 90" Rotation * Center
Graphics • Chart Recorder
Mode - Block Graphics Bell

Control • Sfclp-over-peri • Left and
Right Margins • Variable Line

Length • Text Screen Dumps.

The Grappler -* also works with

Pascal and CPM.

The Grappler + interfaces with
the following printers:
• Ansdex • Cent ronics • Dalasou t

h

•Epson" -NEC-C-ttoh-Okktata"
The original Grappler Is available lor

IDS 460, 560. Pri»m. Microprlsm.

518 Orange microHI Km.

14O0 North l«k> Vi«w
,

Anahaim, CaJrfonua 92807
IUA
Tel: (714) 630-3670
i*"p. ib:ish csua
fvn*qn Dtalet InQuirwi Wrlcomr



Apple Appeal from Cumana isno windfall!

Cumana Quality Disk Drives

sell on sheer performance*

forApple and Apple Compatibles

The AS10O low cost Apple Compatible Disk Drive

is silent in operation dependable in performance.

The AS10O interlaces to Apple II and all Apple II

Compatible Micro's. It operates all Apple Software
including 1 12 Track Software Storage Capacity is

1 43360bytes at 48 Tracks per inch

Note the 'performance of the DA 8035 which
offers over twice the capacity per drive in the 80
Track Mode. Capacity is 327680 bytes on each
drive. Please add VAT to all pnces. Delivery at

cost will be advised at lime of order.

Cumana Ltd
Unit i , The Pines Trading Estate. Broad Street.

GUILDFORD. Surrey. GU3 3BH
Telephone: (0483) 503121

.
Telex: 859380.

A low cost Apple and Apple look-alike

Single Disk Drive ... a really quiet,

dependable unit.

A BIG PLUS!
includes
SWITCH UNIT
for 80 or 35
track use

Apple is the Registered Trade mark ol Apple Inc.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. WE OFFER GENEROUS DEALER DISCOUNTS

Janua-v 1983 WINDFALL 7



Honeywell Control Systems Limited

Citibank NA
Stoke Mandeville Hospital

Bradley & Foster Limited

University of Newcastle upon Tyne
Lombard Tricity Finance Limited

Sherborne School
The Civil Service Benevolent Fund

Hertfordshire Library Service

George Salter & Co Limited

Birds Eye Wall's Limited

Barclays Bank International

University of Manchester

All you've ewer wished for in an
information management system.

OMNIS sets new standards in database programs and levels of parlorm.mce
tfwit you never believed were possible on a microcomputer

•OMNIS is written in UCSD Pascal ' , this means a better
structured, faster running set of programs than could ever be
possible using Basic—We believe that UCSD Pascal * is the best

microcomputer language available—OMNIS proves it—

• OMNIS is structured around powerful fife handling
modules. These modules give you the flexibility to store and
retrieve your information in the way that you want Full multi-

key indexed access is available to all your database files, you say
whatyou want—OMNIS does the rest.

•OMNIS provides you with a versatile report generating
module that enables you to define you own reports, lists,

mailing labelsetc.

• OMNIS has unparalleled search f acilrties to allow you to be
selective Those hours of fruitless searching through rows of
card indexes becomes a thing of the past

•OMNIS lets you design your own screen layouts for data
entryand inspection—you may have up to I Oscreens per file

A
few
well
known
names
decided
on
OMNIS

OMNIS has -in application

Waning ft* n m every business.

school and laboratory and work-
shop Wherever information
needs co be stored and retrieved

OMNIS is available tor both
APPLE II and APPLE III We can
also supply OMNIS (or use on
APPLE microcomputer networks
lyes, with imc multiuser record
locking) Trade enquiries wel-
come

All registered users of OMNIS
w.ll be seni FREE BACKUP dm
and yoti will be kepi informed Of
all updates and upgrades Free

help will be given lo all recii

users via an OMNIS hotline

OMNIS -All you ever wanted
APPLE II* version—
£174.00 <incl VAT & p p)

APPLE III* version—
£225.75 (incl VAT & pp|

The best advice
you'll get.

BLYTH COMPUTERS UMITED
Wenhaston, Halesworth, Suffolk IPI9 9DH

24 hoot phone service

050 270 565
n*w***» o> <vn*

8 WINDFALL January 1983



Introducing . .

.

the SubLOGIC line of quality
software for

^ your Apple II

wpj.
Oil. - «71 »H I

A2-FS1
FLIGHT SIMULATOR -Combines superior flight simulation with

the best animated 3D graphics available Practice take-offs and

landings, other aerial maneuvers, declare war on the enemy. 16K
cassette. 32K disk.

A2-PB1
PINBALL - The ultimate arcade simulation program, an exciting

pinball game with the ball and flipper precision to make increased

skill pay off. Includes 10 different play modes and 100 user-adjust-

able modes. 48K disk.

»"*' UMllIlllUI
1 i

11

ri;:it::ri-'!

.

iHtM jNttjht

"IP li„
111HI ill JIIFI1IH

A2-SG1

ESCAPE! - A challenging game of skill and strategy. You've

broken out of your cell and now the electronic guards are closing in

fast. Can you escape? DOS 3.3 Applesoft 48K disk.

A2-3D1

GRAPH ICS FAMILY - State-of-the-art 3D graphics. Del ine 2D or

3D wire-frame objects in any size and orientation, view them from

any perspective. Offers variable field of view, color or hi-res

(280 x 192) line generation, object instance nesting, and indepen-

dent object manipulation. Graphics Editor lets you add 3D text to

your scene, superimpose 2D text labels in upper- or lower-case,

and record your entire presentation for playback. A BASIC Interface

is included to aid in the development of your own control programs.

DOS 3.3 48K 3 disks.

A2-2DA
SATURN NAVIGATOR - A hi-res 3D adventure simulation of a
space flight from earth to Saturn. Maneuver your ship into orbit

around the ringed planet, rendezvous with the Saturn space sta-

tion. Available as a complete package or as an adjunct to the A2-

3D1 graphics package. Applesoft 48K disk.

(uMOGIC
See them today at your dealer .

.

or contact SubLOGIC for further information.

"Appw* itme registered trademarkm Apple Computer inc

Communications Corp.
713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign IL 61820 USA
(217) 359-8482

Telex: 206995



Intelligent Printer Buffer for the Apple II

DESCRIPTION
Printing documents, a major computer
task and a key part ol any business

activity, wastes time by tying up your

Apple until printing is complete.

The IPB-16K is designed to receive data

to be printed from the Apple at high speed,

save it on the card then send it to the

printer at the lower speed required by the

printer.

The Apple is now available to continue

other processing lypically saving 1-20

minutes o! otherwise wasted time

Compatible with Apple II & II PLUS.
Two interfaces in one - same card drives

serial (FS232I and parallel (Centronics)
printers.

Full 16.383 character capacity.

Own on boardKW power microprocessor
Senal baud rates 110-9600 Baud, XON/
XOFF feature also.

Software switching between serial and
parallel outputs.

Full paper formatting features make an
ordinary pnnter look like a top of the range
model
* + *

R.R.P. £129.95***
Ex VAT

BUSIRESS SVSTEmS LTD.

46 Hedley St.. Maidslone, Kent, ME14 5AD
Tel: Medway (0634) 666496

or Maidstone 679595. DEALER ENQUIRIES ARE INVITED

10 WINDFALL January 1983



The Scotch Diskette is no miracle product. It locks

in the data you feed it. It gives you data back, when
you need it. Simple, really. .

• .

3M; Impeccable Service

II doesn't matter what sort of equipment you
have. If it uses floppy disks, chances are there's a

1*1* I ^TAIi [Hi4^B ill*! I'll fM • t ' I ffl I

'

A'^'ll'JHI.HIl^^lUl '»' I[ Ia-*'i -i mri*i ' 1 (^<fl * i I k'* l »

;

Diskette. It doesn't cause errors. It doesn't lose',

vital information. It's totally reliable. That's why '.,

we call it "the Key to Data Security".

Scotch Reliability

Ever since they introduced the first computer)
tape, over 25 years ago, 3M have specialised in

magnetic media. Today, every Scotch Diskette
comes to you 100% certified for error-free,

performance. Small wonder that 3M media hast
been chosen for use as the world-wide amplitude/
reference standard.

(

or help with product selection, handling or

Jf storage, there's a nationwide network of 3M
|| distributors to serve you - impeccably.

p Whether your system uses computer tape,

disks, data cartridges, cassettes or floppy
1

disks, 3M has the key.

For the address of your nearest distributor,

contact Data Recording Products, 3M United
Kingdom PLC, 3M House, PO Box 1, Bracknell,

Berks RG12 1JU. Telephone: Bracknell 58502.

3M: Your Key to Maximum Data Security.

RELIABILITY
IMPECCABLY SERVED

Scotch

diskettes

1





3WAYS TO
GET MORE FROM APPLE.
1
HARDWARE
We have a range of New Products

tot Apple, a lew are listed Below.

t XADHowcost Analogue to Digital Convener

4 chnnnois. analogue, 0-5V. 12 on
4 rood relay outputs.
Real Time Clock . All lor £9900

2 XADZ-low cost Analogue to Digital Converter

3 channels- analogue, 05V. 12bi1
2 channels prog rammable gain

analogue
2 reed relay outputs All tor £99 00

3 XBUBI&uoble Memory Modulo foi APPLE
Non volatile

High •reliability

Fast

Cold Boot trom Apple
only E495.00

4. XROMIPROMSyslem lor APPLE
Put your BASIC Program-j into ROM
Cold Boot trom APPLE
I/O facilities on card

& XtOUNT 6 channel pulse counter/timer

•acounlers up lo500kH.-
3uplo4MH7
Interrupl al overflow
Frequency Comparison £120 00

2 SOFTWARE
We can provide a high dogreo oi

programming support 1or all Industrial,

technical andl prolesslonal

applicalions. trom machine
code through! to high level

3 SYSTEMS
Xcaiibur is a systems house

specialising in the application of smalt

computers lo Industrial and ,/

Technical areas. We are ",

able lo provide lull systems / *

support on Apple and other
small computers.

WITHOUT THEM YOU'VE ONLY
GOT HALF AN APPLE...

apples grow on
For further information
contact

Xcaiibur Computers Ltd.

Spencer House
3 Spencer Parade
Northampton NN1 5AB
Tel: (0604) 21051/4 Telex; 31612

OT^jITTi

/&"&>
>&;& Micro-

Watch
real lime clock

card and

Electronic

Diary
software for your

Apple II Computer

Dealer Enquiries

Welcome

Applications
Schedule! with iiudibl» olaim dir the oMcfl, laclory, hoiel. college home
Eompln inciuilo meetings, appootmnnis. cnnliwenr.es Functions, piojocls.

maintenance schedules, service due. accounts due. anniversaries, room
service

Reel lime data logging ami control application! lot business industry

laboratones. schools colleges anil the homo.

Displays lor hototi. lounges, rocoption areas - using the large Jonts easy to
read messages tan be displayed i» i^ilum al selected limes and on Mloclad
days or tinted

Automatic priming ol the rtalo onO/or time on memo*, loiter-,

reports programs .

Timing wnta or seoes nl events using |ha siopw.itcti program E'iimptes

Include Inn" iind million sluedeft spurts events or any time logging

apphcauon

Glanmire Electronics Limited
128 Oliver Plunkett
Street, Cork, Ireland.
Tel: 0002 5004187821 518
Tech dicil Enquiries Tel- 0O02 502428
Telex 75444 Callback CTT CEI

time kit

CMOS technology.
The Micro-Watth
Ama/lngly compact card, only one IC using the U
Accurate time keeping] ensured bv Quant Crystal
Maintains month, day- date, hours, minutes and seconds.

AuiomsUcaHv adjusts 'or number of lUys in a month. Plugs Into the game
l.'G MKhel.
Includes extension socket, which allows simultaneous use ot game paddles

onsumpiKMt
Includes nickel codium battery which automatic jlly recharges while power is

on
Battery remains ciiorged lor up to one year will) Micro Watch removed Item
the Apple c»t .vitr» Ins Apple It powe' off

Fully protect incorrect insertion into the game I/O socket.

to program no PI or IM commands, just a simpto CALL
High quality plated through hole PCB with soWor mask on both sides.

The Electronic Olary
Enables immediate and practical useage ul micio-waicti

to use. menu dnven system.
Updatnablc diary ot events with alarm, advance warning alarm {minutes to
days) and a 40 character description tor each event,

Giver, audible and i cation when events occur.

Events can be mm (or day. e!ilt<t. monih hours am) minutes
Printout la. tin KarOcopy list tor event* of one day Qr flit events in

: .<ry.

Incorporate* HIGHER T6XT by Synergistic Software Inc giving lower cue.
ind a choice ol loots.

"crent formats toi Analog. Digital and Day/Dale displays.

Utilities lor using ttie Micro watch willi your own or other piogroms.
Sample Applesoft progjrams to aift usm programming

Al pair ot dim porrGy ol conitnuOtis davelopmnnt wo WtflfVO the right to
rnjtii an, jlir-diicioi in 'he Oas-a" arrd tpecrfication of ihii product

AmXo ii a tradtmsik ot Apple Compute- InC

GLANMIRE ELECTRONICS LTP,

Name

Address Tel:

Please send me 1 time kit (& €59 + CI.50 PS. P.

I enclose cheque/PO tor C60.50
Please allow 14 days for delivery.

My AcceaVBarciay/Visa No.

January 1983 WINOFAIL 13



PLUG - IIM
VERSATILITY
i«j=r*iij=j^ i=i=i=f=i

VERSATILITY POP YOUR MONITOR
RGB COLOUR INTERFACE
THE HIGHEST QUALITY COLOUR AVAILABLE

1 Fully saturated Apple colour let
" Alternative hr -intensity colour set
• Software selectable full flood background colour
" Software selectable text (foreground) colour
• Duochrome mode * Anomaly filter pm0%f±
1 80 column compatible £120
MULTI-COLOUR TEXT ADAPTOR
• A hardware add-on
" Allows individual words to be produced in any of

16 different colours C ^O
80 COLUMN DISPLAY INTERFACE

' Normal and inverse character sets standard
' Compatible with Pact RGB colour card
• Compatible with wide range of software
• Supports Basic • Pascal • C/PM etc. £149

VERSATILITY TOR YOUR PRINTER

SERIAL/COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE
" The one card for all RS232 applications

On board serial and communications protocol
* Options for specialised firmware
" Full handshaking features
* Generates all standard Baud rates £QQ

SERIAL PRINTER DRIVER
* Low cost serial card for dedicated serial primer use
* Baud rates from 75-19200 ». • —

PARA-GRAPH
The card to choose for parallel dot matrix printers

Features many word processing type text commands and
hires graphics dump commands * —

~

£75

£68

PARA-GRAPH +

The one card for all parallel printers

Load the on -board alterable ROM to suit your particular printer

from the disc supplied. Under normal usage the firmware will

remain indefinitely. However, should you wish to use your

Para-graph * with another printer, simply reload with the

appropriate firmware. CQC

a
B

CLIP-ON FAN
MODULE £50
CTHE PREVENTATIVE

MEDICINE)
Avoid cosily and time consuming system
malfunction due to overheating

Apple and fan powered upsimultaneously by
illuminated switch on front of module

* Silent running
* Robust case
* Simple clip-on module pact Installed in seconds

Integral mains lead

Impedence protected

Further details from: Pact ElecUonics Ltd.

224 Edgware Road. London W2 1DN.

14 WINDFALL January S983

Telephone- 01 402 &84276103
Tele*: ?28«1

American Express Access



Now Just a Memory

COMPUTER APPLIED TECHNOLOGY LIMITED

Scarborough House, Scarborough Road. Bridlington

East Yorkshire Y016 5NS
Tel: (0262) 73036 Telex: 52572 CAMLOK G



syMBfile
5% WINCHESTERS FOR
IBM PC, SIRIUS, APPLE J[,

APPLE ///, ETC . . .

Contact us for ail your Winchester requirements.

£V

Symbiotic Computer Systems Ltd.

32 Elmwood Rood, Croydon. CR9 2TX. Telephone; 01-683 1137 (P8X) Tele*: 893815
APFIE )( and APPIE III are irM>m«rU «l Appla ComputBn Inc.



WHAT'S NEWS...

By David Creasey

The games kings
fight for crown
COMPUTER games lover has boot* gripp-

ing the USA. In gladiatorial slyle, creators
of some of the most popular disc based
games have been battling against each
other In a marathon knockout contest ovef

coast-to-coast TV.
Among them are writers ol Apple

games that have been highly rated in

Windfall. They Include Dan Gorlan
(Choplilter). David Sneider {David's Mid-
night Magic), Jay Zipnick (Pigpenl, Ken
Williams (Threshold) and Paul Stevenson
(Swashbuckler).

The contest was launched on an un-

suspecting America at a no-expense-

spared party held in the glittering,

legendary Sands Hotel and Casino in Las

Vegas. Windfall's Derek Mcakin. who was
in the gambling capital to cover the
world's biggest computer trada show,
reports that most of the contestants were
teenagers - and rich teenagers at that.

Their output is so prolific they're well on
the way to becoming millionaires.

Mark Turnell, who bought his first com-
puter at IS and quickly designed top-

selling Free Fall, Boer Run ond Sneakers
for the Apple, now drives a Porsche 954.

His 19-year-old friend Dan Thompson
(Twerps. Lommings) when he isn't conjur-

ing up new games lives a life ol luxury,

alternating between gambling, skiing and
beating up the freeway in his Trans AM.

A name
to note
AS it comes naturally for Americans to do
everything on the largest possible scale.

the opulence of the event came as no sur-

prise. Roports Meakin: "What was un-

expected, however, was the identity of the

hosts - a software distribution company
which only came into existence little over

a year ago.

"Not that they should have had any
problem picking up the tab afterwards.

Their sales are growing at the
phenomenal rate of 20 per cent a month,
and their last month's figures topped 27
per cent. Now they ore planning to open
an office in the UK and expect to repeat

their success over here,

"The name of this high-flying
newcomer is Software Distributors.

Remember it. We should be hearing a lot

more about them before long.

'

Steve Wotni&k Irightl is welcomed ontoALS's board of directors

by engineering vice-president Chuck Maura.

CP/M Plus
for Apple
A BIG boost for CP/M on the Apple is

expected following a deal signed between
Advanced Logic Systems and Tun'bridge

Wells-based Vector Ltd.

They are setting up a new company in

Belgium called Vector Advanced Logic,

and their first product - announced in Las

Vegas - is the first plug-in CP/M interface

card with CP/M Plus, the newest ond

most powerful version of CP/M, for the

Apple.
Unimaginatively called simply CP/M

Card, it will retail in the USA for $399,
and will cost around 10 per cant more in

the UK to cover shipping costs. First

supplies are expected in the middle of this

month.
The card offers an additional 64k of

memory, for a total of 1 12k fully usable by

CP/M Plus in a 48k Apple. It has a 6 mHz
Z80B processor, allowing users to run

CP/M applications at up to three times

faster than with other CP/M cards.

Advanced Logic Systems have also

announced a further coup - the recruit-

ment of Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak

10 their board of directors. "Steve's invest-

ment in our company is a note of con-

fidence in our future success", said ALS
president Dick Ftibas.

And Steve himself said he was
"delighted to be able to contribute to the

research and direction of products that

support Apple's product line".

Comdex
records
SUCCESS stories were legion at the Las

Vegas computer show, Comdex. Even the

show itself broke new records. During four

frenetic days it attracted more than

50.000 manufacturers, distributors and
dealers.

The number of exhibitors - 1,106 -

was also an all-time record for a computer
industry trade show. And next Novem-
ber's event will be even bigger. Deter-

mined not to miss the boat, exhibitors

have already booked 4,300 stand units,

completely filling the massive Las Vegas
Convention Center as well as substantial

areas of four adjoining hotels.

New products for the Apple wore well

in evidence, much to the delight of UK
Apple distributors Pete and Pam Fisher,

who had an energetic buying spree.
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Corking
product
APPLE has manufacturing plants In

Dallas. Los Angeles, Singapore and Cork.
All the company's 240 volt machines (lor

the European market) are produced In

Cork, where an Apple comes off the

production line every 20 seconds, accord-
ing to Apple's Dave King.

The machines are individually tested fot

four days before release. "We have a very

reliable product," he said. "Less than two
per cent of our annual turnover is devoted
to maintenance and when something
does go wrong the average time to repair

an Apple is 2.5 minutes."
Currently 550,000 Apples have been

sold 151.752 In the UK) and in two
months' time the company expects to

become the first in history to have
achieved a $1 billion turnover within five

years of its inception.

Apple s current projections anticipate a
S4 billion turnover by 1985. More than

750 companies now design and build

hardwaro add ons for the Apple II and III

and more than 2.500 companies product1

applications software for the machines.

Software
for Apple III

THERE was more good news at the Las

Vegas meeting for those Apple III users

who have been complaining about the

lack of software lor Apples flagship

machine.
Software writers and manufacturers of

peripherals were offered valuable in-

centives and tools to help them create

new products to run on the Apple III.

Apple executive Paul Dali told them:
"We are out to show the many
advantages of developing products for the

Apple III. We realise the importance of

providing developers with the best tools

possible and of dealing fairly and openly
with their needs."
Two hundred people sat down io lunch

to hear about the enhanced capabilities of

the Apple III. They were the first to hear of

new products, like the high density disc

drives UniFile and Out File, which are
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reported on Page 39.
And Tim Gill, head of Quark Engineer-

ing, ipld them aboul a new interpreter

switcher program. Catalyst, which he has
developed, This allows an Apple III user to
move rapidly from application to applica-

tion, utilising the power and spaed of
ProFile. Another of its advantages is that it

maintains the copy protection features of
programs stored on the hard disc.

Nestar's Harry Saal described his com-
pany's recent breakthrough that allows

Che Apple III to connect to Nestar
networks. A special driver adds the Apple
lit to Nestar s Cluster/One Model A and
the Plan 4000 network systems. Both
systems provide local networking
capabilities and sharod mass storage for

both the Apple II and III.

The guests left clutching lots of goodies
and offers that should get them thinking
hard about how/ they can turn the
capabilities of the Ml to their own
advantage. When the results come
through, you'll be reading aboul them first

in Windfall.

Micro
matchmaker
AN enterprising Jersey company has
come up with an ingenious scheme to
harness programming talent and market It

to businesses requiring tailormado
packages.

It is a type of micro match-making
scheme thought up by Terry Crouch of

Number One Computers,
He is compiling a register of Apple

enthusiasts and plans to bring them into

contact with other users who know what
they want their Apples to do, but who lack
the time or in-depth knowledge to do it

themselves.
Wouldbe part or full time program-

mers, systems people or Visicalc experts
who register with The Apple Corps before
fhe end of this month can join free of
charge (subsequent registrations will be
levied a £5 fee.)

Anyone wanting to meet people on the
register has to pay an initial fee of f 25 for

the details of the six most appropriate

names. Subsequent enquiries cost ClS.
"We are looking for the enthusiast who

wants something to do and would like to

earn some money in the process,' says
Crouch.

'On the other side we hove Apple users
in business who don't want to get down
to the technicalities of programming but
who want their Apple to do something
that they can't buy off the shelf.

'They want a specific application but
(hey don't want to work it out themselves
and they don't want it to cost a lot

At present if you went to a local con-
sultant it would cost you £25 for one
hours advice. This way you get a choice
of six consultants, all who have specialist

knowledge of your field.''

People on (he register will be notified it

llU'it details are passed on - and will also
be allowed to specify any organisation or

individual to whom their details should
not be sent.

Light
fantastic
A UNIQUE long range local area network
system which incorporates fibre optic

cables has been developed by Symbiotic.
The company MD, Rodney Con, says it

is the fastest system available "and will

remain so unless someone develops one
thai can best the speed of light

Called Symbnot. the system can cover a
range of up to nine kilometres between
any two Apples on the network (four

Apples could cover 36km). It incorporates

a Winchester 5iin Symbfile hard disc and
usos a high Intensity semi-conductor laser

to transmit data.
The company has Symbnets at 30 test

sites and will starting meeting orders this

month

.

Cables can be laid by the shortest
route, as opposed to the more con-
ventional use of flat ribbon or coaxial

cable which is sensitive to electrical noise

from fluorescent lights end photocopiers.
"Apples can be plugged Into the

system anywhere you can see a cable."'

says Cox. "and the use of fibre optics

ensures that you can't lose the data signal
- as it needs the force of gravity before

you can bend the light.

The government is investing C25 mil-

lion in fibre optic development and Britain

is a world leader in the Field. We intend to

see that it stays there." he added.



WHAT'S NEWS...

Big screen,

small screen
YOU'VE read the book. You've seen iho

film. Now play the computer adventure!
The transition from silver screen to com-
puter screen is a natural one for adventure
movies, according to one of the leading

creators of computer adventure games.
Roberta Williams.

Roberta, who devised the classic

Wizard and Princess which we review on
Page 30. has been working on a Sierra

On-Llne game based on The Dark Crystal
- the new fantasv film from Moppet
creator Jim Henson.

"The film making techniques and
special effects used in The Dark Crystal

are revolutionary." said Roberta. "None of

the actors are human: they're all creations

of Hanson's.
"A computer adventure is a natural

extension of the movie, a fantasy revolv-

ing around the age-old battle between
good and evil.

"Henson's animation techniques are a

first, and so is Sierra On-Line's adventure

game. It's the first hi-res computer
adventure strictly based on a feature film."

Through logic, luck and a series of com-
mands, the computer adventurer guides
the Gelfing hero Jen lo his destiny - the
return of a shard to the Dark Crystal

before the planet Thra's three suns align.

If he fails, the evil reign of Iho Skosis

will continue forever. If he succeeds,
goodness will return lo the planet.

"I'm thrilled to be working on this pro-

ject/' says Roberts.

So how long will it be before the in-

dustry turns full circle and starts making
movies based on successful computer
games?

Big slice

of the cake
APPLE will have 60 per cent of the
personal computer market within the next

two to three years. That optimistic predic-

tion comes from a man who knows more
than most about the company's future
plans - Mark Wo*niak. brother of Apple

Roberta VW'c""* 7'fll thrilled''

founder Steve Wozniak,
And he says that IBM - still to launch

its personal computer in the UK - will be
the second biggest seller, with Tandy trail-

ing in third place.

Mark's surprising prediction, which Hies

in the face of gtowing industry criticism ot
Apple's delay in bringing out any now
products, shows the company is un-
worriod by the continual spate of new
compuiers appearing on the marketplace,

What Apple have up their corporate

sleeve is the subject of growing specula-
tion in the American computer press. One
industry analyist. Michele Preston, is

widely reported as confirming this

January as the launch date for two now
Apple micros. One she described as the

company's "high end product", so
different from existing computers that fow
dealers would be qualified to carry it. The
other would tako over from the Apple II as

the company's volume leader.

If you want to know what's really going
to happen - watch this space!

Apple link

to IBM
WATCH out for a hardware/software In-

terface that allows Apples to com-
municate with IBM mainframe computers
- a dovolopmont that will bo welcomed by
many large businesses.

The device, a 3270 cluster controller
emulator, enables an Apple to emulate the
functions of an IBM terminal. What this

means is that business executives, data

processing professionals and other office

workers will be able to use the Apple on
their desks to take full advantage of
mainframe functions such as on-line data
entry, inquiry and response, electronic
mad, remote database access, and
program development. And it can. of

course, provide normal personal computer
applications when not in use as a ter-

minal,
Tho move, announcod at a meeting of

dealers held in Las Vegas last month, will

be a shot in the arm for Apple sales.

The device wilt be available in a SNA/
SDLC (System Network Architecture/Syn-

chronous Data Link Control) version which
emulates tho IBM 3276 control unit

display station, and a BSC (Binary Syn-
chronous Communication) version which
emulates the IBM 32 7 1 cluster controller.

The emulator will support up to seven
directly-connecled Apple compuiers or a

larger number of Apples connected via

modems. Printers can be connected either

to the emulator directly or to one or more
of the Apple compuiers.

* * *

OUT of this world is the best way to

explain a hl-res arcade game currently

released in the United States and
ostensibly written by an alien.

The game is called

and if that leaves you standing, then
you're likely to have problems with the in-

struction manual - it is written entirely in

a lion toKl.

Southwestern Data Systems say they
wanted tho game to allow the Apple user
to see things from the alien's point of

view, with the earthmen as the
aggressors. Part of the gome's challenge

is to decipher the rules.

The company has sponsored a nation-
wide competition and is offering
prizes for the first person to successfully
translate the advertisement for the game
and for the first person to translate the
complete game package and screens-
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ITEMS IN BOLD FACE DENOTES SPECIAL PRICING THHOUCh DECEMBER

SCREENMASTER 60
This new 80 column card is iho mosl
advanced available with (oaturus tike: 9k 1

matrix. 3 scrolling speeds, shift lock, user
definable graphics, supports all Applesoft

commands and Applewriter II. £"185.00 •

VAT.

THE BIT STI4X
GRAPHICS SYSTEM

A targe smooth (racking hemisphere with:

adjustable back pressure, and probably the

mosl powerful Microcomputer graphics
software available. C245 . VAT.

IPB-16K SERIAL/PARALLEL
INTERFACE ft BUFFER

Now you need only one interface card to

support both your daisywheel and otol

mat'i* printers plus the benefits of a 16K
buffer to speed things along. C 129 VAT

SMITH CORONA
TP-I DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER

A microprocessor controlled high quality

printer which delivers fully formed
executive prtnt at a speed of 120 words/
min. Price £44 9 - VAT.

MICROVITEC
14" COLOUR
MONITOR

Bosidoo offering a crystal cloar display ">

either toKt. hi- res or low res modes It also

includes the following] features. 16 texl

colours, b/grrj colours. 80 column caid
compatibility. A superb colour monitor for

£276.00 . VAT.

12" PRINCE MONITOR
Features 24 M/Hz bandwidth, giving a very

clear display, and contained in a neat AppJe
compatible case, available with either

Green or Amber Screen. CI 06 . VAT.
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r Orders from Collage* and
Gnvotomant Dopis bic welcome

Please make your order by completing ihe coupon
ind rttumlng 10 tn o* pa n prion* dave ..

SHERIDAN OR 0274 575973 and your enquiry
will receivi' <i (npndly and speedy response

PACE-SOFTWARE-SUPPLIES
Roso Bank. 130 Clayton Rood,
Bradford 8D7 2LY. West Yorks.

Please rush me the lutlowing items.

€ p

I
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A
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TOTAL
' enclose m* zhequv made ptriof* to PACE
SOF7WAM
(E«pon licence arranged)

Name

Address-

Town

County—
Postcode. Tal. No..

WF'19

More than 1.000 #«**
programs described in detail

The only complete, up-to-date
directory of all the latest

Apple software from
the UK and
the USA

Business programs,

from invoices to

tax records.

Utilities, from

assemblers to

3-D graphics.

Educational, from
administration

to science

simulations.

Games, "from

astro

adventures
to strategy

games.

3pMn£

SkUSi £11.95
A unique guide
to hardware add-ons
- data storage, graphics
tablets, interface cards, input
devices, monitors, printers,

music and speech synthesisers

Please send me copy/copiesof Appleware '83 at £11.95

Postage 90p TOTAL i"-^

Payment: please indicate method 1/ > I I
Cheque/PO made 'Jpayable to E3£3
Database Publications Ltd ^^mMarng ,-j

.vMa^lrrihcriic/tuiOCdnl <>
Ba'ciavcaroWisa

j^f5*Wf

n I <!"ll" ^™™*M

Card No.

Signed Expiry Date

POST TO: Database Publications, Europa House,
68 Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY,
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THIIMK
TANK

. . . the Windfall platform for
anyone wishing to agree with,

improve, disprove or generally
discuss specific articles in
Windfall. Write to: Think Tank,

Windfall, Europa House, 68
Chester Road, Hazel Grove,
Stockport SK7 5NY.

IN last April's Windfall a routine was
published which rapidly clears selected
areas of the hi-res screen, writes Max
Parrott- Tho routine uses a look-up table
rather than calculating the addresses of
each hi-res line and hence can only clear

areas in discrete jumps. Here is a fast
routine which calculates addresses rapidly

and so allows any section of the screen to

be cleared.

U is accessed from Basic by the com-
mand & CLEAR x,y TO x'.y' where x,y are
the values of the top left hand corner and
x'.y' are the values of the bottom right

hand corner of the area to be cleared. The
ampersand vector is sot up when the
program is BRUNned, Although that por-
tion of code may now be overwritten and
lost by any lengthy input, the main code is

safe-.

As it stands, the program only clears to
black and can give a slight fringe when
clearing an area coloured other than white
or black. Perhaps someone can add a

rout ine to prevent this ? It is easy to access

Fast; routine
for hi-res clear

the routine via a CALL if you don't want to
use tho ampersand command.

The address of any pixel in the X-
directlon is easy to calculate by dividing

its number (0-279) by 7. The quotient
gives the byto *0-39) and the remainder Is

tho bit in that byte. This is accomplished
by the XCALX routine.

The base address ot any line on the
screen is harder lo calculate but is clear

from the VCALC routine. Note that chang-
ing the value of byte S3AE to** $40 will

clear page 2.

The program works by calculating the
base address of the bottom line requested
for clearing and the two> bytes of the X-
values requested. The appropriate; bits of

Iha left hand byte are reset and bit 7 reset
(for black). Whole bytes are then cleared

to .zero until the right hand byte is found
when its appropriate bits are reset. The
line count is decreased and the next line

up cleared until the top lino is found.
The YCALC and XCALC routines should

be useful in any drawing program to plot
points on either screen.
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Standard 6502 opcodes?
I WAS disturbed, and (very! slightly

annoyed by Max Partott's reply to A.M.

Otdacre's letter in November's issue of

Windfall writes D.M. Millar, t have had
similar experiences with some
assemblers.

Surely no matter how much reading is

done, the user cannot be expected to

become accustomed to the unusual quirks

of some assemblers labelled "Standard

6502 Assembler Opcodes" which either

have been changed to ease (he program-
mer's task, or. in the case ol Synertek's

assembler, have been replaced by
different mnemonics borrowed from the
instruction set of another micro-
processor.

The 'BIT' and BGE instructions are

not standard to the 6502 (Synertok have
used them as alternatives for the BCC
and 'BCS' instructions respectively), and if

you look in the 6502 instruction and

tutorial books (well, the ones that I have

seen) you will nol see any reference to

'BLT' or to 'BGE'. These two instructions

belong to the 6502's distant father, the

W6B00 and its family.

Surely in such a field as ours
standardisation is most important and
such non standard examples should be
discouraged. I. with my limited
experiences of using assemblers and
emulators, have not seen such great varia-

tion in the mnenonlcs used in other micro
processors for example:
• In M6800 assembly code there is only
one form of: LDA $30
• In 280 assembly code there is only one
form of: LD A.30H
• But in 6502 assembly there are at

least five: LDA &H30 LDA #$30 LDA
W30H LDAIM $30 IMLDA $30

All these opcodes will load the
accumulator (accumulator A in the
M6800) in the Immediate addressing

mode, with the hex value 30.

Here are some more unstandard mon-
strosities:

Standard 6502 Very non standard 6502

LDA *"7 LDAZ «07
ADC »190F ADCA tl^OF
STA *0129,X STAX • 190F
SBC *0DDF.V SBCY tO DDF
JMP <»O036) JMPIN 0036
LDA <S01,X) LDAIY *01
STA <*Q3),Y LDA IX »03
Thankfully the last set of examples o

nonstandard 65-02 opcodes are very un-
common indeed!

It can be quite confusing for the relative

beginner to assembly language, and
laborious for the programmer, to have to

learn a new set of nonstandard opcodes
for each different 6S02 assembler.

Surely in this day and age (Information

Technology. Prestel, and the ZX81I we
can expect just a little 'bit' of standardisa-

tion between assemblers' m
January 1383 WINDFALL 23
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Get
with it!

COBOL. FORTRAN. PASCAL& other complexities of the pasl

. . . forget them!

Design and write yourown systems in ENGLISH with

DYNATECH'S
PROGRAM GENERATORS

Professional* can increase their output tenfold and complete

novices can learn how to write professional progjrdrnJ in

minutes using CO. R. P."and Codewriier* -

now selling worldwide.

VVhai are the benefits?

• Save time... up to 90% • Improves efficiency

• Provides information, faster

• Any member of staf f can operate them

• User modifiable programs can be compiled
for high speed operation

Wo have Program Gancvto'i available now tor Apple II. III*. CP/M*.

C8M Pet* Siriui* and Osborne* wwh more 10 come.
Seminan are held in London and other major citiei throughout the year.

DYNATECH
MICROSOFTWARE LTD

[S~2

Summerfield House. Vale, Guernsey. Channel Islands.

Telephone: 0481 45934 Telex: 4191 130

pimso tend me detail * on Dyna toch*i Program Gtnamon
What type ol microcomputer do you have or a*o considering

purchasing?

Name.

Addmi

Telephone no

AM

•£^jj&.' >&§&.• -$^&:

VisiCalc was a good idea

for then.

Multiplan is a great idea

for now.
The first generation electronic worksheets were a

good idea. They were early software management
tools that could eliminate a lot of hours with a
spreadsheet, calculator, pencil and eraser. Enter

Multiplan, the next generation electronic worksheet
that's as easy to use as it is useful. Compare
Multiplan's powerful user-oriented features lo any
electronic worksheet on the market. If you've been
using VisiCalc, Multiplan's ability to directly utilize

your VisiCalc files lets you easily upgrade to

Multiplan.

MULTIPLAN THE ELECTRONIC WORKSHEET
FOR NOW £159.00

THE WORD
HANDLER

Ih§ only wold p'octsuw in

woild lor Apple thai gives you lull

line rapibilitv on (hi ureen no

boards necfMjry !wu chancier

lormah Id choose Irom it all times.

f 1 09.00

THE LIST HANDLER

Holds up lo 3.000 records so Dial

?4 (KM! can be kept on-line at ihi

umi tune *vilh multiple disk-dnves

11m moil simple, vmafile tiling

program available thai not only Horn

and punts hsii intl labels, but primis

lelten. too'

£65 00

DATABASES &
UTILITIES
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Announcing . . , SAM.
IheSoftwa/e Automatic mouth

Speech Synthesizer on
a Disk

£79.00

*SPECIAL OFFER £"?

VISICORP DESKTOP/PLAN
9ROWN BINDER EDITION

FOR APPLE II

C79.00

COMMUNICATIONS."

PACKAGES /jfi

v

vr loo

EMULATOR
luin tow Apple into a remote

timesharing terminal! The VT-
1 00

Emulatoi programme allow; you id

use your Apple II system as a

conveisalional terminal (with

40 -character/lino, upper case only

display) on RSTS/E -based.

PDP-llmsyjiHiis.

£43.00

ASC II EXPRESS -

THE PROFE$$IONAl

The lineal, moil complete.

communication package vou can

Buyt For operation under native

Apple 00S 3.3 in 48k and 64k

systems

£8900

Wif** trf^.' ^ft^.
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BOOK REVIEW

I RARELY feel envious o1 another person's
expertise, but Jeffrey Stanton ha8 written

a book - Apple Graphics and Arcade
Game Design - I would like to have
written myself. What is worse, he has
given away all those secrets of Apple
graphics which have taken me years to

uncover, and has done it in a clear and
lucid style. I might just have managed to

have swallowed my pride and accept this,

but Jeffrey has rubbed salt in the wound.
in that I learnt a lot from his book, as well I

It has something (or everyone -

whether you are programming! in

Applesoft, a machine code beginner or

even someone who thought they knew a

reasonable amount about the Apple's

internals and graphics routines

It starts with a review ol the graphical

Commands available from Applesoft and
deals with routines for page flipping, and
production of shape tables and their use In

animation. Typical of the book's style is

the fact that a uselul graphics EXEC
routine is given within (he first five pages.

The coverage of the character
generator and ANIMATRIX routines in the

DOS 3.3 Toolkit shows the broad sweep
this book covers (and all by page 331)

Although Applesoft graphics are
handled in a more than adequate manner
this is not a book about Applesoft and the

remainder is devoted to the use of

machine code (or assembler) routines,

which ore necessary "for ihe speed,
flexibility, colour and smoothness of

quality arcade games.

'

The section starts with an introduction

to assembler fundamentals, comparing
them to similar Basic routines. This is con-
solidated with a lo-res "Breakout" type
game written in assembler. This section is

explained in an easy style, but I would
recommend a beginner to refer to a 6 502
text book as well.

The book really moves into its own
whan it starts to show the machine code

Revealed - all

the secrets of

Apple graphics
routines that drive the Apple hi-res
system. Jeffrey Stanton gives you all the

pointers and on fry points for using all

these routines, and shows how they can
be used to animate a simple bird-like

shape. He also lists the benefits over

Basic.

I liked his explanation of the way

By Ed PEACH

colours are displayed on the hi-res screen,

not only for its clarity but also because it

was the only area in which I found a Small
omluion. H* doesn't mention "dithering"

- the apparent colour effects which can be
obtained by stacking different colour
layers above one another

The pace then hots up. and fhe reader
is introduced to raster (or block-shape)

graphics, a method of plotting shapes

even faster than using a shape table and
machine code.

Once these basic methods are grasped
tho reader is encouraged to use them In

routines for moving guns, dropping
bombs, shooting bullets and interfacing

with the paddles. The routines are then
incorporated in a simple invaders type
game.

Having digested all this the reader still

has one third of the book to cover.
Sections still remaining cover such things

as steering spaceships, collisions, explo-
sions, score-keeping and moving back-
grounds. All these items are linked
together in a Pegasus II type game.

If there are any errors in this book I

haven't found thorn yot. On the other hand
I haven't finished typing in all the 90-plus
pages of assembler code routines and
games. The publisher says that copies of
these routines can be bought from them
by all purchasers of the book. This Is the
best book on Apple graphics I have seen
and I thoroughly recommend it.

Apple Graphics and Arcade Game
Design is published by The Boo* Co, Los
Angeles, price $19.95.6

Virus:

Take
on an
empty
disc

ft I've called this small programV "Virus' . writes Trevor Roberta,

because it has very similar
properties to the way in which a

virus replicates itself within a host

cell. I advise trying it on an empty
disc.

Line 10 slops a CIRL-C mteru.pt

Lines 30-40 rehooks the reset key so
that the program in memory Is run,

Location 28910 is used as a counter,
and line 100 starts a reset cycle.

• This routine could be dangerous to

ihe health of your discs use at your
own risk! - P«t»r Brameld.

<=)pplctip
ONERR GOTO J

20 CALL .

"': POKE 1011,213
CALL - 116?

50 IM = REEL (2B910)
60 PRINT : PRINT CHR* <4>;"SAVE

VIRUS ";N
70 PRINT "THE DISEASE IS SPREADI

NG
IP N 2ZZ THEM N -

,N + 1

CALL - 1438
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THE APPLE'S BASIC CORE:
With Disk File Applications

by N. Kentnrii, Camborne School of Mines

This booh is specifically designed 'or use with on Apple II microcomputer equipped with a disc drive

The first half of the book introduces (he newcomer 10 the BASIC programming language and does not

presuppose any prior knowledge of, or familiarity vwith. computers or ihelr languages.

Tiit> latter half of the book will prove useful to those who already have a general knowledge of BASIC.

but would like to be led through the intricate path of ul ility programs, error handling routines. Monitor

subroutines, screen handling and keyboard entry routines, all of which are illustrated and
incorporated into working programs.

The last few chapters of the book are devoted to disc file applications with particular emphasis on
database techniques.

Graded problems are sot throughout the book, with full working solutions .appearing in the last

Appendix

A key feature of the book is that it contains over 60 complete programs for the Apple II. ready for

keying In These include Bor charts. Stock control. File Maintenance. File Editor and Graphics

Generations

0905104 269 168pp Oct'82 £G 96

Publtshad by Sigma Technical Press

BASIC APPLE™ BASIC
by J S. Coon

This besi -selling author follows his successful approach of

tiuijinntng with short, simple programs that are gradually expanded
to form complex programs that illustrate creative problem solving.

Ovot 80 distinct useful programs are included, and all can be
found easily with rhe convenient program index

0810456265 approx 237pp Apnl'83 approx £10.96

Published by Haydan Book Co.

APPLE II® ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
EXERCISES
by L.J. Scanlon

Problems and "hands-on" exer-

cises explain Assembly Lan-

guage programming for the 6502
chip, specifically In the Apple
assembler

Doc '82 216pp
047186598 2 £6.75

I SPEAK BASIC
to my TRS-BO. to> my Apple, to my PET

by A. B. Jones 08104 61749 TRS-80

Student TBKt 08104 61757 Apple
08104 61765 PET

Published by hfayde/i Book Co.

6502 SOFTWARE
GOURMET GUIDE AND
COOKBOOK
by R. l m. Hi-,

An essential guide to mnchine
language programming for

6502 -based microcomputers
such as the Apple II. Atari 400 &
800. and Commodore PET and
VIC machines

Feb'83 approx 250pp
08104 6277 X approx £10.70
Published by Hayden Book Co.

£5 80
£6 15
£6 15

Wiley Professional Software
Software packages, produced by John Wiley A Sons Inc.,

designed to accompany Computer Titles from the sell-leaching

guide series are now available

Techniques tor Creating

GOLDEN DELICIOUS GAMES FOR THE
APPLE™ COMPUTER SET
Howard M. Franklin. Joanne Koltnow. and LeRoy Finkel

Step-by-step instructions for designing game programs that turn

your Apple ll' M tnto o home entertainment center — whether

you're b novice, intermediate or advanced programmer Includes

two 5'A" disks for Apple II
1", (Requires one 16 sector disk drive,

32K o' memory.)

0471 8683& 1 £23 70

Self leaching Guide
047109083 2 158pp July 82 £8.75

APPLE" BASIC: DATA FILE

PROGRAMMING SET
LeRoy Finkel and Jorald R. Brown

How to program and maintain data files for billings, catalogs and
lists, numerical and statistical data, and much more includes one
5'V disk for Apple II™. (Requires one sector disk drive. 32K of

memory.)

0471 86826 X £13 50

SvJf- Teaching Guide
0471 09157 X 314pp Dec'81 £8.95

BASIC FOR BASIC FOR THE APPLE II®:
A Sell-Teaching Guide

by J.R Brown. I B Finkel and B. Albrecht, all at

Dymo* Corp.. California

A complete, friendly, and virtually guaranteed"

introduction to BASIC, specially geared io

implementation on the Apple II microcomputer

The book uses the same instructional and
interactive techniques that have successfully

taught more than halt a million people to program
in the author's other Self Teaching Guides.

Wiley Sell Teaching Guide

Dec 82 approx. 288pp
0471 B6596 6 approx £7 15

Available from leading bookshops and computer stores.

Ao*iie'~ >*m itattona'U i<l Applr Cuntrutt". Ini Appff n « riMftr-chw* olAapl* Co+nputer Ok 'JIS HO'" it . fatten'**" ol Itndf Ctiip

PI lua f »j<ft""iT# o' CamftodafBBufnes1Vattui*•>LId

WILEY COMPUTER
BOOK MONTH

FEBRUARY 1083
A wide tang* ol Computer
bookm and So'twaie on ditplay

t lending Bookihapi and
olacte'd Computar atorai

throughout lha UK-

(Chtcklfit ol liilaa available

tram Wilayl

Marketed by

\in John Wiley& Sons Limited
v J J Baffins Lane Chichester Sussex P019 1UD- England
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d Anyone who has implemented
my lowercase monitor (see

October Windfall) may like to Know
of a utile patch that makes the shirt

key available to Pascal, writes J.P.

Lewis.

Hidden inside System.Apple, there

is a routine that checks the paddle
button 3 location ($C063). and uses
It as a shift key while the system is

In the CTBl-E mode for lowercase.

By running the little program on the

right, you can alter this so that it

checks the shift key at my location

of SC066. If you have a lowercase

character generator, the other
changes to System.Apple will make
the screen show upper and lower

case rather than the standard in-

verse/normal characters. (This will

work even without the shift Key
mod.)
With this change the special

characters above M.N.P are
obtained by holding both SHIFT and

CTfU; furthermore, the soft crash'

ctrl-shift-p is disabled.

I haven't yet perfected the idea,

but nevertheless what It does could

be very handy.

Shifting in Pascal

'gram SH I
1

var
BUF: packed arr ay CO . .31,0.-3113 of 0. .255;
P: f lie;
I : integer

:

beg in
reset<F. "SYSTEM. APPLE' > ;

I: -blockread(F,BUF, '2>;
cl oselF > ;

BUF t 4 , 6 1 ] : = 102| C» To get BIT 4C066. »)

BUFC3, 40131 =97; C* Comparisons to identify »)
BUFC5.405J: = J23s c* lowercase input. *>
BUFC5,409T: =9; (* This pair changes *>
BUFC5.4103: «224.a (.* £QR £*40 to ORA £*E0. *)

reset (F. 'SYSTEM. APPLE* > ;

I : =bloc Irwri te<F, BUF
P 32>!

c:l ose<F> 5

end •

Paddles
prompter

f4 THIS program can be
%9 Incorporated into a game to see
it paddles are present.

Make sure you switch off the
Apple before plugging in the paddles.

Michael 0»born«

If a long program gets corrupted
when you use the hl-res gra-

phics page try this routine to stop

your program being overwritten by
the graphics page(s):

HCR PAGE 1

10 POKE 103.1

70 POKE 104.64

30 P0KI 16384.0

40 PRINT CHflSUI: 'RUN PROGRAM'

HGR PAGE 2
10 POKE 1011

20 POKE I04.S6

30 POKE 24576.0

40 PRINT CHRS(4)."nUM PROGRAM"

10 REM MICHAEL OSBORNE 1V02
20 REM PROGRAM TO DETECT PADDLES
30 P - PEEK - - 16287) 127
40 O - PEEK < - I62B6) ) 127
SO IF F- AND D THEN HOME i INVERSE i PRINT -VOL) HAVE NO PADDLES

: NORMAL I END
60 REM REST OF GAME
70 HOME i PRINT "VQU HAVE GOT PADDLES PLUGGED IN NOW

More free

disc space
on tap

f4»
When a DOS 3.3 disc Is nearly

%B lull It is often useful to tree the

unused sectors 5-15 on track 2 lo

gain extra space. The following

simple procedure enables you to do
this very quickly from the monitor,

without having to run a ZAP program
or otherwise interfere with normal

user HAM:

1. catalog the disc to be modified.

(Sots correct slot and drive and
reads the VTOC Into its DOS buffer.)

2. 'B3FB: ff eo (Modifies the VTOC
buffer.)

3. "AffBG (Calls Ihe DOS routine
which writes the VTOC buffer back
to disc.)

Alternatively, equivalent instruc-

tions can be issued in immediate
mode from either Basic: (1) cataiog

(2) P0KE-IMBU5f> (3) POKE-1M60.224 (4)

CAU-2MU
Michael Clark
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Recursive
Applesoft
for speedy
sorting
•V One of the advantages that

•* Apple Pascal has over Apple-
soft is the way u allows you to set up
subroutines that call themseHves. II

you have read my article on the

Quicksort (Windfall. September '82)

you will appreciate how convenient

this can be.

Here, to show that recursion can

be done In Applesoft tf you are

prepared to look after your own
stack, is the Applesoft version of that

same routine.

The key to handling self-calling

routines is to sel up an array (or set

of arrays) Indexed In some way by
the deplh of recursion (the variable

N in this program.) This array Is then

used lo store the current values of

all the Important variables just be-
fore the routine calls itself. For ease
of handling, the following four steps

should occur:

(i) Stack the current values

(ti) Set the "ingoing" parameters
(ill) G0SU8 to the routine

(Iv) UnslacK the saved values imme-
diately alter coming back.

AMhough the Quicksort in Apple-

soft is far less efficient than it is In

Pascal, it is still live times as fast as
a bubblesort, and only- 10 per cent

slower than an optimised shel'sort

over 100 numbers. (At the 500 mark,
the 10 per cent swings thu ether

way,) The real value of the Quick-
sort however lies in sorting large lists

of strings, as it does far fewer swaps
than the shellsort. thus producing far

less garbage.
If you Intend to use this program

for large lists you will need to change
the size of (he stack array. As a
rough guide, the stack length should

be slightly greater than the log to base
2 of the number of items, e.g.

stackslze 12 tor 500 items. 15 for

2,000 items.

J.P. Lewis

10 GOTO
20 REM
30 REM
35 REM
40 REM

moo

50

60
65

70
75

80

85

70

95

1 00

105

110
195

J. F. Lewis
Qui c I- sort 2/10/82

Set the low/hjgh point
•ers for a -single- pasn.

JLOW = LOW: r- HIGH = HIGH
REM Pirl a pivot item ('

mi ddl e>
PIVOT = AUJLOW t KWIBH) / .

REM Reentry point * or one
pass; i -f the pointers have
crossed, the pass is over

IF JLOW > KHIGH THEN 200
REM Sweep tJown from top un
til you hit something If
than or equal to the pi vol .

IF ft(KHIGH) PIVOT THEN KHIG
H = KHIGH - i: GOTO BO

REM Sweep up from bottom
until you hit something qrea
ter than or equal to the [

ot.
IF A(JL0W> PIVOT THEN JLOW =
JLOW * 1 : GOTO 90

REM 1+ your* pointers have
not. crosGEiI. they are point
ing at a pair that needs to
be swapped.
IF JLOW - = KHIBH THEN TEMP
= A(JLDW) :A< JLDW> = ACKHIGH
>:A(KHI5H> = TEMP: JLOW JLO
W + lsKHIGH = KHIGH - 1

REM Go bacl to continue
the pass.
GOTO 70
REM Stack the pointers to
the ends of the top half of
the list.

200 N = W + IrSTACI <i.N> = HIGH: S
TACK<2,N> - JLOW

205 REM If necessary, quad -

sort .t he- bottom hal I .

1 HIGH = KHIGHs IF LOW - HIGH THEN
G0SU& SO
REM Unstscl: the pointers
to the top half, and quid
sort it if necessary.

230 LOW - STACK (2,N):HIGH = STACK
(1,NJiN « N - li IF LOW HI
GH THEN GOSUE* SO

240 RETURN
1O0O PIG = IOO: DIM A<BIG>,STACI (

2, IO)

1010 FOR r = 1 TO PIGsA(K) INT
(10 * 90 * RND <0.3>>: PRINT
A(K)»" ":: NEXT

1020 N = IsLOM = It HIGH BIG
lOSCl G0SUE< 50
1040 FOR V = 1 TO BIG: PRINT A(K

)
S

" ";: NEXT

Pssst .

.

We can
save
you
money

d Users of the Integral Data
Systems 440 (Paper Tiger) prin-

ters - and very likely others m the

44X range - can save considerably

by using standard inking Group 12,

twin spool, Crystal type 20 typewriter

ribbons tn place ol the more
expensive ones sold for the
machines. We have been using these

now for well over a year with no
noticeable detrimental effects.

Max Parrott
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Fairy

for
adults,

liifc

ffiiiii;

THERE IS A PRINCESS FOLLOWING YOU
YOU ARE IN A TINY ROOM
LZZ-: ENTER- COMMAND?

THE wicked wizard Hariin has abducted
King George's fair daughter, the Princess

PrisciHa, dnd the king has offered half his

kingdom to anyone who can bring her

back.
You are a "happy wanderer" passing

through a village in the kingdom of

Serenie when you hear a proclamation lo

this effect, and since you love an
adventure you decide to find her.

All you know is tha t the wizard's castle

is in the mountains to the north and all

you carry are a flask of water, a knife, a

loaf of bread and a blanket. Now read

on . . .

I his is the setting for Wizard and
Princess from On-Line Systems. Vou con-

trol the direction of travel (N. S. E. W. up.

down, etc) and can Inspect objects in the

By CLIFF and
denise Mcknight

frame in more detail. If you don't do this

you'll miss vital clues, but a closer look at

a snafce can be fatal I

On your travels you meet dangers, find

various object s and even learn a few
magic tricks besides having to use your
common sense and inventiveness.

The input, apart from directions, is

mainly in two- word sentences" Such as

JO «RE IN FRONT OP THE CASTLE THERE
IS h f10«T HF'CiUND THE CttSTLE FULL OF
?52E251i!f enter coHmmm
30 WINDFALL Jnnuatv 1983

LOOK ROCK or GO DOOR. Sometimes
you have to be quite persistent to get your
instructions across, yet at other times the

pro-gram almost anticipates you and fills in

the missing actions.

The program allows you to initialise a

"save game" disc and you can save the
game at any point under letters A to O.

Hence there is the possibility of saving up
to 1 5 games. This not only enables you
(and 14 friends?) 10 play the game over
several days or weeks but also enables
you to try different combinations of

possessions and tactics in meeting the

various challenges.

When you are killed off or hopelessly

stranded, you can go back to where you
last saved the game instead of starting

from scratch. This can be vital because
sometimes you don't get a second
chance, and things can have disappeared
by the time you return for a second look.

There are six main scenarios to the
adventure. The first starts when you boot
the disc and find yourself in the village in

Sorenia. Following your only hint that
HaHin s castle lies north, you stop north

and meel a snake which you cannol pass
or go around.

Fortunately, enclosed with the disc was
a folded slip of paper marked "Hint to get

past the rattlesnake" and subscripted

"Read only if absolutely necessary ". Well.

we tried, and finally we read that we
needed to go south into the desert and
find a rock.

We're not reqlly giving anything away
by saying this because the hint could well

have appeared in the instructions without
spoiling the game; the slip of paper had
the air of an erratum slip. There are



several rocks in the desert and your first

task is 10 find one which isn't guardod by a

scorpion.
The desert is an ideniical-framo maze

(On-Line seem fond of these)1 and is one of

the hardest parts of the adventure,
although don't expect plain sailing if you
ge! through it,

The worst part of the maze is that

normal concepts of map-making go awry.
You can go north one frame and then
south and not end up where you started;

or you might go south and west for

several frames and then a single step east
can got you back where you started. This

can be very frustrating, but is noi
impossible to map.

Each of the six scenarios has a 'gate'

which gets you from one to the other and

which is the only way past - no cheating
and going round the back way.

The rattlesnake is the first gate into a
second desert, then there is a ravine to

cross into a wood. The fourth scenario is

an island (the gate to which is a leaky
boal) and the fifth is the mountains.

The last scenario Is Martin's castle,

which was suitably complicated for the
culmination of a couple of weeks' play-
ing.

In order to succeed in rescuing the
princess, you have to have solved all the
preceding puzzles and collected
everything you could.

The only way to check thai you have
been everywhere is to map constantly and
try every direction from every frame. We
drowned twice doing this, but fortunately

we hod saved the game.
On-Line's hi-res graphics are very good,

and objects which you drop appear as part
of the picture as they would if you
dropped them while walking. One conse-
quence of this is that if you drop soveral
items, some appear mysteriously
suspended in mid-air.

Where text needs more than the four
lines available at the bottom of the
picture, a beep (which we soon found
irritating) prompts you to press "return" to
get the rest of tho message and the
"enter command" prompt.
Wizard and Princess is a nice adventure

game and can be recommended if you liko

fairy tales. We're still waiting for our half-
kingdom reward to arrive - they must be
having trouble wrapping it,

QUICK

Kabul Spy, You are an agent
searching Afghanistan to rescue Professor
Paul Eisenstodt before tie is interrogated.
Once you cross the border you are on your
own. Let's hope you are as clever as you
are ruthless. (Sirius Software)

Crisis Mountain. A high-res arcade
game requiring quick reflexes and
strategic thinking. Your mission is to

defuse bombs planted by terrorists in the

tr&ucherous caverns of an active volcano.

To reach them you must leap tumbling
bouldets, crawl through claustrophobic

tunnels and cope with other hazards such
as bubbling lava streams and radioactive

bats. If you don't reach the bombs in time
they and the volcano wi'JI Mow up.

(Synergistic Software)

Mnstortype. A typing instruction

system in a hi-res game format. Players
learn to type (there are 17 progressive

lessons! as they battle wave after wave of

attacking enemy words. (Lightning
Software)

Bolo. A strategic, arcade-action tank
warfare game in which you have to

manipulate your tank through a mate that
is 132 times larger than the monitor

screen. As Ihe mare scrolls left and right

you have to search out and destroy the

enemy tank bases while fighting off their

defending tanks. There are five types of
enemy machines, each with a different

speed and firepower. Players can choose
from nine levels of play and five levels of

maze density. (Synergistic Software)

• Fuller reviews of some of these
games will appear in future issues.

Escape from Rungistan. You wake
up in jail in Rungistan to learn that you are
to be shot at sunrise. Can you break out,
cross Rungistan with its severe climate
and topography and make it to the
border? Only the very clever will live long
enough to demand their money back from
Honest Bob's Discount World Tours.

(Sirius Software)

Pill Box. You are the test hope of the
A/lied forces. You must face and destroy
the endless stream of enemy tanks, but
you have only a limited number of shef/s.

from your pill box hidden in the hiJIs you
musi track them on your radar screen,

take aim, and wipe them outf (Software
by H)

County Fair. Enjoy the excitement of a
county fair in your own home. Reproduced
for you is the county fair's most popular
attraction, the shooting gallery. It's simple
to play, simple to score, but not so simple

to win. (Data most)

Tubeway. You've been out on a quiet
mission patrolling the frontiers of space
when suddenly the universe itself seems
to crack and tremble. Before you can react

you find you ere trapped on the tubeway
... a strange creation of beings f/om a
geometric universe. IDataimost}

Aztec. The legends speak of the
fabulous golden idol hidden within the

mysterious lost pyramid. You have
discovered the pyramid and your job is to

descend into the temple, search the secret
rooms, avoid the deadly traps, find the
priceless idol and escape alive.
(Datarnost)

Type Attack. One day on the planet of

Lexicon the Alphabet began to attack from
the sky. The citizens of Lexicon found that

the attacking letters and words could be
repelled by typing the same letters and
words on a keyboard aimed at the sky.

Now Earthlings can lea/n to type quickly

and accurately and have fun too. (Sirius

Software)

Wayout. Step right up! Who'll bt
brave enough to take this compass and
mapmaker and walk into this maze? You
will? Good! Now. I'll just lock this door
here and you can try to find your way out.

If you do, I 've got 25 other mazes for you
to try - alt in 3-D. (Sirius Software)

Ropton. The Ouarriors have attacked
Reptonl They're building a base station

and are draining our power supply.

They're guarding Repton with everything
they've got. You and your squadron,
armed with 6 laser gun, nuke bombs, a
radar screen and an energy shield, are our

last hope. (Sirius Software)

Snack Attack. You've got it agoinl
First, that empty feeling, then the pangs,
finally you feel it . . . you are having a
snack attack. Your only hope for relief is to

gobble up as many gumdrops as you can
grab away from the greedy Gumdrop
Guards. (Datamost)
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SOMEWHERE in the distance a clock

strikes twelve and once again your in-

trepid reporter sets out to rescue another
princess. Honestly, princesses these days
just don't know how to look after them-
selves, gelling captured by any passing
wizard. It's not like it used to be when I

was a lad.

As you might guess "from the title, the

setting for Transylvania from Penguin
Software, is straight out of a Hammer
horror movie, complete with vampire and
werewolf. There are also a few non-
Hammer inhabitants like goblins and
frogs, and one you might nor expect. Until

you work out what to do with them, the

vampire and werewolf stand a lair chance
of driving you mad.

The vampire inhabits the castle and the
werewolf roams free everywhere else.

Their trick is to appear at random, and
once they appear you can't do much more
than move- to another Irame. Just when
you think you've worked out what to do
about the cat, for example, and race there

to try out your idea, there's that damn
werewolf again!

The clock strikes twelve at the begin-

ning of the game and you have until dawn
(5 o'clock, in Transylvania} lo rescue

Princess Sabrina. If you fail by that time,

you find her lying in a pool of blood. I

would guess that the "time" is based on
the number of moves, so it becomes
important to work out what to do with the

werewolf because dodging him can be
"time-consuming".

I've mentioned the clock striking, but in

fact Transylvania makes no use of sounds
whatsoever. Clocks (which chime on the

hour), screams and general things that go
bump in the night are all represented in

the text at the bottom of the graphics

screen. The squeamish among you will be
glad to learn that there is no X-certiticate

stuff in the graphics. Pools of blood and
your hair being set on fire are represented
in the text only, like the sounds.

There is a liberal sprinkling of random
spooky sounds and events which means
that the text on any particular frame is not

totally predictable. Even if you think you
know where you are and where you are

going, you may suddenly find yourself
whisked off elsewhere.

The graphics are very good with some
inieresting attention to detail, although no
matter how much I tweaked my TV I

couldn't reproduce the colours in the

illustrations On the back of the manual.
This could be a UK/USA colour system
difference, and the colours were quite nice
anyway. The colour-fill system seemed
faster than some others that I've seen
recently.

The trouble with choosing a setting like

Transylvania is that there are so many
cliches around. To this extent, some parts

of the game might seem easy. However.
there are a few twists and a few surprises
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Princesses really
shouldn't: be lei:

out on their own ..

to keep it interesting. Overall, I'd say it

was of average difficulty

There is a save game facility which
allows an infinite number of games to be
saved. The game is saved to any initialised

DOS 3.3 disc and the file is named in the
normal way. Hence the limit on number of

saved games is the amount of freo disc
space you have. Unlike many games, you
can't restore a saved game from within
the current game, you have to roboot <or

be killed off) in order to be given the
option to restore. This Isn't a problem
really, more a point of convenience.

Transylvania was fun to play, and I

found ths selling a refreshing change
from the run-of-the-mill adventure games.
Subtly embedded within it is an advert for

another game from Penguin, which opens
up a whole new range of possibilities. For
example, suppose advertisers paid to have
their product mentioned; assuming a con-
slant profit margin (I know I'm naive), the
cost of the game to the buyer could bo
reduced. Perhaps princesses in the future

will require feeding with a plate of baked
beans in order to awaken them.#

Cliff McKnlght

territory



APACITY
Up to 1,521 characters per
record

fo 39 fields per record
U>> !(? 39 characters Qei field

(7$ for Videx version)

TEM

ACCESS - Simply the
best data base manager
available for the Apple

Why you should buy

ULTRA-FAST OPERATION
3 second retrieval on key field. Search for

anything, anywhere- ACCESS is 10 to 15
times faster than DB Master and Visifile.

TRUE UPPER & LOWER CASE
ACCESS supports all 40-column upper and
lower case hardware modifications and the

Videx Videoterm 80-column card. A pseudo
upper/lower case version is also supplied.

LINK TO OUTSIDE WORLD
ACCESS can produce standard DOS 3.3 text

files jn any format.

SCREEN EDITOR
No need to re-type everything if you
make a mistake.

XUIREMENTS

GOOD MANUAL
Tutorial section (tutorial disk supplied), quick
reference card, extensive index.

LOCAL SUPPORT

pple II Plus 48K
1 or 2 df'sk drives

No need for trans-atlantic telephone calls.

Registered users can Contaet design and
programming team direct.

CONSTANTS, UPGRADES ANDf2 recommended)
1QS 3.3 Disk Operating System
,CCfSS supports most makes of ENHANCEMENTS

ion of ACCESS ts available We lisTen to Redback from users and are

ham the Symbfih Winchester constantly enhancing ACCESS. Free upgrad
ice to. registered users

ava lable for £199.95 including VAT from all good Apple

/

d-eaters or direct from:-

R SOFT
Avondale Road, South Croydon

Telephone: 01-680 0267

January 1963 WINDFALL 33
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to -the big

back — up business
COMPUTERS are all about memory. All

you get when your cheque passes over
Ihe counter lor an Apple is a 6602
processor and a variety of memory
devices. These are an electronic/magnetic

version of the filing cabinet information
storage and retrieval systems of the tradi-

tional office.

The hobbyist might use a cassette tape
for storage, but (or the rest the choice lies

between removable floppy discs, hard
discs or pseudo discs. The floppy has two
standard sizes - 5 j and 8in - and while a

smaller floppy is currently being marketed
no decision has yel been made as 10 an
industry standard. Bui it seems likely that
the major manufacturers will settle on
3Jin

Hard discs for the Apple have tradi-

tionally been "fixed" Thai is. they have a
much greater storage capacity than a
floppy, but they are permanently encased
and once "full" a decision must be made
as to whether to delete little-used files to
provide more room for storage, or to buy a

further hard disc unit to expand the
system

.

Removable hard discs offer large
capacity with the floppy system's
flexibility, and the latest trend is the
development of removable mint discs.

The most realistic way to assess the

cost effectiveness of an initial investment
is lo relate the pounds spent to the
amount of memory purchased.

The Apple itself uses random access
memory (RAM) to store programs as data.

This shouldn't bo confused with ROM. or

read only memory, which can be com-
pared to a text book ll « tha t it c an be cal led

up for use at any time, but cannot easily

be changed by the user.

RAM may be envisaged as a large

variety of pigeon holes (about 48.0001 in

which the data is stored.

The contents of any individual pigeon

hole can be speedily accessed and
changed during the execution of a
program considerably faster than similar

changes can be effected on external

storage systems. The contents of this

memory however are not permanent - all

the pigeon holes are cleared on switching
off power

Floppy discs operate at a much slower

speed but when power is switched off, Ihe

data remains stored for future use. Floppy
disc storage is up to 1.000 times slower

to access than the Apple's core memory.
The busy Apple user cannot afford to

spend the time waiting for floppy discs to

LOAD or SAVE files however and so Ihe

search is always on lo speod accoss.

Many approaches have been made to

the problem. The first answer, the hard

disc . is p roba bly t he best in terms of speed
of access and size of memory made avail-

able but it involves the greatest cash
outlay although that does not
necessarily mean it is the most expensive
when costs per unit of memory are
calculated.

Eight Inch floppy discs offer more
memory than Ihe conventional 5Jin
floppies but not a great deal more. And as

they cost more and offer a minimal speed
increase they are a rather unattractive
option.

Commercially available software
changes have been made to the standard

DOS 3.3 operating systems so that the
'skewing" of the sectors is physically

changed on the disc surface. This can
offer quite significant speed improve-
ments, porhaps factors of two or three
dependent on the operation, but reliability

may suffor.

Another approach is to set aside an

area of RAM to be used as a pseudo disc

this is offered commercially as a plug-in

can) bearing 128k of RAM for the Apple
II.

The resulting speed increase is

fantastic but there is one serious objec-
tion. The memory is volatile - files are lost

when power goes off - so one has to

transfer the contents of the pseudo disc to

a real one to give permanent memory.
We investigate in this section two

128k RAM car<is M well as another
development in disc emulation - a bubble

memory device.
More than 750 companies worldwide

make hardware add-ons for the Apple II

and III. The table opposite gives details of

some of the disc drives and disc drive sub-
systems currently available in the UK.

In looking for a system a user should

establish that it is reliable, easily-main-

tained and offers good back-up. Othor
factors are storage capacity, quietness in

use, and compatibility with existing

operating systems. ft
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THE invention and promotion of
bubble memories some time back
generated greet excitement in the

computer world. They are now
appearing in the Apple market -

one of the first being a disc
emulator from IVIPC, o San Diego
board manufacturer. MAX
PARROTT and PETER BRAMELD
looked at one of the first MPC
boards to arrive in Europe.

X**&

THE MPC card Is expensive, no doubi
partly a reflection of newness, and it is not
as fast as a RAM card. It is a measure of

Ihe product that despite having no manual
when it first arrived we had absolutely no
problem using it. We merely plugged it in

slot 5 and accessed it with a PR#5.
Fortunately we had chosen an Apple

with a lower case adaptor on board
because messages were given in upper
and lower case. We later tried it on an
Apple without a lower case facility to see
what happened. We got what we
expected, upper case perfectly visible but
lower case presented as a mixture of unin -

telligible symbols. The card offered a DOS
3.3 emulator with four files in momory.
(We understand that the Pascal system
and CP/M are also offered in other ver-
sions.)

The four files on the pseudo disc were
an HELLO program, in Applesoft, simi lar to

the well-known system master HELLO in

that it tries to LOAD the next Hrfl

INTBASIC if a language card is present.

INTBASIC, a B0OT13 utility, and a file

development utility called FUD.
Having booted the pseudo disc, a pair

of floppy disc drives on a controller in slot

6 were completely accessible for all

normal DOS operations and FUD allowed
files to be moved between slots 6 and 5.

Round the other way, that is booting the
floppies in slot 6 first, the pseudo disc in

slot 5 was not accessible.

Attempting to CATALOG it. for
example, gave I/O error. Obviously the

way to use the device would be to have it

in the higher slot number so that it boots
on switch on and then have the floppies

available as secondary drives in a lower
slot. We tried this and all worked well.

The file developing program FUD is not

a simple FID look-alike although it is

somewhat similar to operate. There was
one aspect of FUD we did not like. When
copying a file Iroin the pseudo disc to a

real disc which already had on it a file of

the same name, the program did not
query the namo but moved from drive 1

(the destination drive) to drive 2 and
attempted to write There instead - a
potentially dangerous situation.

Apart from this problem with FUD. we
were quite happy with the system,
although we found one minor curiosity-

On attempting to CATALOG "drive 2" of
slot 5 we were presented with a list of
files Identical to that on "drive 1 " but with
a different volume number. However,
there was no "drive 2" and in fact we
could SAVE a file to drive 2 and still have
it on drive 1.

Clearly the DOS did not actually dist-

inguish completely between drives 1 and
2 on the device. There was no similar

problem with the real drives. The correct

drives were always accessed except En the

use of FUD as described above. All DOS
operations were faster on the pseudo disc
- the manufacturers claim operations are

ihrec times faster with a reliability ovar
1 .000 times greater than that of tapes or

floppies,
The momory offered on the card is the

same as on a conventional floppy, and as
we pointed out above is probably best

used as a cold boot drive with your
favourite program In its memory, also

writing files to its memory and to a
standard floppy as back up.

Here, however, is one major problem.
The chances are that your favourite piece
of software is a sproadsheot or a data

Ino or a word processor program
which would really benefit from the in-

creased speed and reliability of a bubble
memory - but which Is only available to

you the user on a copy protected 5, in

floppy.

Quile how this problem is going to be
resolved wo don't know. Perhaps bubble
memory devices with their own
"protected DOS'" will now appear.

While the bubble memory is being
accessed the Apple emits a gentle i:i icking

noise. We assume that this is the audible

equivalent of the visual warning given by
Ml light on a conventional drive We

did our best to crash the pseudo disc's

operating) systom but in the time available

did not succeed. (We'll keep trying II

Clearly the manufacturer's claim of
reliability is justified.

Well, where does this pseudo disc
emulator sit among its peers? Tho main
advantage is the non-volatile memory.
This type of memory is very useful for data
storage as it is virtually indestructible and
has relatively fast access times. Whether
128k of storage would be useful to you
will depend on the size and structure of

your data management system. As a

rough guide, 128k will store approxi-
mately 1,200 names and addresses, oach
containing 100 characi-

The benefits of having your most used
program speedily available are difficult to
assess. The DOS has the turnkey facility

(the automatic running of a welcome
program when the machine is switched
on) and this combined with modular
programs which access the disc fre-

quently will benefit from an increase in

speed as on this device.

Overall we fool that this is an interest-

ing development and if the price does not
deter you. worth looking at. As previously
mentioned we did not have any instruc-

tions for the device and If we have omitted
any important features we will report on
them in future editions of Windfall.
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RAM cards
WITH (he slow speed of Apple disc drives

and Iheir size. I was looking round for a
bigger, better, faster drive. I'd heard about
128k RAM cards before and they seemed
a flood idea, but, at about the same price

of a floppy drive, wore ihoy really viable?

For that price wouldn't I be b-etter off putt-

ing up with the slow speed of a floppy

drive and keeping my files on non-volatile

media?
The RAM cards themselves are

generally arranged as multiple banks o'

16k so they can be used instead of, or in

addition to. a 16k language card. They
come with their own driving software,

which Is the most important part of the
package. This is the thing that lets them
do work and be useful.

The amount of software supplied varies

from make to make. You can have as
much RAM as you like, but if it lakes 10
years to program it to do anything, it's a
waste of time and money,

Not all RAM cards are supplied with

softwart that enables them to be booted
and used in all environments. Those that

do musi generally be rebooted for each
environment.

Although the advantages of the cards
seem readily apparent it is worth remem-
bering thai just because they are RAM
cards doesn't mean they work at RAM
speed. The driving software takes time to

operate, so the speed varies with the

efficiency of the drivers. It can range from
as much as 20 times to as little as three

times as fast as, a floppy drive. To put this

in perspective a Winchester hard disc is

about 10 times faster fhan a floppy.

Most RAM cards require you to boot an
operating system image, then run a

program to set up the pseudo disc Once
set up. the disc is still devoid of data and
must, if required, have files copied across

The lime taken to simply set up and
load the pseudo disc with files will

probably bo more than the time you save
by using the pseudo disc even for a long

disc intensive run. At the end of the run

the data must then be transferred back to

floppy H 11 is to bo saved.

All this extra time could make the RAM
disc uneconomic for some users,
particularly those who only need short
runs. Having said all that, the speed in-

crease with soma of the cards can change
the use of packages involving word
processing and accounts from a long.

tedious bore to a quick and efficient

operation
One of the best suites of software to bo

seen with a RAM card comes with the
Saturn cards. It enables the card to

operate towards the top of the range at

nearly 12 limes the speed of a floppy.

The Saturn supports Apple DOS.
Pascal and CP/M envi-onments for a
pseudo disc, but does need to bo re-

booted if changing between them. The
software can make full use of any HAM
cards plugged into the back plane up to a

maximum of 256k giving a double-Sized,
fast disc capability but at about twice the

price.

Using Saturn software is reasonably

show

pair of

easy, although by no means automatic.
except in Pascal, With Apple DOS a
program must be run in order to set up the

disc and use it. There must be another
three files as well, and all are used by the
set-up program.

Each lime the machine is switched on
this set-up program must be run in order
to use the RAM disc The program
modifies DOS so that if you have to re-

boot without switching oft the sei-up
program must be run again to preserve
the RAM disc's contents.

This makev it cumbersome in use but.

to be fair, the vagaries of Apple DOS do
not help any in this respect. There is also
software available which will move Apple
DOS onto the RAM card. Utilities such as
FID and Muffin work with the RAM card
as well as floppy dll

By T.N. THOMPSON

Using Pascal on the cord involves a
complicated set-up procedure similar to
DOS bui is a once only thing. Once the
environment is sei the pseudo disc is

automatically initialised on boot.
To make Pascal even more automatic,

there is a program that on boot will

automatically toad the RAM card with
marked files and which can be inserted!

before your auio boot program. Then the

files are loaded onto the RAM card and
your program is run. When finished with
the card there is a very last copy program
which dumps the contents of the RAM
C0?d to (i floppy. On Iho whole, a very
Civilised system.

Like Pascal. CP/M's RAM card driver
has a once-only set-up program. This is

the only software provided by Saturn for

CP/M (as they rely on SUBMIT files and
PIP to copy files to RAMI which is un-
lortunate as CP/M would really bonofit

from a fast copy to RAM facility.

The set up program generates
two COM files: INIT.COM and
INIT2.COM. The first initialises the. RAM

disc ami the second recovers a crashed

RAM card.

I consider it very worthy of Saturn to

provide these back up and recovery
programs. However the only trouble I had
with the whole system was when I made
extensive use of these programs using

Apple DOS. I have never had to use the

recovery programs with either Pascal or

CP/M in three months' heavy use. as both
have worked flawlessly.

The manual for the Saturn card is very
good, being easily readable by the most
inexperienced user and yet not boring lo
an expert. All the information you could
require is included. It is a credit to its

author.

Just before this article want to press I

had a brief encounter with the Rame*
128k RAM card. The software supplied

provides a number of facilities for Apple
DOS and a pseudo disc for Pascal, but
none for CP/M.

While using the Ramex card as a disc

emulator the speed increase is lust over
10 times that of a floppy drive.

In Apple DOS the System Master must
be booted, followed by the supplied disc.

The program which then runs places an
enhanced DOS on to the card which can
then be saved and booted by INITing a
disc

The now SoliDOS has extra commands
which allow the card to be INNTed to a
pseudo disc, to fast load the card, dump
the card's contents to floppy, and write-

protect the card. There is a lot more, in

eluding the ability to store and recall vast
arrays.

I found this new DOS a great improve-
ment over the standard, especially as
most of the new commands work with
floppies as well as the RAM card. I also
thought it a better, more automatic
implementation than the Saturn.

As it is an enhanced DOS not requiring

extra software to control the card. I had no
problems at all with data toss, -unlike the
Saturn Apple DOS

The. Pascal implementation works in

exactly the same way as with the Saturn

system, but neither card is compatible.

The Ramex documentation was not up
to Salurn standard. I found it tried to
explain complicated subjects in a simple

manner and simple subjects in great

depth. The result - a brief manual that

makes heavy reading.
With the availability of CP/M on the

Apple and the enormous amount of
software available, it is a major failing on
the part of Ramex not to include any
software lor the CP/M environment in

their package. I feel they should eliminate
this gap as soon as possible to mako the

package complete.
Both cards have their good and bad

points. They are expensive and their

performance does not live up to the image
of fast RAM On the other hand some
users may find the increase in access
speed a boon to their operations.

The cards give the speed performance
of hard discs, but much reduced storage
capacity, for a lower initial cost, a)
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Don't let back—up
get: you down .

.

FLOPPY discs are marvellous things, They
store hundreds of thousands of characters

on a piece of plastic smaller than a
postcard. They are left lying around on
dusty desks: they are rammed in brief

coses; they are consigned to the lender
mercies of the Post Office: and still they
deliver back our data at 192.000 bits per
second.

There comes a time, however, in every
disc's life when it slops performing
reliably- With some of the cheaper brands
ihis can be after only a few dozen
accesses. With expensive brands it can be
after many hundrads of thousand
accesses. But whatever discs you use, and
however well tested your programs, one
day you will got a disc error.

Usually you will know pretty Quickly

The computer will stop and print an error

message, for example in CP/M:
8DOS ERROR ON 8

or ERROR EF
When this happens you will find out

just how reliable your back-up system is.

The idea behind most back-up arrange-

ments is to take copies of your data files

ai regular intervals. Then if for any reason
your current files get destroyed or

corrupted), you can revert to the copies.

You will, of course, need to re-enter all tho

changes since you made the back-up
copies in order to bring your files up to

date again, but in a well designed system
with frequent back-up copies this should
not lake too long-

Exactly how often to take back-up
copies depends on factors such as how
much data you ore entering, ond how
much time and money you are prepared to
spend on back-up.

For example, if you take copies at the

end of each day then you should only havo
one day's business to re-enter in the event
of a disaster. However making back-up
copies takes time. Thus you have to
choose between the time spent in making
back-ups. which hopefully will never be
needed, and the time required to get
everything back up to date when you do
have to use your back-up files.

Another factor to consider is the
processing sequence of your programs. If,

for example, certain operations only take

place at month end, then certain types of

error or file corruption may only be dis-

covered at the nest month ending, Thus it

is essential to keep copies of the Hies as
they existed before each month end run.

»n these circumstances a daily back-up
routine on all files would require more
than 30 generations of back-up.

Keeping track of all these discs would

'Paul ftayneir is managing director of
Great Northern Computer Services

By PAUL RAYNER

probably require a computer system
dedicated entirely to this. A more conven-
tional approach in these circumstances
would be to take weekly back-ups. Less
time would be taken while making copies
and the number of discs would be much
more manageable.

The process of copying back from your
backup discs is known as "backing
down". It is important to back-down
rather than just to use your back-up discs
in place of your normal ones. It could be a

bug in your programs thai is causing the
error and if you use these programs on
what had formerly been your back-up
copies you will corrupt those discs as well.

When the programmer finally discovers
and corrects the fault you will still be In

difficulties because you now have no
back-up.

Obviously, if you are going to have to

re-enter all the transactions since you
made your back-up copies you must have
some way of knowing what these transac-
tions were. Keeping the original source
documents in neat bundles is one way.
The more usual way is to bring out audit

reports whenever transactions are entered
and to tile these reports as part of your
normal operating procedure.

It is crucial to have some clearly under-

stood system controlling the back up

discs, otherwise when you come to back
down you could end up by backing down
from the wrong ones. A normal procedure
is to have a series of "generations", often
referred to as "son", "father", "grand-
father", etc. These discs will be rotated so
that the one containing the oldest copy
will be over-written with the latest back-
up copy. Thus "great grandfather" will

become "son", "son" will become
"father", and so on.

To control all this you need to be able
to easily identify which discs are which
Firstly, attach a sticky label to each stating

clearly which files are contained and the
date that the copy was made.

Then give each disc a unique identifier

(a number or letter) oi else use a colour

code. Disc suppliers always provide a

bundle of multi-coloured sticky labels with
their product and you con use these to

create a "red" set. a "yellow" set. a

"green" set.

Finally you will need to keep a register

of back-up copies as you can be sure that

problems will only occur when you are on
holiday, off sick, mending yoursonshang-
gllder, or whatever; and your temporary
replacement needs to be able to see at a

glance when the last back-up was taken
and which discs it is on.

These broad principles apply whatever
type of computer you are working on. On
the other hand, the e*act details of which
files to copy and whan to copy them will

depend upon the exact nature of your
programs and your hardware. Your dealer

should be able to advise you. %\

Mini-Winnies boom
ONE of the biggest talking points at
last month's Comdex computer trade
show in Las Vegas was tho dramatic
increase in the variety and rongo of
memory storage systems now avail-

able.
Most remarkable of all has been

the sudden growth in the 5Jin
Winchester ditc drive market, which
only openod in 1980. The> industry
now expects these ultra compact
drives to make up 50 per cent of total

fixed diec drive sales by 1986.
Several companies are now offer-

ing 3jin minrnoppies. Shugart's stands
"1.6m high and occupies about a
quarter of the volume of a standard
floppy. It provides 500k unformatted
capacity, 136 tracks per Inch density
and sin millisecond track-to-track
access time, and uses dises protected
by a hard plastic shell.

Santa Clara Systems showed their

new 3. din removable Winchester
cartridges — new technology which
provides a low-cost method of back-
ing up important data with low power
consumption, and also allows for
virtually unlimited storage capacity.

Half-height Winchesters and
floppies were also to tho fore. Vista
call their Thinline Quad Subsystem
the final evolutionary stage in Apple
disc storage, offering the capacity of
four Apple drives in tho space of one
conventional drive. This is achieved
with two double sided Thinline discs,
providing more than 640k of storage.

Rona have brought out a floppy
disc drive that is claimed to give four
times more storage capacity than
Apple's own drive, plus s much faster

access time. And that s getting pretty
close to hard disc performance.
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IMew drives offer

TWO high-density floppy disc products
which provide new mass storage options
(or the Apple III will bo available in the
Spring).

Apple say the drives onsuro greater In-

tegrity of data than other high-density

drives by way of a unique, double-sided
mechanism.

The products, UniFile and DuoFile. con-
tain the new drives in a single and double
configuration, each drive provides
871k of on-line storage- for the Apple ll|.

They are designed to serve the needs of
managers of small to medium-sized
businesses, professionals, software
developers., OEMs and others who need
mass storage for applications such as
accounting and database management.
UniFile and DuoFile complement the
140k disc III floppy disc drive, which is

built into the Apple in. and Profile, a self-

contained five mbyte mass storage
system intfoduced by Apple in 1981.

UniFile also is intended to serve as the
ideal backup for ProFile. which allows the

user to backup to one location information
that would fill 35 floppy discs. With a for-

matted capacity of 8?lk. it re-quires

only s** discs to back up the total ProFile

contents.
It also takes advantage of Backup III. a

new software utility thai selectively backs
up and restores ProFile's files Backup Ml

will now be included in each ProFile
system package.

DuoFile provides Applo III users with
an additional ma ;• elternal

contains two Apple 871 disc drives with

paglty of 87 H per drive, thus
providing built-in backup. Both UniFile

and DuoFile offer greater data security
over hard disc drives since the discs are

removable
The systems are equipped with a

doorloss sclf-ejecling mechanism that

eliminates the chance of errors that occur
when disc drive doors are opened while
writing data. UniFile is 4.39in high by
8.54in wide by 8.81in deep and weighs
four pounds. DuoFile has measurements
identical to ProFile - 4.J9in high by
17.28in wide by 8.81in deep. It weighs
eight pounds and is designed to fit

between the Apple III and its monitor.

The Apple 8 7 1 disc drive is one of the
first higih-density. double-sided
mechanism to be built specifically for

personal computer applications. It

DuoFile (left} and UniFile

represents- three years of research and
development rind has undergone exten-
sive testing and design verification during
the past year.

"We expect it to make a significant

contribution to the porsonal computer in-

dustry ' said Barry Yorkonl marketing

ger for Apple's Peripheral Sys.ti.-ms

Division.
'

It combine! the best aspects of what
has been learned about floppy disc drives

ovei the past 10 years with the latest in

floppy disc technology advanced heads,
innovative design, and improved media.

Apple's design overcomes some of the

Fundamental limitations of previous floppy

disc drive technology."
mechanism positions read/write

heads on opposite ends and sides of the
disc, reducing media wear and incr.

data integrity The system also utilises

oight electronically-controlled motor
. that vary from track to track.

maximising data capacity

Disc drive systems with one speed re-

quire the bit density to be less on the
outer tracks. The Apple 871 solves this

problem by varying the moior speed and
using equal density on each track.

disc drive system utilises an in

telligent controller that performs functions

such as reading and seeking, and that

provides data transfer at a rato of 62k per

second, four times fastei than con
ventional floppy disc drives. The controller

card plugs into one of the Apple Ill's

expansion slots.

UniFile and DuoFile use Fileware discs.

a new 5Jin floppy media developed by
Apple in conjunction with major media
suppliers. Each contains 62 J tracks per

Inch, providing six times the capacity of
<qle sided. 48 track disc used with

conventional 140k drives.

The inc rease from 48 to 62 j tracks pe r

a conservative boost that provides
additional storage without sacrificing data
integrity, and that roquires a less complex
and less expensive positioning mechanism
than discs with higher densities.

Filewaro accommodates a wider
temperature range than many high
density discs, further increasing relia-

bility. Because temperature changes can
• the media to expand and shrink, the

read/write head on discs of more than
62

J
tracks per inch can bo sufficiently

misaligned to cause reading enrors.

Apple is continuing to enhance its

computers with the most advanced and
reliable mass storage devices. UniFile and
DuoFile complete the first generation ot a
family of mass storage systems that fully

support the Apple III in a wide variety of

applications, said Yarkoni.
The Apple 87 1 disc drive will be

manufactured by Apple and a second
source. Fileware will be manufactured by
Apple and other major media suppliers, in-

cluding Verbatim and 3M.
UK prices have not yet been finalised,

hut in the United States UniFile will retail

for under $1,000 and DuoFile will sell for

loss than $1,700.

DISCDATA DISCDATA DISCDATA DISCDATA DISCDATA



TROIM
From the heart
of an Apple
springs an
electronic odyssey

HAVE you ever day-dreamed about the

mysterious, electronic civilisation that

might enist deep, deep inside the central

processing unit of your Apple'
A whole new micro-world where

fantasy becomes fact, where energy lives

and breathes and where every law of logic

is defied.

Such thoughts came to writer-director

Steven Lisberger in 1978. A devotee of
video games, he had just produced a

multi-million dollar animated film called

Animalympics and was looking lor new
fields to conquer.

One summer's day he mentally
assumed the role of a classic character

from an earlier Hollywood era, the In-

credible shrinking man. and imagined
himself as a microscopic speck escaping
from forces of evil lurking In the hear! of

the Apple, which was just then beginning
its meteoric success story.

After two years' gestation. Lisberger

and his partner. Donald Kushner. took the

idea to Wall Disney Productions, where it

received an enthusiastic welcome. The
result was the futuristic adventure TRON.
which went on general release last month.

Ouite naturally Apple Computers Inc

gets a credit line in the film. So do two
other big names in the Apple add-on field.

Mountain Hardware and the Syntauri

Corporation.

The story starts with the hero sitting at

his Apple III writing a program that would
get the better of an unscrupulous Master
Control Program which was trying to take
over the world.

The tact that he was not having much
luck wa$ either a reflection pf the power
of the MCP or the inadequacies of the

Apple lit. Any beginner who has had to

struggle with the Ill's Sophisticated
Operating System will know exactly how
he felt.

The hero is so frustrated he decides to

incapacitate the user-unfriendly rVtCP In-

stead he finds himself blasted into
electronic particles and wakes up In

another dimension where computer
programs are electronic warriors, the

alter-egos of the programmers who
created them.

Says Lisberger: "Everyone's looking tor
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new fantasies in the movies. Outeir space
hos been done to death. They've gone
inside the body and under the sea. We've
created this new world In TRON by taking
video games and just blowing them out to

tho point whore they become a reality.

'When games met computer gr.<i

something came alive that hadn't been
alive before. Video games were the basis

for the fantasy. Computer imagery was
the means to create it."

Computer Imagery had Its birth in the
computer graphics of the mid-1960s.
when workors in aerospace and scientific

research found that simulating objects
digitally proved more effective than build-

ing models. Today it's the hottest tool in

cinematic special effects.

TRON is the first feature film to make
extensive use of computer imaging, such
as a cityscape at night metamorphosing
into computer circuitry pulsating w-th
energy.

Describing how It is done graphics
pioneer Larry Elin likens it to tho way they
light the giant electric poster on Times
Square in New York. "However that has
maybe 8.000 lights, while one of our
frames can consist of more than two mil-
lion pixels of light,'' he said.

Those two million pixels - each with its

own colour end intensity values - mul-
tiplied by the 24 frames it takes for one
second of film, odds up to nearly 100 mil-
lion bits of information for a brief period
on the screen that would be missed in the
blink of an oyo.

Fifteen minutes of tho 100-minute film

consist of wholly computer-generated se-

quences and cost a quarter of the S20
million spent on TRON.

The film is breaking so many records in

the United States that the pundits are

already saying that Hollywood will never

be the same again. But then they said that

when Disnoy's Steamboat Willie first

tooted down the silver screen Mississippi

In 1928.

Sure we've taken risks with this film.

'

said Lisberger. "We've broken with con-

vention. But computer imagery is never
going to replace actors. Actors are what I

call the ultimate special offect t

The Master Control Program, sinister overlc

. . and a new
line in

computer
language



of the world of Tf/OtV

CPU - The geographic area within the

electronic dimension where the MCP is

located.

CROM — An overweight, out-of-shape com-
pound Interest program caught and made to

play video games by the MCP forces.

DIGITIZE - Jo enter the measurement of

uhysical variable into o computer's
memory as a series of numbers. Theoretically,
it is possible to re-construct a physical entity, a
DNA chain or an orange if tfic measurements
are stored in enough detail.

00MAIN - A geographic area
rtvctiantc dimension.

of the

GAME GRID — The arena where computet
programs play video games to the death. The
electronic dimension's equJvalo/it of the

Roman Colosseum.
GRID BU'G - Spidery creatures with the
ability to disguise themselves as part of the
game grid.

IDEN TITV DISC - Used as a means oi star

ing information and thrown es a weapon, a
disc Is worn on a program s back A program
gets information encoded on a disc by sending
it to a User via an MO Beam.
INPUT/OUTPUT TOWER - The structure

whi/ra programs communicate with their

Users.

LOGIC PROBE —A beam of electricity which
can force a program to yield the information it

possesses.

MCP - The tyrannical force which demands
subservience from alt programs in the system.

PROGRAM - In the teal world, a set ol ins-

tructions or coded information entered into a
computer system. In the electronic dimension.
a being with human qualities created by a
User, or programmer. Programs ore rha alter-
ego ol The people who create them.

RECOGNISER - A towering robotic entity

which flies from domain to domain, looking lor
programs wanted by the MCP.

A computer
program takes on
an entirely new
meaning in the

shape of Vori

(Cindy Morgan).
here overseeing
construction o1

a computer-
generated solar

ulfer
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GRAPHMAGIC

ANYONE who handles large amounts of

numerical data will at some time want to

represent it graphically, as a graph can
often convey trends and variations in a
more informative and lucid manner then a
table of figures. However, drawing
accurate graphs by hand is lime consum-
ing and so any alternative is welcome.
Among the software packages which

utilise microcomputers to rapidly
transform numerical data into graphs is

ISM's GraphMagic which boldly proclaims
that "the user-friendly graphics era comes
to your Apple/'

In common with so much commercial
software today, using GraphMogic Is

rather like conducting a tour of local

restaurants. The user is launched into a
world of menus and sub-menus which
fortunately, as in this case, generally leads
to smooth operation of the program.

GraphMagic is supplied on a protected
disc and is accompanied by a ysefyl,

mainly non-technical user manual.
Generating graphs with it is a simple
process, and after a quick glance at the

clearly written manual I was able to boot
the disc and display a pie chart within

minutes.
Three types of graph can be drawn: pie

chart, histogram and line. Data input is

achieved via a flexible input editor, which
refers to numerical data as variables
which must consist of a name/value
combination.

The editor allows new variables to bo
created or old ones to be loaded from disc
and can manipulate up to 40 variables at

a time.
To draw a basic graph all that is re-

It

as pie
quired is a set of variables. As an example
of this, Fig. 1 was created by entering

nonsense data and selecting the pie chad
drawing option. The program auto-

matically labels each segment of the chart
and represents each variable as a per cent

By GRAHAM PLACE

of iho total.

Basic graphs can be enhanced in

several ways. Two lines of text can be in-

serted as a title at the top of the graph and
may be justified to the left, right or centre
of the screen. Users with colour monitors
also have the option of displaying graphs
in a variety of colours.

One of the more powerful capabilities

of the package is its full screen text editor,

which allows text to be added to any pan
of a graph. Since graphs are drawn on the
Apples high-resolution graphics pages,
text is created by "turning on" appro-
priate pixels.

Cursor control at a crude level is

essentially as normal, but the text editor
also has cursor position tine tuning com-

^ 1 5 :-:

SEG 4 V f/ 13X A

l&X ^s JSEG 3 \^y 3 ex J
SEG ^—^—

i

—

r—r^*<Z- C C 1Otla 1

Fig. 1. Basic pie chart drawn by
GraphMagic. Highlighting of any one seg-
ment of the pie is possib/e. enabling data
of particular interest to be emphasised
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mands. Theso move the cursor one pixel

at a time left, right. up or down.
This function can be used to create

bold face text by typing it twice with the
cursor shifted one pixel on the second
time of typing <soe Fig. 21. It is possible to

create any shape desired with imaginative
use ol the character font.

Incidentally, the text editor can be
operated without actually drawing a

graph, and so can be used as a crude word
processor.

Histograms and tine graphs drawn by
GraphMagic can be modified in several
ways. The x and y axes can be labelled,

statistical data - calculated by (he)

program from the variables in memory -
can be superimposed on the graph and-

the scales of either axis may be altered.

With the latter option altering the
default values (1 to the number of

variables) of the x axis shifts the y-axis to

the right, leaving its scale hanging in

space. This gives poor presentation (Fig.

2)

Several modes of display are possible
with histograms and line graphs (Figs. 2
and 3) including superimposing a grid of
horizontal end vertical lines. On doing this

I found that the vertical lines did not
correspond with the tic marks of the x-oxis

although this should be an easy bug to

rectify.

Graphs or variable sets created using
GraphMagic may be saved to a data disc.

Before starting any serious drawing, the

user specifies which disc drive is to be
used for data storage and retrieval. Ideally

the system should have two disc drives,

although the program will operate with
one.

To prevent valuable data from being
corrupted or lost, user numbers may be
allocated. This is a useful option if several
people wish to use (he same data disc
since tho formatting of the file names
incorporates the user number and thus
avoids file name conflicts.

Hard-copy of graphs may be obtained
using a printer capable of graphics. Again,

the system set-up has to be specified and
this includes indicating the type of printer,

slot number of the communication card
and the column print width desired.

A limited number of printor types are
catered for. although if your particular

printer is not specified this should not pre-

sent a problem. GraphMagic saves graphs

by utilising the Applesoft BSAVE routine

and so files are easily accessible from the

data disc.

For the non-technical user, ISM points

out that a number of utility programs are



available which will ploi a memory imago
file of graphics to various combinations of

controllers and primers.

The default printer of GraphMaglc is

the Epson MX-80 which was also used for

the figures in this reviow. Howovor.
graphs dumped on this printer have a
flat toned appearance which is parti-

cularly unsatisfactory with pie charts

because they become squashed into an
oval shape (Fig. 1).

This appears to bo a common fault

assoc.atod with the Epson parallel in-

terface card. ISM acknowledges the

problem and is apparently trying to solve

it at the software level.

GraphMaglc can be used in conjunc-

tion with other programs, in particular

MatheMagic (another ISM product) and
VisiCalc In fact GrapbMagic can read any
data files saved in DIF format.
An "interface to DIF format" option is

provided enabling tabulated data, created

by using VisiCalc for example, to bo

graphed.
With minimum effort, any graphics

created with other programs could be
enhanced by using the text editor and
other options available in GraphMaglc
verv useful.

What about performance? On the
whole I found the package simple enough
to operate and it certainly lives up to its

user-friendly tag.

Error trapping is excellent and any
errors occurring duo to user, hardware or

software failures prompt the display of

appropriate error messages. The mean
ings of these messages are explained in a
comprehensive appendix in the manual
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which also advises on the bost routes of

recovery

The formatting of each type of graph is

basically very good, although two points

should be noted. First, when labelling axes
it is often necessary to enclose certain in-

formation, such as units, within brackets.
\«Viih GraphMaglc this is simple enough
when labelling the x-axls but the mode of
display of y-axis labels, i.e. reading from
ton to bottom (see Figs. 2 and 3). prevents

sensible uw of brackets.
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Fig 3 Bar graph of real experimental

dais. The bars may be justified left, right

or centred, which allows one graph to

overlay another.

Fig. 2. Line graph representation of a bi-

exponentiat function. This display in-

corporates text created using the full

screen text editor. In addition to plotting

points and drawing a line through them,
the area between the base of the graph
and the line may be filled in.

Perhaps the user could be provided
with an option allowing "sideways" print-

ing of y-axis labels, which should bo
within the scope of the flexible text editor

I did noto that when required to print

the % character as part of a y-axis label

the program crashed - an odd little quirk

since every other character prints

perfectly well.

My second point concerns line graph

representation which could be improved
substantially by permitting x,y data pairs

to be plotted.

The nature of GraphMagic's variable

input routine, i.e. name/value combina-
tion, means that only truly variable y-

values can be plotted while x-values

simply represent an arithmetic series. The
incorporation of a numeric input routine

especially for line graphs would be a
useful addition to an already extensive

repertoire,

These criticisms accepted. GraphMagic
is a user-friendly program capable of

generating acceptable graphical rep-
resentations of numerical data.

• A 12-year-old Stockport schoolboy,

John Stevens, also liked the package, and
sent us his review under the title "Oiaw
your own conclusions":

'This is an extremely useful package
for anyone who keeps having to draw
loads of graphs, because) it saves a lot of
proper graph paper (which these days Is a

lot of money.)
GraphMagic can be used with

MatheMagic and VisiCalc, and it enables
you to draw information on a pie, bar or

line graph, adding colour where required
and highlighting certain parts.

"It is a great graph drawer - and I don't
really see rhe need to have the instruc-

tions, because it Is so easy to use "ft
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QtmbBtB
MEANS BUSINESS
'Ormbeta' is the most powerful and versatile Database
system currently on the U.K. market- and that's a tact!

It's written in PASCAL... ihe language ot the future for
business and scientific applications, and the specially

developed 'P' operating, system enables it to be used
with virtually any popufai Microcomputer hardware.
'Ormbeta' is already available on Apple - IBM - Xerox -

Osborne - Sirius, Victor and Sage, It is an Apple-
approved product, and they have recently installed
the new Beta Turbo' system at their European head-
quarters -what better recommendation is there!

...SOFTWARE!
A typical "Ormbeta' package comprises Beta Database,
Sales/Purchase/Nominal Ledgers, Payroll and Stock
Control. Further exclusive packages have been
developed for Estate Agents, Catering Management,
C'ub Membership and Golf Handicapping.
'Ormbeta' is constantly being updated and improved
to meet today's ever-changing business climate. To
find your ideal system, contact us for advice on your
nearest dealer.

I nea
Please send me further details and advise me of

rest dealer.
my I

My computer is

Name
Organisation

Address

l_
Tel.

VV183^%gJ
ORMSKIRK COMPUTER SERVICES LTD.
Whtatsheal WalK, Burscough SUeet, Qim$kirK
Lancashire L39 2XA
Tel: OrmsK-fk (0695) 77043 Telex: 6271 10 ft 628702
CHACOM G Preli« 'ORMBETA'
Access ft Bacclaycaid welcome

Buyour

£475*

DaisyWheel Printer

foryourcomputer

andyouhavean

Electronic Typewriter

absolutelyFREE

The T/Printer 35 is the lightest weight and
lowest cost daisy wheel printer you can buy for your

computer. So i! will fit within your budget and you can
carry it wherever you take your micro. Yet it is tough

enough to give years of reliable service. Interchange-

able typefaces (standard Olivetti 100 character daisy

wheels), variable pitch, multiplecopies— all the features

you would expect of more expensive word processing

printers.

Vet the T/Printer 35 costs only £475 with

parallel interface. Operating speed under computer
control is approximnt ely 320 words per minul e of letter

perfect output. What typist can equal that?

Then when you're finished using it as a

computer printer, the T/Printer 35 is ready to go right

on working as an electronic typewriter.

That's the dual-purpose T/Printer 35— the

versatile computer printer that fits your budget.

nlnmicscrmpatibleparalleliHtajan

With R&232C mtyac* it axti E335 Prim luted ar\

Dalnrile T-ormiwtfa Ltd
l .-iM;) n- HOUSC

1 14-146 High Road
Chadwell Heath, Essex KMti6NT

Tel: 01-590 1155
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COMPUCOPIA

Assistant
for budding
Brahms
THE American-based Syntauri Corpora

tion, which describes itself as the pioneer
ol soft instruments-programmable micro-

compuier-based digital instruments", has
released Composer's Assistant, a powariul

software tool which allows automated
transcription and hard copy score printing.

In use a composer performs on Iho

AlphaSynuiun keyboard and his music Is

stored in up to 16 separate polyphonic
tracks. It may then be viewed crack, by

track on a video screen or printed out.

The company says ii is designed to

meet exacting professional standards and
provides a last, accurate and inexpensive

way for musicians to translate their ideas
into hard copy for reviewing, orchestrating

and copyrighting.

Any polyphonic piece performed on the

Syruauri keyboard may be transcribed into

notation similar to piano scoring. The
system also incorporates the newly-

teleased Metatrak 16 track recording

system which lets composers work with

full orchestral ideas and then produce
instrument-by -instrument video displays

and printed copy. Each track can bo poly-

phonic and any may be chosen for print-

ing.

Composers Assistant caters for the

fact that persona! playing styles wary, and
can adjust for performance timing
variances such as leading the boat.

Additional features include a 1/1 6th

note and rest resolution, special triplets

mode, variable accidentals and measure
tie marking. A tent-editing facility allows

the addition of expressions, special

instructions, lyrics and chords.

Cal-fornian sy nthesist/composer
Kontyn Reynolds developed the program
because, he said: "I wanted direct visual

feedback of my keyboard Impressions In-

dependent of the sounds. The Syntauri

system - the keyboard synthesiser, mul-

\ \ k

titrack recorder and transcriber - lets rne

capture my musical intuitions, then later

review the theoretical aspects of what i

was feeling as I played."

The software costs $295. It is designed
for use with Syntauri synthesisers and a

48k Apple system with printer. The full

five-octave Composer's Workstation.
Incorporating the software and equip*

tnent, sells for around S2.100 in the US.
* A review of composer's Assistant

and Metatrak is planned for a future issue

of Windfall It will also evaluate the rival

Sound Chaser system and look at other

developments in micro music.

A nother
spreadsheet
A NEW electronic spreadsheet has been
developed by Microsoft. It is called Mul-
tiplan, and has many of the standard

Visicalc lunctions and capabilities with a

lew extra features thrown in for good
measure.

As with Visicalc, Multiplan auto-
matically re-calculates a worksheet when
new data or formula are entered, but in-

stead of referring to entries by a grid

reference code it allows a user to assign

names (such as Sales or Costs) to an entry

or area of the worksheet.
Program prompts tell the user what to

do next, commands are listed in English,

and a help function gives access to a

reference guide at any time for informa-
tion on any command or function being

used.
Another facility permits linking in-

formation in different worksheets to in-

struct the Apple to make adjustments
automatically on related worksheets when
changes are made to a primary sheet.

Entries can be made either alpha-
betically or numerically and results of a

formula can be expressed in either mode.
Microsoft claim that using the program's
conditional capabilities complex rela-
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(ionships can be analysed and relevant

sentences chosen and displayed
automatically-

Worksheets can be broken down into

pages of variable size and shape and data
from oiher applications programs can be
incorporated.
The program is available tor standard

Apple 1 1 (64k) or for Apple II and III CP/M
It costs CI 69 from Pete and Pam. Tel:

0706-227011.

A voiding
hiccups . .

HAVE you ever had your computer or

sensitive electronic equipment hiccup,

malfunction or lose data? Was it equip-

ment malfunction, or the result of mains
borne interference, transients or noise?

Transients and noisy 240v mains
supplies can play havoc with computers,

disc drives and many other types of

electronic equipment.

A portable monitor unit designed lo

delect transients and indicate that they

have occurred, has been developed by
Mektronic Consultants. The Sentry plugs

into any standard 240v AC socket, and
detects transients at three different levels

indicating slight, moderate or severe

interference.

Once a transient is detected an in-

dicator lamp remains lit until the unit is

reset.

It can be used to monitor different

supplies to see which is best, check on

site supplies, monitor supplies at exhibi-

tions or when giving demonstrations,

identify equipment which generates noise
and to monitor supplies overnight and at

woekends.
It costs C45. Tel: 061-798 0803.

. . and sundry
static
WITH the development of the electronic

office static electricity has become more
than just a nuisance - it can bo a mortal

hazard for the silicon chip.

The combination of central heating and
air conditioning has made offices warmer
and drier, which are pedect conditions for

the generation of static.

Simply walking across a carpet can
create a charge of anything between
5,000 and 10.000 volts, depending upon
the carpet fibre and the type of soles on

one's shoes. Even the combing of a

person's hair with a plastic comb can

create s potentially chip-killing charge.
Mainframe manufacturers do build

static protection into their hardware.
Micro-based offices might consider

Tfie Qlympia ESW 30O0

buying anti-static carpets specially engi-

neered to do the job Carpet manufac-
turer Heuga has announced two additions

to its range of carpet tiles. Quantum XL
and Tundra, which it says, gives the office

designer or end user a comprehensive
selection of textures and colours guaran-

teed to be sale for use with sophisticated

electronic equipment. Tel; 0296 8463 7

A daptable
database
A DATABASE management system that is

easy lo operate and simple to learn Is Pile

Fax from TMQ Software of Illinois.

The program offers quick access to files

and records and TMQ says it has a unique.

powerful and easy-to-use report
generator,

It is written In machine language and is

compleialy memory based so that once
loaded a user doesn't have to swop discs.

Features include numerous laxt-fldtting

facilities, help screens that can be called

up at any time and an eight -level sort and
wide-ranging search capability.

The database itself has no fixed format
and can be set up according to individual

user requirements. Tel: (from UKt 0101
312-520 4440.

Robot for

your Apple
A TEACHING tool that can demonstrate
the operation and control of an industrial

robot - that's the Mitsubishi Movemester
HM 101. a compact and portable micro

robot, only 25cm high and weighing 10kg.

It has six axes of movement and five

degrees of freedom. There is a stepping

motor positioned on each joint giving

open loop control and the motors are

geared down to give repetition of posi-

tions to within 0.3mm.
Mitsubishi claim the micro-robot's

intelligence is comparable to that of its big

brothers, the industrial robots. It consists

of a Z80 microprocessor with 16k RAM
and Bk ROM. The ROM is programmed
with two test modes so that operations

can be checked quickly without being
connected to a microcomputer.

The RAM enables it to remember 100
positions, but by extending RAM by 6k the

number of stored positions can be
boosted to 600.

The micro-robot can be programmed in

either Basic or Assembler to give direct

control or when using Basic, subroutines
in (he robot's memory c^n bo called up to

give internal control.

Maximum load is 500 grams and top
speed is 7cm per second at the tip of

hand. Computer control gives straight line

movement between programmed posi-

tions. The robot links to an Apple II using

a standard Centronics interface on an

Epson printer card. Tel: 0923-37333.

Records
system
AN incomplete records system from

Number One Computers Includes compre-
hensive instructions on how to code
records, a data entry program that can

store and retrieve up lo 5,000 records for

a client and a Vtsicalc template to produce

profit and loss account, balance sheet and

source and application of funds State-

ment.

As the repod section is generated by
lie, amendments to the trial balance

have an immediate effoct on the accounts.

Comparative figures for the previous year

are shown, and the format of any of the

accounts can be altered.

Ihr- sv!»iem costs CI 15- Tel: 0534-

77268.
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COMPUCOPIA

Buffered
daisywheel
ANOTHER addition to the high quality

daisywheel primer market is the Olympia
ESW 3000. Distributors Intelligent Inter-

laces say it is capable of prim speeds up
to 50cps In 10, 12 end 15 pitch, has

proportional spacing and offers bi-direc-

tional printing with shortest path-seeking

to provide maximum output and bold,

expanded and double print to* presenta-

tion.

The internal 4k memory allows data to

bo down loaded to the E$W 3000 from

the Apple, thus freeing the computer for

another task. It handles any type of

stationery and options include a sheet

leader and tractor feed. Price C 1 .036. Tel:

0789-295385.

THE new W80-PS1O printer table from
Westra has a slotted top enabling the con-

tinuous stationery supply to be fed direct

from the tower shelf, through the hole in

the table top. to the underside of a bottom
feod printer.

The table top may be fitted in either of

two positions - with the slot toward the

front or roar of the table depending on the

model of printer in use.

The lower shalf which houses the paper

supply is adjustable for height and the unit*

is fitted as standard with four glides for

greater stability Castors can be supplied

to special order. The table costs £151 .50.

Tel: 01-843 1122,

Instant
guide to CP/M
INSTANT computer literacy is promised
through The Operating Guide, a program
which is said to "anaesthetise" CP/M.
roplacing it with a more easily understood

environment.
The package is designed and manu-

factured by Decision Systems And dis-

tributed by Encotel. They say that with the

help of the guide a user does not have to
know, learn or understand the CP/M
operating system in order to use it.

Encotel director Bob Jones says: "CP/M is

a good system written for the ffilCfO. How-
ever The Operating Guide is written for

people."
The program hidos all file management

(listing, deletion and transfer of files, disc
copying, memory space availability, addi-

tion and execution) of packages such as
word processing, ledgers, data base
management or financial modelling.

Essentially its job is to make
housekeeping routines simpler, faster and
trouble free. Disc back up procedure is

simplified through a calendar and date
routine which tells the operator when
back up is due. or overdue. The Guide

GOStS C5Q. Tel: 01 686 9687.

Database
for Apple III

APPLE UK has introduced Quickfile III, a
flexible information filing and retrieval

system which is ihe first Apple-written

database package for the Apple III. The
package has three unique features, claims

Apple.
It can generate a multi-record row-and-

column display, files can be easily
restructured (you can add, delete, move or

change fields), and it allows sort on all the
data or any data Holds at any point.

The system has been designed with
business purchasers in mind and copes
easily with normal "nuisance" iobs in an
office, such as designing business forms,

allowing categories to be added and
deleted without re-typing previously held

information, allowing selective search,
display and summarisation from records,

and allowing viewing of many records
simultaneously. It costs f60.

Q uality

printer

A LETTER quality printer which uses in-

dustry compatible ribbons, print wheels
and control commands is now available

from Advent Data Products.

The Facit 4565 prints at 40 cps
(standard) and 38 cps (Shannon). H
handles paper up to t6in wide and can
print 10 pitch. 12 pitch or proportionally

spaced characters. With 10 pitch
characters, up to 130 characters can be
printed on a line.

Line (bi-directional) and serial (uni-

directional) printing modes are selectable

from the front panel. The printer uses

QuniL'/Diablo compatible daisy wheels,

the ribbon cartridge is Diablo compatible
and both multi-strike film and fabric rib-

bons are available, although only in black.

The machine features a friction platen

paper feed as standard, and bi-directional

forms tractor leaders and cut sheet

feeders are optional extras.

It uses an RS232 interface and can
communicate at baud rates Of 300/600/
1 200 and 2400. Cost: C 1 ,000. Tel: 0225-

706289.

APPLE Pad 1 is a card with a difference

designed to fit into the expansion slols of

the Apple II. It carries foot long rainbow
cables with bared and tinned ends ena-
bling a user to wire up external equip-

ment, control and measuring sensors and
experimental breadboards to the Apple.

Price f.5.95 from Cambridge! Microelec-
tronics. Tel: 0223-314814

No mods
needed
A SINGLE-key command word processing
package. Word Handler, runs without
hardware modification to the Apple II and
provides a 66 character line on the video

monitor screen without the need for an 80
column board.

Manufacturers Silicon Valley Systems
claim that the package is the easiest and
most sophisticated on the market and say
that new users should be able to use it for

practical purposes after about 20 minutes
of study and experiment.

Features include unlimited tabs, incre-

mental spacing, vertical spacing and a two
character format. Print features are

displayed on the screen so the user can
see at a glance exactly what will be
printed, such as underlining, bold face.

superscript, upper/lower case and even/
normal justification.

Information displayed at the bottom of

the screen gives the name of a document
file being worked on. the page number
and the enhancements selected. The
package costs E109 from Pete and Pam.
Tet: 0706-22701 J.
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Turnkey
applications

A HARDWARE and software package
which can be used to create turnkey
applications is available from Flexitallic

Controls. Catted Autoprom and costing

CI 80 it consists of a single expansion

card which offers 16k of Basic memory
storage in Eprom. The card is installed in

slot 5 and the program stored in Eprom is

automatically executed on booting.

It is possible to create a library of

programs and whenever a particular

application is required the appropriate

Eprom is plugged in. The autoprom
memory can be erased for re-use by

exposure to ultra-violet light. Tel: 0706-
343438-

Alternative
data entry
A TRADITIONAL mainframe data entry

tec hnique - by cards - is now available for

the Apple, giving an alternative to key-

board data entry.

The 2000/Apple card reader from
Wego Computers interfaces with the

Apple II. It is an optical machine which
can read pre-printad data as well as

accept punched cards or those marked
with a pencil or pen.

Up to 120 cards at a time can ba in-

serted into the machine hopper and read

at a maximum of 56 a minute. A con-

tinuous on demand feature allows the

reader to feed automatically once the data

ftom the previous card has been input to

the computer
Typical uses tor the 2000/Apple are

systems of batch entry such as entering

data from choices of patients selections

for hospital menus, market research

reporting, the results of routine laboratory

tests, the handling! of test results in

schools and the entry of binary data for

machine code programming. The machine

COWS CI.295. Tel: 0883 49235.

Pascal
data analysis

A PASCAL-driven package for data

analysis which incorporates software for

graphics, statistics and forecasting is

being markoted by Appli-Tech Software

Services and Fairhurst Instruments.

Called AIDA (Apple Interactive Data
Analysis) the package allows a user to

subject any series of observations, such as
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on prices, production or sales data, lo

technical analysis and graphical display.

Now series can be produced from

original data using simple arithmetic for-

mulae or in combination with other series

to produce market share ratios or failure

rates,

This year's results can be charted

against any other Year or against as many
as throe other series simultaneously.

When linked to a plotter, copies of graphs
or histograms can be reproduced in

colour
The package allows statistical analysis

of any data, as well as a forecasting

option, and can be used to create

tabulated reports of the data used In any

analysis

AIDA requires a 64k Applo and two

5Jin floppy drives. It includes throe discs

and a manual and costs £450. Tel: 0254-
393 3 22 or 0625-525694.

Interfaces
for Apple III

A RANGE of interlace cards for the Apple
III has been launched by U-IVlicro-

computers.
Each card include a full SOS driver

allowing the cards to bo used with Basic.

Pascal or any of the other SOS languages
from Apple.

The cards includes an 8 channel 12 bit

A/D converter with parallel I/O and timer:

a BCD interface capable of acquiring up to

8 decimal digits digital I/O card with time

capabilities: a single port serial interface

card and an eight port serial interface

card.

The latter two itoms will extend
communications applications allowing for

example, printer and modern to be con-

d simultaneously. Tel: 0925-5411 7.

Autoprom can
create a library of
programs

Hush print
A HIGH speed, two colour printer with

three operating: modes is being marketed

by X-Data. Tho OKI 2410 is bi-directional

and features DP modo working at 350cps
draft mode at 175 cps and near-letter

quality modo at 85cps.

It has an extremely low noise level,

making it particularly useful in an office

environment, and it also features high

resolution graphics. Tel: 0753-72331.

Fast fines
A DRAWING package rolessed by Guestel

is designed for people who. says the com-
pany find drawing pictures on a graphics

tablet rather slow.

Some of the features claimed for the

system are instant change of colour, crea-

tion of circles, a background grid of dots

to help design, dotted or star lines, access

to shapes from a stored shape table and
polygon and ellipse capabilities.

If used with a language card the

package allows storing and restoring

designs in RAM and erasure of tho last

addition to a design.

Other features allow the addition of

text or graphics characters and tho output

of a picture to a graphics printer. The

system costs E79. Tel: 0273-695 264.

* * *
A 8ACK-UP system for the Apple III

PioFile is the Shaddow III which
manufacturers DNCS describe as a

"complete plug in and go" system. The
unit is based on the 3M Data Cartridge

Drive and is supplied with an interface,

data canidges and full operating software.

Tho latter includes full ProFile back-up
and selected file back-up with full read

after write check.DNCS says that the unit

takes 25 minutes to copy a 5mbyte disc

and to verify data.



'Yes, this

program's great

-but oh!

that manual!'

How often have you read

comments like this in a

review of a new program:
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Aias f/ie answer.

Let us enhance your program documentation by

giving it ihe professional touch. We have sub-editors.

designers and typographers who understand

computing and are happy to produce anything from

a simple leaflet to a fully-comprehensive illustrated

manual.
And if you think such expertise will cost the

earth, you're in for a pleasant surprise I

ton o'

Dttabnsn Publications

the #uo'»s«t"i o'
Windfall your

ifuartwltrr III utirtlily

Contact

Derek Meakin on
061-456 8383

FANTASTIC BARGAINS FROM

RamTeK
Services

EP^SON PRINTERS - hrfry *uarentee«l
MV80FT.3 - 10" carrisfls. Trociof & Frieiioft Ft«c«, 9*9 MatcU with

true Oescendors. Bidirectional BOcpt. High Res Graphics. Sub- ft

Superscript. Condensed ft Enlarged Ptinf. Underline Fa

MX iOOFT/3 - all the facilities ot ihe MX-80 ptui 15' WXQ6 aftd

(aster speed of lOOcps.

Plctw plume lor B«t Price*.

FREE - 1000 shoots of listing piper wilh evory printer order received
before 1st Morel- 1983.

INTERFACE CARDS - a wide selection of Printer Interface Cards

ible 'or -nost Micro*
DISKETTES - VERBATIM. MEMOREX
Full range of Top duality 51" & 8" Diskettes at VERY special prices.

r-REE - library case lor 10 diskettes with every ordor 'or 10*

SCREENWRITER II - the best Wc-d Processing Package lor Apple II

Ireviewod in WINDFALL Dec 821 tummelv powerful and very easy to

use. Excellent Documentation

Special Prices for limited period

We hawe many other Hardware & Software Bargains -

wrtie ot phone NOW lor latest leaflets and price details.

IDt'ivvry on most lt»ms FREE in UKI

RAMTEK SERVICES
47 Acland Road, Bournemouth, BH9 Utt.

Tel: (0202) 528644 (24 hrs - 7 days)

Callers by appointment only

TWO WAYS TO ENSURE
YOU GET

Windfall
The Ant*? computer users magazine

EVERY MONTH
1. Complete and mail subscription

form on Page 73

2. Hand this form to your newsagent.

Please reserve me a copy of Windfall
magazine every month until further notice.

D I will collect

Q I would like it delivered to my home.

Name
Address^

Afore fo newsagent: WINDFALL shouldbe
obtainable from your local wholesaler, or contact
the distributor - Wells, Gardner, Darton & Co Ltd

Tel: Faygate 444
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CP/M

WHEN WordStar, which I have used for

some time now without any problems.
first arrived it had already been set up for

my machine. Recently however, in review-

ing three 80 column cards I had to instal

the program myself because each SO
column card was slightly different, each
with its own protocols.

Although 20 or 30 installations later I

can carry out an installation in under 10
minutes, at that time I was a rank novice,
so the first step. I thought, was to read the

manual.
I read it, was none (he wiser, and read

it again. I was still having trouble so I

phoned a dealer - "No idea" was the
response. I tried another - "Do you have
to inst-a< it then?", and a third - "Oh, it

cant be done with that 80 column card."

No friend had installed a "non stan-
dard" terminal, and no one seamed to bo
able to help. So, all else (ailing and refus-

ing to be beaten by a machine, I sat down
at the keyboard and went through it step
by step. It was then I discovered that

WordStar really Isn't that difficult to

install I also found out that most dealer
installations leave a lot out - what the

manual refers to as fine tuning. The work
proceeds in five steps:

Terminal
The terminal is the first, and can be the

most difficult slep. Fortunately most 80
column cards that aren't listed look, to

WordStar, like one of those that are. and
can be installed as that terminal. So if

your terminal appears in the list or "looks"
like one that does, fine, select that. If not,

select "none of the above", read
thoroughly the section on user patch
areas, and patch your terminal manual.

If you still can't find the answers, ring

the card manufacturers or Importers, who
are mostly very helpful. The other alter-

natives are a letter to MicroPro in the

States or experiment by elimination. If the
last is necessary, you must have a really

weird terminal . , . and my sympathy.
Two of the 80 column cards I had to

instal were non standard. One looked liko

a listed card, and the other was installed

after consulting the terminal manual and
the card's importer. Both worked
perfectly

Printer
A lot of people have trouble with the

printer for some reason. To start with,
there are only two types: dot matrix and
daisy wheel printers. If your printer works
from slot 1 with Apple DOS it must work
with WordStar. With all printers the extra

facilities available are patched at the end
of the instal program.

First dot matrix printers. If you check in

the printer manual your printer will either

backspace or not. If not select "A any
teletype-like' printer lie almost any
printer!"'. If it does backspace, select "C
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Installing

in the Apple
teletype-like' printer (hat can backspace".
That's all there is to it

If you have a daisywheel which is listed

select that option. If yours isn't listed then.

as with matrix printers, select either A or
C. As already mentioned, the fancy bits

come later.

Communications protocol
If you have selected a specific

dafsywhoel printer, select "E EXT/ACK
Protocol", and sat the correct baud rate

on the interface and printer (best at

120OI. If not. then select "N NONE re-

quired (or handled outside of WordStar)".
Simple wasn't it?

Printer driver
Here again, the selection procedure is

simple. The CP/M master BIOS Is

By T.N. THOMPSON

defaulted so that the printer, the physical
device TTY:, slow console, is assigned to
the logical device LST:. The version runn-
ing on the Apple also requires that the

slow console be located in slot 1. The only
option available lor the Apple is. therefore.

"L CP/M 'List' device".
If you have a paraNel interface do not

be deceived by the "Parallel Centronics"
option. All interlaces on the Apple are

accessed by the 6502 processor and have
their driver routines written in 6502
machine code. This parallel option is in-

tended to allow the Z-80 direct access to

the interface and would have disastrous

results on the Apple as it could not read

the 6502 driving routines.

Final tuning
Once all the above have been entered.

you will be asked "Are the modifications
to WordStar now complete?". Answering
no will take you to the patcher. It is here

you tell WordStar what extra facilities

your system has, and the patcher's opera-
tion is very simple.

It asks "Location to be changed:". You
can enter a hexadecimal address or one of
the labels named in the manual. I suggest
you stick to labels unless you ire
proficient at Z-80 machine code.

With labels, you simply enler the label

name, follow it with a colon, and press the
return key. The patcher then tells you the

hexadecimal address associated with that

label, its current contents, and prompts for

the new hexadecimal contents. Pressing

return retains the current content. Press-
ing return again instead of entering a new
label increments the address by one.

If before launching into the labels you
write down all the facilities you want your
system to use, then write down their

codes to perform the functions in hexa-
decimal. You will find the patcher takes no
time at all.

One thing to note while patching labels

is that in multiple byte labels it expects

the first entry to be the number ol bytes in

the code. As an example, if your terminal

needs ESC ( to set inverse, then because
ESC ( is two characters long, Label should
contain 02, Label* 1 should contain ESC,
and Label*- 2 should contain (.

There are a number of labels detailed in

the manual, both in the section Modifica-

tions, and in the appendix "Listingsof user
modifiable areas", and I will detail a few
which I have found most useful and might
make your WordStar even more user-

friendly.

ITHELP: After a short time with Word-
Star you should find that you don't need
the help menu on screen all the time. If

you patch this label to a lower help level

WordStar comes in at that level. No
longih byte is needed with this label1

.

ITPOPN: Patch this label non zero if you
don't need page numbers on printouts
most of the time. Page numbering will

then be available by means of the '.pn'

Dot command.
NONDOC: If you write a lot of non docu
ment text files patching this label to FF
will bring WordStar up in non documont
mode.



IVON: II your terminal displays inverse

characters in CP/M enter the length ol the

code, then the code, in the successive

locations at this label. While a lot of 80
column cards display inverse in Apple

DOS. only a lew manage it in CPJM. so
don't be too disappointed il it doesn't

work. II yours does this is a must, as it

c|ppletip
f4 II you want to print more lhan

ff 40 characters on a parallel

pri-nler in AppleWrlter 2.0 this Is how
lo go about it:

Pull the print parameters menu up
on Ihe screen, and using lh& Top
Line command, type in u/ctrl itON/

Alternatively, using ctrlv and im-

bedding the commands in the text

also works.

makes text editing very much easier.

IVOFF: The reverse ol IVON:, and has the

same format. Turns ihe display back to
normal.

TRMINI: This label should contain the
length and then the codes, in successive

bytes, that set your terminal correctly. It

can be used to enable lower case, shift

mod. etc.

TRMUIMI: II patched, does the reverse ol

TRMINI. at the end of an editing session.

DELCUS; Sets certain delays for slow
terminals. Apple 80 column cards are nc-l

slow terminals, so this label can be set to
zero.

DELMIS: Same as DELCUS:
DELI: DCL4: These delays can be ad-
justed to give the required delays for the

various (unctions.

DEFDSK; This label sets the drive that

WordStar looks on for its overlay files

(that is all the fiJes that have (iletype

.OVRI This is an important label because
it can save a lot of work getting WordStar
running. As a demonstration, by patching

this label to 02 WordStar looks on drive B:

for the overlays. This means the only file I

need on Drive A: is the small WS.COM
file. This leaves the remainder of the disc

Iree for text file storage and togs the drive

correctly. I put the overlays in B:.

POSMTH: Check that this label contains

tho correct waluo for your type of printer.

BLDST R : Sets the number of overstrikes

for boldface printing.

DBLSTR: Same as above, but for double

strike.

PALT: This label contains first the length

of string, and the hexadecimal codes to

set your printer 10 the alternate character

font of vour choice, assuming your printer

has an alternate.

PSTD: Reverses PALT:
ROLUP: Contains the length and code for

moving the paper for superscripts.

ROLDOW: Reverses the above.

There are many more labels than those

listed. Studying the two sections that

cover the labels may show others that you
need to improve your WordStar. It really is

easy lo tailor it to your individual needs as
well as the needs ot your system. fj

'Jt'Jl
J

photo-typesetting print services

16, Old Palace Road, Norwich. Norfolk. NR2 4JF.

COMMUNICATIONS...
,.„We can take your text files written on 5'1 '

Diskettes and transform them into high quality

phototypeset copy on resin coated bromide,

OR
....We tan link to your Apple
via telephone and accept
vour text direct!

• UNBELIEVABLE PRICES
m SUpper 1,000 characti' i ••'

• TYPESIZES AVAILABLE
6 iK>ini to 36 pom* incnjwe, m one

/Mini inCnWI *"J 5',. poinf

: tint

•WIDE RANGE OF STYLES
....write now fo< des< rjpfftve leafiel

•ARTWORK & PAGE MAKE-UP
....available m-house

•CONVENTIONAL
PHOTOTYPESETTING

....at compefiffi i

( TELEPHONE (0603) 667225
j

Cime machine II
REAL TIME CLOCK AND CALENDAR
Inlr* lh*> doe* more irwwmM ki-epurne Our new

Apr*' ware option let* vow /Wit-i-M-mif two program *i the

^pKlotpooifiletloyourt.:.
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ROM driver The bat" *-.

. ompfete »nih dock, oOl

t«ry. $0 page manual end demo
Onk wrfh DOS Djie Stamper

Time Mm hn*e II llr>-jn*d for

innovative Appla* user*

Batu Surcm CVI.15

tppli s
i'

QpMOfl

Soh**K
Option

II1.V9

IIKAI.KK ENQUIRIES
INVITED

PROTOCOL COMPUTfR
PflOOOCTS

114 WklmoroRoaO,
Bromley, Kent BR1 3BE

l* '~Mi.W II !.-•»-*.
Phone:01-460 2560
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Can't someone
/ READ with interest the comments and
criticisms made by Derek Mills in the
November feet/back about the lack of

easily understood information.

As a beginner I have been using an
Apple II tor about four weeks and
although I can now write relatively simple
programs I know only too weli the frustra
lions encountered by the poorly written
guide books.

The Applesoft Tutorial is a gentle in-

troduction, but in no way comprehensive.
The Basic Programming Reference
Manual is not a gradual progression from
the Tutorial, but jumps so tha t onfy those
with experience can understand.

I could give you numerous examples ol
instructions thai having deciphered I have
re- written in simple English so that I and
my colleagues can understand and
execute.

It appears from your reply to O. Mills

that like nearly all experts in litis field you
have failed to recognise the problem and
cannot therefore consider a solution. {Let
a beginner review your Beginner's
Dictionary./ After reading there must be
some understanding before we can be
"doing".

I hope that the book being reviewed
"Kids and The Apple" in Windfall will he
reviewed by a kid or a beginner so that it

can be evaluated by those it is intended
for.

As you know, the micro computer in-

dustry is growing very rapidly and we
beginners will soon outnumber The
experts (if we don't already). Perhaps you
could devote a couple o/ pages of your
magazine to raw recruits so that more can
benefit from the potential at our finger
tips. - L. Gaxzard, North Harrow,
Middlesex.
P.S. / didn't understand the Peek and
Poke introduction either.

• fi did not write the reply to Derek Mills'

letter, writes Max Parrott, nor do I

believe myself to be an expert, but I do
agree with the given reply. In (act as for as
programming the Apple goes I do not
believe there are any experts.

Let me exemplify what I mean. Basic is

a programming language, note the stress

on language, for that is what it is. As til

goes by you become more fluent in the
language. Using the Applesoft Tutorial will

accomplish this. The reference manual is a
dictionary. If you have worked (not read)
your way through the tutorial you must be
reasonably fluent in the language.

However, that does not mean you are
going to sit down and write a brilliant

program. Why? Because you have to be
imaginative and create a new idea, or in-

dulge in a little plagiarism and rework
someone else s ideas

You then have to work at It honing it,
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make
plain the
potently
incomprehensible?

polishing it and maybe rewriting the text

completely.

In other words, it's like sitting down
with a pen and writing an essay in

whatever language you are fluent. At the
find you've not only producod a fine piece
of work but your fluency in the language
has increased although you will always
find somebody who is more fluent than
yourself.

Mr Gaz/ard is already becoming more
fluent because he has translated
numerous instructions into simple English.

He must realise that to become more so
he has to read and re-read about different

aspects of the language.
This brings me to a final point. The one

aspect of the Basic language which is

most frightening to all who ere not used to
it is the PEEK, and even more so. the
POKE. You can do absolutely no harm to
your computer, your program or yourself

by PEEKing various locations. I urge Mr
Gazzard to do so, to re-read the PEEK and
POKE introduction and to generally have a

hard night's work just puzzling out what's
going on.

Road as many books and magazine
articles as you can and continue playing
with the machine. Read about a few
POKEs and try them out. Thoy may well
destroy a program in memory or maybe
the disc operating system, but you cannot
hurt the computer and you won't hurt a
disc (especially i' you leave the drive door
open for safety!

If it all fouls up, Just switch off. wait a
minute or so and switch on again, In

another four weeks' time it would be
useful If Mr Gazzard could compose an
nrticle for W/rrdfalf on the subject of the
problems encountered by himself and
friends, pointing out the solutions found to
each problem. This could benofit the other
"raw recruits" but mostly he won't believe
what proyress he's made, Another idea is

to join a local user group and gain some
fluency via conversing.

We/come
Windfall
I HAPPENED to have seen the letter in

Windfall, March 1382 concerning the
"&LOMEM:" utility by Neil Konzen (The
Apple Orchard 1980) and Max Parrott's

routine for splitting Applesoft programs
into two parts /ust now, reviewing some
back copies I'd ordered. Though more
than half a year has a/ready passed, I

would be very glad if you could still send
me a copy of them both.

I would also like to congratulate your
team for producing such an excelJent
computer magazine, beginning just with
the always very pleasing front cover/

It s a pity thai in Switzerland we are
looking too much to the United States and
to publications Coming from that country.
so your magazine is hardly known, though
coming from a much nearer region. For
ma it was realty a windfall seeing acci-

dentally one of your advertisements! — M.
HAni, Branzlstr.6, CH-8303 Bas-
sorsdorf, Switzerland.

Earth
defence
I HAVE experienced some problems in

running the arcade game "Earth Defence"
IWindfell, July T982). They occur in the
actual gome itself. The introduction etc,

and ending are perfect.

It is the actual firing and scoring

location!sequence that is not appearing
and running. And instead the end result is

given ie: A ndroids have been shot down
in O minutes/time etc.

I wonder if there can possibly be a fault

in the printing of the program. If none ore
known or if you have not been notified of
any mistake made try the programmer I
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would appreciate any tips to rectify my
problem. - C. Geraghty, Durban, South
Africa.

• As (ar as we know no one has
experienced any problem with the actual

running of Earth Defence, so presumably
(although it is difficult lo say without

seeing your listing) you have In-

corporated a typing error while putting it

to memory.
The program has an ONERR GOTO

990 (tine 1201 which is used to print out
the final score, and obviously you are

ending up here prematurely.
The remedy is to temporarily make line

120 a REM statement and rerun the

program. The Basic should now toll you
whoie the errors are. Whan you have
round them a»l. restore line 120 and play it

again.
If you still have problems remove the

GR command in line 1650 and line 2020
and try running the program with TRACE
on. See it the correct line sequence is

being obeyed. Max Parrott

Extra bass
in Tempo
AFTER printing out the musical program
Tempo, being very tempted to play music
on my Apple, I discovered, after many mo-
ments of enjoyment, that the Catalog

selection/menu Make Music Subroutine
was slightly faulty.

After the program had successfully

converted my personal musical program
to Applesoft Basic, the problem soon
came to light when I ran the Basic
program.

Firstly it had a completely different

"deep" sound to it. and secondly it soon
ended with the "ft£TUM WITHOUT
GOSUB error" message in line 74050
where, incidently. the conversion program
takes place.

I would gladly accept any advice or, if

there was a misprint or any other mistake,

I witl soon pick it up in the following edi-

tion of Windfall. Charles Geraghty,
Glenwood, Durban, South Africa.

• I don't know whore the "deep" sound
came from on using the Make Music sub-

routine option, I have used this many
times and it hasn't happened to me yet.

(See program SCRAM in the December
issue of Windfall.)

As for the RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB
this is because whenever subroutin-

used) at the top of a program END must be

included before reaching the subroutines.

Otherwise when your program finishes it

runs straight into the subroutine without

bating told to. hence in this case when
reaching the RETURN in line 1 4050 it is a

RETURN WITHOUT GOSUB. You could

cure Ihe problem therefore by addinu, the

line 13900 END. Michael Hembly

Bug in the
TASC compiler

I HAVE found a serious bug in the
Microsoft TASC compiler for the Apple It.

Alas ft only seems to occur with large

programs and is very unpredictable.

If you fail to declare a string before it is

read in from a disc file using an INPUT
statement, you might end up with a load
of rubbish. Also if you assign a value to a
string using its Ascii code this may gel
changed to something else half way
through running your program, tor

example: DS CHRSI4I might gel
changed to CHR$(94, or even "SL
JRLWL'f

I have contacted Microsoft who say

that en update is now available from their

UK office. The new version is 2.01 /the

old one being 2.01, Their address is

Microsoft, Bulbourne House. Gossoms
End. Birktrampstead HP4 3LP,

They will send you o replacement if you
send them your original master disc. -

David Bowles, London NWS.

U-Term
review

THERE were a number of inaccuracies

and omissions in the recent review of
our U- Term and I trust you will allow us to

correct them.
Documentation was criticised for being

scarce ~ although a similar review in

Microdecision magazine said that out
manual provided all the information really

needed. The source listing of the U- Term
Eprom is available on disc and I suggest
that this was what your enthusiast
reviewer missed. Of course printing it in

every copy of the manual would have
drastically increased the sito of the
manual but baffled most users.

Assuming that support by us was being
criticised, I refuse any implication that we
don't support our products. In fact as the

only UK manufacturer reviewed f am quite

sure that our factory-direct support is

superior to that offered through the

various here today/gone tomorrow
importers of cards from the USA.

Regarding software, I believe that to be
really useful your reviewer should have
covered standard packages available lor

80 column use.
U-Term really scores here being com-

patible with word processors such as

Wordstar. Apple-writer II /the only one of

the three to be soi Systematics Financial

Controller, Ormbeta database and
packages. Visicalc and many more. An 80
column card with no software to usa it

with is an expensive luxury.

f believe that magarrnes would only

gain by giving the manufacturers the
chance to review the reviews before going

to press. Keep up the good work - Dr
W.D. Unsworth, director, U-
Microcomputers, Warrington.

• Our reviewer Terry Thompson actually

praises the card bought from you, and as
it was the first 80 column card he had
experienced we would assume his assess-

ment of it is valid. Here is his reply to your
letter:

If the source listing is on the disc, there

is no menlion of this (act in the docu-
mentation, and so I feel my criticism to be
fair. When I discovered the problem with
Pascal I immediately contacted U-Mlcro-

computers direct.

I spoke to a number of people and was,

Ht first. Informed by them that the problem
didn't exist. I managed to persuade them
to the contrary, only to be told that there

was no solution with any make of 80
column card.

However the Vision-80 and Videoterm
cards do oHer a solution to the Pascal

problem and U-Microcomputers have, I

believe, still to rectify this problem five

months on.

From Dr Unsworths comments it

would seem that he has never installed

Wordstar (see Page 50) as Ihe U-Term
cannot be installed without special

knowledge. Secondly, Wordstar was
designed to work best with inverse
characters, which are not available In

CP/M with the U-Term, but are available

on ihe other terminals, although at extra

cost on the Videx.

The other two cards also have an 80
column expansion for Visicalc. but I have
not seen this feature on the U-Term

Applewriter II and the other software

are available working on (he Vision 80 as
is Magic Wand with most working with

the Videx,
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THE WILDCARD
IT COPIES!

What is the WILDCARD?
It is a peripheral card that copies memory to disc.

What does that mean?
With the WILDCARD you can backup just about any core resident program.
Including 64K software?
Yes I

What do I need to use the WILDCARD?
48K + any RAM card + Disc drive.

How do I install the WILDCARD?
Just plug the WILDCARD into any slot - no straps, no chip pulling.

What sort of copy does the WILDCARD produce?
A standard DOS 3.3 disc that when booted restores your original program.
Can I transfer programs to other disc formats?
You can turn many programs into a standard BRUNable' binary file that can be

transferred to hard disc drives or other disc formats.

Do I need the WILDCARD to use the copies?

No. and in some cases you don't even need a RAM card.

Wildcard price £99.00 + VAT (CM 3.85)

16K RAM cards £70.00 + VAT (C80.50)

Available from: Pete & Pain and SBD Software or your local dealer

ELITE SOFTWARE COMPANY
2 Almorah Road, Heston, Middlesex, TW5 9AD.
Tel: 01-572 0453

THE ACCOUNTANT
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEALERS

PROVEN ON THE APPLE

"A complete accounting system on one floppy disc"
REPORTS: PRACTICAL COMPUTING'

'The system is simple to use"
SAY: 'ACCOUNTANCY'

THE SYSTEM ADAPTS FOR YOUR PARTICULAR REQUIREMENTS

For further information contact:

C.I.S.

2 Abbey View Drive, Minster-on-Shoppey, Kerrt.
Telephone: (0795) 87997/875004
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VISICALC

Keep that:

cash flowing

HAVE you heard how Visicalc saved a

company from going to the wall? When
management realised that the company
was heading for trouble, they decided, as

a last resort, to bring Visicalc to the

rescue. So overy morning the MD of tho

company locked himself in his office with

Visicalc leaving everyone else in the

organisation free to get on with their jobs

without him interfering.

Assuming however that you have mote
conventional applications for Visicalc In

mind we shall look this month to see how
Visicalc - or for that matter Supercalc -

can help you to forecast your business

cashflow. But first we have to slart with a

short preamble about cashflow planning.

"Never mind the profit - watch tho

cashflow". This describes most
appropriately what cashflow planning -

the best accounting method ever devised
- is all about. In other words, if you look

after the cashflow (ensuring your com-
pany's liquidity at all times), then the

profits will look after themselves.
Are you aware that profitably and li-
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By NICK LEVY
Principal,

Interface Management

quidity stand in opposition to each other?

That's why companies whoso profits are

on the increase are most vulnerable to

bankruptcies - the more profit they make
on paper, the greater the drain on their

cash resources. Bear this in mind when
your company comes out from the reces-

sion, and don't go for profit maximisation

as this could force your company to go

into liquidation in spite of its rising trend

of record profits.

II a company cannot find the cash to

pay the weekly wage bill, then no amount
of paper profit can save it from going into

immediate liquidation. A company which

consistently fails to make profits can sur-

vive for a long time before crashing, but in

the shorter term a profitable company
which runs out of cash can collapse over-

night. That's why you must watch your
cashflow more consistently than your

profits (a process which is even more sub-
jective and arbitrary then the method of

counting how many unemployed people

there are in the country).

If as a precaution, you decide to keep

an unduly large proportion of your assets

in a liquid or near liquid stato. then

although you have safeguarded your com-
pany from sudden bankruptcy you have
also made h vulnerable to takeover bids,

because other companies will be after the

under-utilised cash or quasi-cash
resources held by your company.

However the holding of large cash
reserves should not always suggest inade-

quate financial management. On the con-
trary, it is quite possible that such cash
reserves are kept in readiness to make
takeover bids. So watch out for com-
paftlM with proportionally large cash
reserves. Are they prey? Or are they on

the prowl?
Considering that cashflow is the

lifeblood of any business, why is cashflow
accounting not more widely recognised

and accepted as the prime accounting
meihod ? There are two possible answers.

First because, whereas companies
must by law prepare profit and loss

accounts and balance sheets, there is no

law requiring companies to prepare
accounts based Oft cashflow.

Secondly because no organisation in

the world would be prepared to let any
outsider, let alone competitors and poten-

tial competitors, find out where they ere
going to get their money and how they are

going to spend it.

But what about the cashflow state-

ments that we see published in public
companies' annual accounts? Shouldn't

they be treated as classified information?
These statements are not really cashflow
statements in the sense that you have a
projected weekly, or monthly, time series

showing how much cash will come in. and
how much will be paid out during each of
the forthcoming weeks or months.

These published statements have a
periodicity of one year, and only refer to

the past - they don't project the future,

That's why they are more appropriately

described as "Sources and application of

funds statements.
1 '

A company's cashflow actually consists

of three separate stroams of cashflows,

and for any company's projected cashflow
statement to be of practical value, the

following three streams must be shown
summarised separately Isee Exhibit I):

1. Cashflow from operations.

2. Capital cashflow.

3. Financial cashflow.

Did you know that in 1978 the opera-
tional cashflow results of BL actually

showed a £2 million surplus of receipts

over payments? Unfortunately however,
capital and interest payments have turned
this surplus to a C291 million cash deficit.

Our next example comes from the world

of Concorde: How often have you heard

the comment that Concorde does actually

produce operating profits but is un-
fortunately crippled by the non-opera-
tlonal financial burdens? All of which goes
to show how important it is to plan and
monitor the non operational cashflows as
well as the operational cashflow.

In spite of the above preamble, this

month's cashflow model on Visicalc

should not be regarded as a model state-

ment. The object of the exercise is mainly

to demonstate some visicalc techniques
and to provide you with some ideas

which, if they appeal to you, could be in-

corporated in your own statements.

Exhibit II is the operational cash flow

statement. Row 73. which is one showing

the monthly profits, is not the same as
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row 83, which shows the monthly cash-

flow arising from those profits.

Exhibit III shows to what an extent the

cashflow is trailing behind the paper
profits. Observe the shaded areas: Who-
would have thought from just looking at

the figures that on the month when th©

profits are approaervng their peak (July),

the company has to pay out more money
than the amount coming in.

What determines the cashflow and
why does it lag behind profits? The
answer depends on the parameters
applicable to your company. So let's look

at these parameters and also see to what
an extent they can be changed or con-
trolled by your company.

The cashflow parameters appear as a
block in Exhibit II ranging from cell A36 to

K58. According to the entry in cell D42.
35 per cen

t of the c ompany monthly sales

will be paid in cash during the same
month on which the sale was made.

The cash for 50 per cent of what the
company sells every month will be
received one month in arroar (cell D46).

and the cash lor 12 per cent of any
monthly sales will be received two
months in arrest. In oth«r words the cash
inflow on any particular month will consist

of 35 per cent of the value of thai month's
sale. 50 per cent of the previous month
sales and 12 per cent of the sales made
during the previous two months.

These figures assume that the recovery
of the cash for 3 per cent of the monthly
sales could take a long time. Generally
speaking there is very little a company can
do with regard to significantly improving
on those cashflow parameters. On the

other hand if the company does not watch
these parameters they can easily

deteriorate, to the detriment of the
company.

The remaining cashflow parameters
contain elements over which the company
can oKercise a certain amount of control.

As you can see, 75 per cent of what the

company buys (including the cost of

labour) is paid for within the same month
as the purchase was made (see cell J39).

20 per cent is paid for a month later (see

cell J45). and the remaining 5 per cent

two months later (see cell J50).
In other words, the company makes
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Exhibit II

every month cash payments tor 75 per

com of its purchases during the current

month, 20 per cent of the purchases made
on the previous month and 5 per ceni of

the purchases made two months ago.

Now let's see what would happen it wc
change some of those parameters.

Assuming we cannot influence ihe rate at
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VISICALC

Which money comes in, but we can con-

trol the rale ol cash outflow, let's chanqe
the entries in celts J39, J45 and J50 to

40. 35 and 25 respectively- The results

will be reflected in Exhibit IV, which
shows narrower gaps between profits and

cashflow compaiBd io Exhibit III.

Remember that by themselves the cash

flow calculations (row 83) as well as
Exhibit III and IV could be misleading,

because they do not include any cash

flows of a capital nature (arising for

example from changes in the level of stock

holding), nor do they show the financial

cash flows (e.g. corporation tax - if at all

paid by the company - or the receipt or

payments of interest and dividends).

Next month we shall propose a Visicalc

template showing how the combined
results of our three streams of cash flow

forecast should be presented. In the

meantime let's look at some of the for-

mulae used in this month's operational

cash flow template (Exhibit, ii).

Exhibit II is designed so that whon you

load it for the firs! time your screen will

look like Exhibit V. This is in order to hide

the forecast from any unauthorised person
loading it and looking at the figures. If

such a person knows his way around
Visicalc. and provided that he is given the

time to explore the unreadable spread

sheet; he or she could find a way to

restore the figures into all those cell show-
ing >>>>>>)

How was that done? First we format

the following coll into graphic mode using

the command /F': PAS, D60. F53. FB4,
F55. F56 and F57. Next we enter the

following figures and formulae in their

respective cells:

In P48 entor .01 23 or any other

number less than 1 which you would like

to use as a socret code number. Note that

after you have entered your secret code
number the cell appears blank.

In F53 enter 825945 or any figure

which represents your total annual sales.

Do not be surprised to see the results of

your entry looking like this: ••", In

F54 enter 70 or any figure which
represents the weighted average
percentage of the cost of goods sold by

your total direct organisation (in other

words. eKpross your cost as a percentage

of the annual sales.)

In F55 enter <« SUM(035 . . 047). and

in F56 6i.SUM(049
. . . 059). In F57 enter

45, or whatever is the appropriate effec-

tive corporation tax lor your organisation.

Note that all vour figuros will come out as
a series ol

•-•*••*

In view ol the sire of the model it

would be a good idea to format ii to cell

width of seven characters. So enter /GC7
Next format cell J53 to intergor (/Fl) and
enter the following formula:
(O1IFID6O = P48,F53,100O00O000).

The formulae compares the entry in cell

D60 With the entry in cell P48 - where

you put your secret code number. If the

entries in both cells are identical the for-

mulae will copy the value hidden behind

the in coll F53. If they ate not

identical the formulae will write the

number 100O00O00O. But the si*e of cell

J53 is too small to contain tOOOOOOOOO.

so instead you get a display of
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Exhibit V

>>>>>>>>> As s00" as You en ,or v°ur

secrot code number in D60 coll J53 will

display the value hidden in F53.

Next replicate that formula trom J54 to

J57 (all relative*, and you can start to see

how your secret codo comes into opera-

tion. Always make sure that cell 060 is

either blank or contains the wrong codo

number whenever you save the model or

leave it unattended.

With the exception of the above for

mulae. the part of the model from row 22

to row 65 can be copied as shown in

Exhibit II. Following are some of the key

formulae used between row 66 and row

84. Thev should help you to complete the

model. If you find that you cannot get on
with that exercise, write to Windfall and

ask lor a complete listing of the January

1983 operational cash flow model,

enclosing a stamped addressed envelope
Finally note that there is a cost item in

Exhibit II which appears twice, and which

should never be included in a cash flow

statement. It was left there because its in-

clusion would not have a significant effect

on the cash How. Can you spot that cost

item? H not it will all be revealed next

month.
To be continued
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the apple corpi
Designed to bring together the pool of

untapped talent amongst Apple users

and the people who could use this talent.

THE APPLE CORPS is a register specif-

ically for Apple people. If you have the

expertise. In Applesoft, machine code
or VislCalc, you can register completely

free of charge until the and of January

1983.

If you want services from THE APPLE
CORPS, an Initial fee of £25 brings you
details of the six moat appropriate
registrations. Subsequent enquiries

cost only £16.

It's free ! Can you afford not to register.

New low price on 16R RAH card

ORDER CODE Oil £71.50

be proFG>}ional!
Design your screens and print-outs

before you code - on the NUMBER ONE
layout sheets. Padded in 50s, these

represenl excellent value at:

40 x 24 Screen Design Pad
ORDER CODE O06 £1.75
132ppx 1

1" Printer Layout Pad
ORDER CODE 007 £4.99

Jetstream - the Fan
ORDER CODE 001 £31.50 ORDER CODE O02
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>upcr\71>lon
For the wnoui VISICALC user, an otter thai s

hard to refuse Increase your model sue and
speed your entry ran Wiive pnrttnged touethm

the DIGITEK 16K RAM cant and the

AIDS KEYPLUS numeric keypad saving you

fSO on R R P

The DIGITEK card plugs directly into slot

no chips 10 remove no utilities 10 run and
VISICALC automoicol*v expand* by 1BK.
giv»ng a model iM with verston 3 3ol 34K
The KEVPLUS keypad ha-, left and right arrow
keys, logethe* with 'escape' and space, as well

(i i- numbers

£149.95

NASHUA
library ease of ten single sided

single density 5i" diskettes for

Apple.

ORDER CODE 014 £18.95

Incomplete Records

for &115?
Written by an accountant, the NUMBER
ONE COMPUTERS INCOMPLETE
RECORDS system allows (lie production

ol final accounts with the minimum of

complications. The data entry programme
can ha ndle up lo 5000 Items— and retrieve

any one for amendment. A summary of the

entered data is passed lo a VisiCalc

template which produces the profit and

loss account, balance sheer and source

and application of funds statement. The

system runs on a minimum configuration

of a 48K Apple II with Applesoft Basic

and one disc drive, making It very suitable

tpr use on client's premises. Full instructions

and a sample set of nominal codes are

Included. ORDE R CODE 005

number one
computer}

1 Francis Strwt. St.Htlitr, Jersey

Telephone (0534)77268

**tW
$

Versatile

Fasl

Easy to Use

Now You Can Back-Up Your Protected Software

COPY II PLUS

The Ultimate Utility for the Apple* II

Back-upVcu .iii andM your VW», PfS and Comprehensive Includes all hie Me handling

PFS Report. . . .
anil many, many more

Only45 seconds tor Fasl 1 opy

Less than JminutpUnr llii< opy

Menu driven lor imm- i>t use. lull

insirutiions on backing updo/en-, ol

popular programs
Best Value

and DOS utilities you will ever

need
•

1 hinge booting program
- 1 op) '» remove D( ^
• vcrlt) andcompare files for differences

• analyse drskswrth (he nibble edlioi

• ihi'tk disk drives

All this a I a price which mates ( opvii Plus

iii'tii'r value than evei

BHQDcanaQ
Dealer Enquiries Well 01n<<

Send cash with order , or quote you r Ai tess or Diners 1 ard !o

p^ 17 Mfigmore Sheet \,m'\17\ViKmori'Slri'i'l

Lond on Wl
Tehin-SHdiHlh

Amazing value al

£35 + vat
Why Pay More I

Current Copy II Plus < nvners Send your original disk With CIS • VAT tor .inupH.itr loVet ston '•
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Monthly review of

Apple in education

Pilot - a language for

high flying teachers?

By BRIAN S.

RUSHTON
Department of

Biology,

Now University
Off UlBtor

WITH ihe appearance ol microcomputers in both

schools and colleges. CAI (Computer Aided Instruc

tlon) is now becoming a distinct practical

possibility. You know the sort ol thing - sit Johnny
down in front of a microcomputer and monitor, he

switches it on, loads a tape or disc and is then pre-

sented with information which he works through at

his own pace. The machine might ask Johnny ques-

tions and if successfully answered would lead him
on to other delights: if wrongly answered then

maybe a gentle reprimand, back to the basic infor-

mation and ask him the question again. And so on.

If you have contemplated this approach and if

you have tried to produce your own CAI lessons

using one of the standard microcomputer
languages such as Basic or Pascal you might well

have come across several problems.

Using a standard language it is easy to put infor-

mation on the screen For example, a Basic

program would use a series of PRINT statements
so lhat as the program is fun the information In the

PRINT lines would be output to Ihe screen, e.g.

10 PRINT 'THIS IS A SAMPLE CAI
PROGRAM"

20 PRINT TODAY, WE ARE GOING TO
LEARN"

30 PRINT "SOMETHING ABOUT THE PILOT
LANGUAGE"
ate.

All ihe Information contained in quote marks
would be output to the screen when the student
runs the program. Simple so far. but from then on it

gets much more difficult. If. for example you want
the student to interact with tJie machine — to give

Ihe machine answers to questions which if right

causes more of the program to be executed or if

wrong for part of the program to be repeated - then

Basic cannot cope easily with this. At best Basic

would be cumbersome; at worst it might he
impossible.

Difficulties would certainly arise when in answer
to the Question How many logs has a donkey" a
student answers 4 while another student answers

Four. Basic cannot easily handle graphics displays,

and many microcomputers do not allow for graphic

and extensive textual information to be combined
on the same screen display - unfortunate since

much science is presented In this form. And there is

nothing more boring than screen after screen of

text with no visual break.

To the aid of teachers comes Pilot 'Programmed
Inquiry, Learning or Teaching), a computer
language developed specifically for the production

of computer-assisted lessons. It was developed in

the late 60s and the original language had only

eight basic instructions. However, it has been con-
siderably revised since the original and is now a

language with a wide range of different instruc-

tions, but remains in essence a simple language to

learn and use. You can write relatively sophi-

sticated lessons using only tivo commands: Text,

Accept. Match, Jump and End - but more of these

later.

Pilot is available for several microcomputers -

the one we have been testing at NUU and the one
on which the following is based is for Apple II

machines - Apple Pilot. The package consists of

two manuals, an editor's manual and a language
reference manual, together with an author disc and
a lesson disc

The former is used by ihe leacher to prepare and
test lessons using the Pilot language on the disc.

Jinu*ry 19S3 WiNDF-



The lesson disc stores the created lesson and is the

one ultimately used by the student. To write

lessons using the author and lesson discs requires

two disc drives: (or the student to run the lesson,

only one disc drive is necessary. The lesson disc is

copyabte. This provides a means of disseminating

lessons to other users without the need (or every

user to have the Pilot package - therefore if you

have produced a good, workable, interesting lesson

you could mass produce it, sell it and help swell the

school funds.

So how do you actually write lessons? The
author disc has available four editors. The lesson

text editor is the one that actually creates the

lesson; the other three editors produce special

facilities thai the lesson, text editor uses. The three

are the graphics editor, character set editor and

sound effects editor. Using the lesson text editor

the author prepares his lesson. Generally, this takes

the following form:

Give the student some information

Test his/her comprehension
4-

tf student performs satisfactorily in

the test then go on to give him/her

more information. If the student

does not perform satisfactorily then

either repeat the information or give

him/her the information in another

form or give him/tier an electric

shock to improve his/her concentra-

tion 10

There are three basic types of instruction which
carry out this lesson program:

D Text instruction

D Response instructions

Control instructions

The text instruction allows information to be
displayed on the screen when tho lesson Is run.

They are preceded in the program by T„ There are

two important response instructions - ACCEPT, ab-

breviated to A: in the program and MATCH, ab-

breviated 10 M\. When tho lesson is run the com-
puter wails al an ACCEPT instruction until the

student has typed in an answer. A MATCH instruc-

tion in a lesson causes the computer to match
whether the answer given by the student is an

acceptable answer - it matches the answer given

to the correct one. There are two important control

instructions. END. abbreviated to E: is used to sig-

nify the end of a lesson, and JUMP. J:.

The latter causes the computer 10 JUMP
throuflh the program to a particular point, usually

depending on the outcome of the student's answer.

Thus in our example above, if the student's answer

wore correct then the computer needs to JUMP to

new information in the program; convorsely. if in-

correct, then the computer needs to JUMP back to

repeat old information.

The JUMPS are made to pieces of program

identified by LABELS. A LABEL in the program con-

sists of an asterisk followed by a name for that bit

Of program, e.g. * CORE. The JUMP instruction is a

means of creating branches in the program and is.

of course, the equivalent of GOTOs or GOSUBs in

Basic.

If all this is somewhat baffling, perhaps a sample
trivial program might help. But before that, could I

add one complicating factor - many of the simple

instructions can be altered by conditioners. The
following program has conditioner with the

JUMP instruction, a Y or N. These are set by the

MATCH instruction. JN: causes a JUMP if the

MATCH was incorrect (i.o. the student got the

wrong answer). JY: causes a JUMP if the MATCH
was correct He. the student got it right I).

In the former case, if the student had got the

answer right, then no JUMP would have been
executed and the program would continue to the

next statement. In the latter case, if the student had
got the answer wrong, then no JUMP would have

been executed and again the program would con-
tinue to the next statement.

A sample program lesson is shown below.

The Pilot lesson program

R; A lesson about flowers

T: Hello) Today we are going to learn
T: something about flower structure.

W;

'FLOWER

G: ES
T: A flower is usually composed of four

T: distinct parts: the calyx, corolla,

T; androecium and gynoecium, The
T: calyx Is usually a protective covering

T: which surrounds the more delicate

T: inner structures. The corolla com-
T: prises the petals, the androecium
T: the stamens, and the gynoecium the

T: carpels.

T: From your knowledge of the Greek
T: origin of words, which part of the

flower do you think is the male?

A;

M: Androecium
JN: FLOWER

Comments

This represents a comment or
remark statement which is

ignored by the computer and is

inserted to remind1

the author of

program structure.

Text displayed on the screen
when the program is run.

A pause of 10 seconds while the
student reads the introduction.

This provides a label for the part

of the program which follows. It

is not output to the screen.

Clears the screen.

Tent displayed on the screen

ending with a question which the

student is expected to answer.

COROL
G: ES

Accepts the answer from the

student.

Did the student type Androe-
cium? If the student did not type

Androecium then the program
lumps to the section labelled

FLOWER and the text about
flower structure is repeated
ending with the same question.

Otherwise lie. if he did type the

correct answer) continue on to

the next bit of information,

labelled COROL. Note that this

simple program example
demands an upper case A
followed by lower case tetters in

the answer. Apple Pilot provides
control options to overcome this

kind of problem.

Another fabet.

Clears the screen.
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The number of petals and their

arrangement within the corolla are

very variable. For example, a
Buttercup flower usually has 5
petals all of similar size and shape.
Petals of the Whin flower are also 5
in number but are of different size

and shape. Some flowers have more
petals, e.g. Purple loosestrife while

some have only iwo, e.g.
Enchanters nightshade.

From what you Know of the petals

of Buttercups would you expect the

flower to be relatively symmetrical
in shape?

A:
M: Yes
JY: ANDRO

T: No Ml Think about this. If all the

T: petals were all the same size and
T; shape then they would probably be
T: symmetrically arranged.

"ANDRO

etc.

E:

More text agafn ending with a
question.

Accepts the answer
Did the student type Yes?
If the student gets the question

rigiht. then the program jumps to

the section labelled ANDRO. If

wrong, then in this case there is

no jump instruction and therefore

instead ol repeating the informa-

tion a reprimand is given in the

next text statement and the

lesson also passes on to the

ANDRO section,

Text only displayed if the pre-

vious question was incorrectly

answered.

Another label

The end instruction.

The lesson text editor allows complex
branching and question/answer sessions

to be built up from rata lively simple ins-

tructions like these. One useful feature is

that multiple answers are available in

MATCH statements. Thus:
M: Calv* ' coly* would capture' the

student who capitalised the first letter and
the one who did not. Similarly

M; YESI YEPI YEAHI OUM Y would
allow for five different but equally correct
answers. The I is the equivalent of "OR".
The MATCH instruction can become more
complex - you can have multiple answers
using the & sign and a wild card' or joker
cord' to trap spelling mistakes, such as:

M: 8'C*CLE would trap mis-spellings
of bicycle (or is it bycicle?).

Of course the lesson text editor only
allows for text. However, Apple Pilot also

has special instructions which allows the

lesson to call files created by the three
other editors. Suppose you wanted to

display a Whin flowor in the above lesson,

Using the graphics editor you could easily

construct a labelled diagram on the screen
and save this in a Tile called WHIN. The
program could then contain two axtra ins-

£)ppkzccirt

(ructions:

G:ES This clears or erases the screen
GX:WHIN Causes the program to call

the file WHIN and draw the flower on (he

screen. Suppose you wanted to precede
this drawing with a merry little jingle -

Ring around the Roses? Then using the
sound effects editor a file can bo created
containing tho notes of the tune which
when executed in the program will play it

back. You don't need to be a Ba
Lonnon to do this either. You can reduce

sheet music to a series of letters and num-
bers I Our program would now contain one
extra Instruction:

SX:ROSES Plays Ring around the

Roses composed by the SOUND
EFFECTS EDITOR and stored in a file

called ROSES
G:ES
GX:WHIN

The remaining editor, the character sot

odltor, is perhaps potentially much more
useful. It allows a user to define his own
set of characters which can ba called from

within a program e.g. '.E,^. various

chemical formulae - OH groups etc.. or

even small pictures that may be required

over and over again. These can be in-

cluded in tho character set and used
whenever required in tho program.

There are many olher facilities in the
language which cannot be dealt with in a

short review like this. However, one
further feature should be mentioned - it

concerns file handling from within a runn-

ing program. One expected feature of CAI
is that the teacher should be able to

monitor a student's progress, A way of

accomplishing this would be to record tho

student's name and the responses he
makes to questions on a file on the lesson

disc as he uses the lesson. This 'hidden'

information can then be accessed by the

teacher at a later date and the student's

work evaluated. Apple Pilot easily

performs this

The language is also able to deal with
conventional numeric and string variablos

- interestingly these are relegated to tho

Advanced Programming Techniques"
section of the manual.

So that's it. What does it cost? -

current prices ranga from C75 to £85 but

you must have an Apple II 48 k with two
disc drives and DOS 3.3. There is also an
animations package available (about £40)
for use with Apple Pilot (animated
Buttercup flowers?) but as yet I have no
experience o1 it and cannot comment.
So what are the disadvantages? There

are several associated with CAI per so -

time commitment to preparing lessons,
updating, lack of machines — but these have

been aired elsewhere. So far, there appear

to be only two problems with Apple Pilot

itself - editing is cumbersome compared
with Basic, but is probably largely a ques-
tion of practice. Disc wear might also bo a

medium term problem since the author

disc and in particular tho lesson disc are

fairly heavily worked, 4
January I9B3 WINDFALL <J
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This series by SEAN OVEREIMD
takes the lid off assembly language
and machine code programming,
by describing the purpose and
structure of a sophisticated
assembler written in Basic.

ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE -

So this is what
AN assembler allows the programmer to

use readily understandable instructions as
source code, which is then "assembled"
into objeci code. Assembly language con-
sists of lines containing symbolic labels,

mnomonics (or opcodes, and operands
written in a conventional way (which
specifies the addressing mode), allowing

for the use of the symbolic labels, as well

as purely numeric addresses.

The level of absiraction afforded by an
assembler can be illustrated by analogy
with instructions to a painter. Each of the

painter's possible Jobs has been placed in

o list, and each has been given a number.
Figure 1 shows part of such a list. (Thus
the order to paint a front door appears as
number 13 on the list). Figure 2 shows
the house numbers of part of the estate.

There are three ways of telling the

painter to paint the front door of house
number 5:

13 5;

PFD 5 (using the mnemonic PFD in-

stead of the list number 13); and
PFD Whiteacre (specifying xho
name of the house instead of its

number).

As a further variation, an instruction to

paint the hall of number 4 could be given

as PH Whiteacre - 1 or PH Applegarth* 2.
Similar levels of absiraction can be

used to describe 6502 operations and
addresses in assembly language.

Each line of assembly language
program contains the same information as
the machine code equivalent of one
machine code opcode a'nd its related

operands (if any). The general formal of a n

assembly language line is shown in Figure

3.

Features of assembly language
Apart from the advantage of being able

to use the mnemonic - and therefore

memorable - opcodes le.g. STA STore

Accumulator contents in memory, LDY

it's all about..

II

12
13
14

Painl back door
Pdint front dpor

Paint hall

PBD
PFD
PH

. _ _ -J

MNEMONIC

nmHQE
APPLE WHITE
GARTH ACRE

|

NR INSTRUCTION

Figure I

LoaD trie Y regtsterf the main features of

assembly language relate to the manner
of expressing an address.

Numeric addresses
Memory addresses can be referred to

numerically, and 10. $A and %1010 all

mean the same thing in decimal, hexa-
decimal and binary. The precise method of

distinguishing each numeric base varies
according to the particular assombler.

Generally it should be possible to
dispense with leading *eros, the only
assumption being lhat the number in

question is right-justified.

The assembler should also calculate
whether the binary numeric representa-

tion of the address (not ihe contents) can
itself be stored in one byte of memory. If it

can. than the address is within the "lero-
page" of memory.

Address number 265 (decimal) is the

highest "aero-page" address. This
becomes obvious when converted into

hexadecimal (SFFf, as any higher address

Assembly language format

LINE NR. LABEL OPCODE OPERAND COMMENT

Lina number: Used solely to facilitate

input/editing of source code. Interactive

assemblers allow commands such as
LIST. PRINT. ASSEMBLE. END
Label: May be omitted. The
characteristics of the assembler will

dictate maximum length and whether
alpha/numeric characters allowed
Opcode: One of the 50 assembly
language opcodes lhat specify the type of

6502 operation alternatively, a pseudo
opcode such as EQU. DW, DFB. ASC or =

Operand: Addressing modes are implicit

from the format:-

absolute no preceding #
nof
no .

Indexed contains .

indirect contains ( )

immediate : preceding W

Comment: Cf the Comments after REM
in BASIC. Some assemblers insist on a
preceding

;

Figure 3
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Figure 2

requires more than oighl binary bits 10

store it in

Symbolic addresses (labels)

Addresses can also be represented as
symbols by "labels", or "identifiers". The
great advantage of this is that the pro-

grammer can assign a numeric value to a

label, knowing that the assembler will

substitute the correct numeric address
whenever the label is encountered in the

source code. There are two ways of assig-
ning a numeric value to a label:

(a) By stipulating its value, directly.

Many assemblers use the "pseudo-
opcode" EQU for this purpose, e.g.:

Label Opcode Operand
SPEAK EQU 49200

This line is an Instruction to the
assembler to associate the address
49200 (decimal, or hexadecimal SC03O)
with the label SPEAK when assembling
the source code. The address is that of the
Apple speaker switch). A subsequent line

such as:

LDA SPEAK,
means "load the accumulator with the
contents of the address 49200". ISee
Reference Manual p.20 for the effect this

will have.) The assembler translates this

as:

Opcode Operand
AD 30 CO

(Addresses which require two bytes to
contain them are always presented to the

6502 in lo-byte, hi-byto order.)

EQU is a pseudo-opcode" because it

merely defines the address of the label

associated with It, despite appearing in

the opcode position (or "field") of the
assembly language line. It does not
specify a 6502 operation, as does a true
assumbly language opcode.

(bj By assigning a value to the label »
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(+ £150 PER STATION)
IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER

APPLE II APPLE III

DAISYWHEEL
PRINTER

INTELLIGENT
MULTIPLEXOR!

BRITISH MICRO

SUPERBRAIN CONTOUR DISC

MATRIX PRINTER

TELE ^\ r i ii i\

SIRIUSI

C/WP announces a new solution to

the network problem, theC/WP STARNET,
based on an Intelligent multiplexor
serving up to 64 microcomputers.

STARNET allows each station to
access up to 42 megabytes ofCONTOUR
Winchester disc storage (soon to be
increased to 84 megabytes).

STARNET can include a wide variety
ofmicrocomputers in a single network,
includingAPPLE II, APPLE in

,

SUPERBRAIN, OSBORNE, SIRIUS, IBM
PERSONAL.

STARNET'' handles many operating
systems in the same network-DOS 3.3,
CP/M, CP/M 86, PASCAL, BOS, MSDOS.
PCDOS.

STARNET will support printer
spooling, electronic mail, and a com-
munications gateway to mainframes and
other networks.

C/WP STARNET offers extraordinary
value for money. A six station network

with 12 megabyte shared disc storage,
t&pe streamer back-up (2. 5 minutes for
whole disc), Qume Sprint 5 shared
printer withCP/M and WordStar, and
multiple print spooling costs less than
£10500 ie. £1750 per station,

Write or telephone for full details of
this great price breakthrough. Now you
can afford the luxury ofa network.

CAM prices exclude VAT)

C/WP PRICES STILL TURN
OTHERS GREEN

J)
— C/WP Computers

108 Rochester Row, London SW1P 1JP
TELEPHONE: 01-828 9000



ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE-

directly, as a matter of calculation. In

the following example:-

Label Opcode Operand
START LDX #SFF

the label START is associated not with a
pseudo-opcode EQU. but with the opcode
LDX. The assembler translates LDX #$FF
into its machine code equivalent A2 FF,
and also works out what, address to
associate with START.

It the machine code operand A2 was
located in memory address 769 (decimal.
or $0301), any subsequent reference to
START in the source code would result in
its conversion to the hexadecimal
equivalent of 769. If the next line of
assembly language was:

Opcode Operand
JMP START

this would become
4C 01 03

(again remembering the inversion of two
byie machine code numeric addresses).
Figure 4 shows the two lines side by side,

in assembly language and in machine
code.

Arithmetic feature
Most -assemblers allow simple

arithmetic operations on labels to identify

labels displaced from the named address
by the amount of the offset. Replace the
second assembly language line in figure 4
with:

JMP START. 1

and the assembler will translate it to:

4T 02 03
because START is given the address

MEMORY

Label Opcode Operand
CONT ADDRESS
6NTS HEX DEC

START LDX #$FF (START} [a!) $0301 769 (opcode)

/ 1
FF

|
$0302 770 (operand)

JMP START / |~4c] $0303 771 (opcode)

( J [Of] $0304 772 (operands

\ |_03j $0305 773 2 byte address)

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE MACHINE CODE

Figure 4

$0301
.
to which 1 is to be added, making

$0302.

Summary
Assembly language can be defined as a

series of lines of source code, each ol
which corresponds with one machine
code opcode and its related operands (if

any). A line of assembly language has five

fields, two of which can be empty (ihe
label and the comment fields), anil at least

one of which can be used for additional
purposes, e.g. the pseudo-opcode.

Recommended reading: Zaka. Programm-
ing the 6502, pp 356-362.

The author's interactive two pass, disc-
based editor-assembler is too long to

publish in the series. Copies of the
assembler may be obtained from the
author in either Basic or compiled code
(the latter being considerably (aster In

execution*. Disc price £ 20, inclusivo p&p
(48k DOS 3.3 Applesoft firmware only).

Alternatively, send your own initialised

disc and C15 handling charge. Specify
whether Basic or compiled version re-

quired to Sean Ovorend, 22 Highland
Road. Amersham. Bucks HP7 9AX.

If you have access to the Tasc Com-
piler, full instructions for compiling the
Basic version are given.)

• Next month's Article covers the
assembly process and its funda-
mental structure and looks at Input
editing and assembled output.

Your Apple questions answered
ah HOW can I get text to appear on the graphics

page?
One way is to use the hi-res character generator

from the DOS 3.3 toolkit or us« shape tables
(slower l>

at WHY does TRACE not work with DOS com-
mands?

All DOS commends must be preceded by a
RETURN, so to make TRACE work put a CHfl$( 1 3)
into your DOS command (ie PRINT CHR$(13),
CHR$I4>:"0PEN FILE") OR D$ - CHRS03) i

CHR$(4) i PRINT D$ "OPEN FILE".

ah WHY do GET statements not work with DOS
commands?

This is similar to the last question. GET com-
mands do noi have a return on the end, therefore it

must be added. Use Ihe example from the last

question.

ah HOW can I tat over 40 characters on my
printer?

You cannot use the TAB command. The com-
mand to use is POKE 36.X (where X the number
of spaces that you want to tab.)

ah WHY am I getting an 'OUT OF MEMORY"
error when there is plenty ot memory space
left?

If you are getting OUT OF MEMORY errors that
are not caused by running out of space the cause is

a stack overflow. There are six things the* cause
Ihis:

Toomanv FOR NEXT loops: too manyGOSUBS:
essively complex mathematical or string func-

tions- GOSUBS with no RETURN; improper
recovery in ONERR GOTO routines; calls or in-

terrupts that do not restore the stack.

These effects are cumulative and a stack over-
flow can be the result of two or three of ihem.

ak THERE is a program on the system masterw disc called 'INTBASIC. Why can I not use it?
This is a file that the HELLO program loads into

a language card if there is one present in the
system If there is no language card present this file

is not used.

ah WHAT BO column card works with
Applewriter 11?

The Vision 60. the SUP R-torm and Vide* (with
boot disc).
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GOODBYETOFLOPPIES
C/WPINTRODUCES

AHARDDISCFOR&995.

C/WP have done it again. We proudly
announce theC/WP CONTOUR, a range of
British-made high technology 5-tnch
Winchester discs at prices startingbelow
£1000.

Suddenly your micro-computer has
come ofage. One little box, not much larger

thana floppy disc drive, stores up to 2

1

million characters. That size costs £1995
and stores the equivalent of more than 160
floppy discs, or 35 full-length books.And in

amaximum ofaround a fifth ofa second
the C/WPCONTOUR finds any piece of
information your computer asks for.

C/WPCONTOUR is available now for

your APPLE H, Pet, IBM Personal, Sirius,

Superbrain and many other CP/M and S100
machines.OnAPPLE the C/WPCONTOUR
supports DOS 3.3, Pascal andCP/M
operating systems.

Write or telephone for full details of

this great price breakthrough. Now you can
afford the luxury ofa Winchester.

C/WP CONTOUR PRICE LIST

3Mb C formatted > £995

8Mb {formatted) £1195

12Mb ( formatted) £1895

2 1Mb! formatted) £1995

Tape streamer back-up (

2

1Mb 4znin ) £,1495

All prices excludeVAT

C/WPFORBIGVALUE

108



SNAPSHOT"
SNAPSHOT win copy »"v program that tuns i>n a 48K Apple II |i

to* programs thjt rt-quno s Z-80 I

own disc whil* running! SNAPSHOT n. a peripheral card that uses your
language CarO* 16 mtor.upt a running program anO dump Iho entire

contents ol 48K and registers 10 an unprotected In
Unlike bit copiers. SNAPSHOT requires no iom[)!i'» parameter chains
or trial-and- error indium SNAPSHOT is aba dmI fa debugging your
own program* or analysing others pingi..

Repeatedly i»no«u-pi and leeuma any program
fun itiunitoi capabilities to e*nmine. mtHlity. trace, tingle- step, or
disassemble an Interrupted program

- Copies from DOS 3 ! to OOS 3 3
Fwnr and easier to use than any bit copier

IjHU vou suspend work with one program wttrle you us* m
- Li*t urMistaWe orogramr Make custom modifications
- Move protected programs to hard disc or 8' disc as a Unas
- Put multiple bacK-ups on ooo diK

PHICE €95.00 - VAT) horn Dark Star Systems,
Oc,iler Priori Avmi/mble

AMKOAtar
AaCafit?OT4

D«pi W
M Rohm Hood Way. Or
Mtddx. UBB 7QN
Tail; 01-900 0t04

J..', i

RaOUHBl line d<»t «.•» «<iil Aw»<- M.....*)» «•"-• t>< D>un>t b>ai«I 1AK RAM
language card For ottt«i i»s«itff. ipectfy *Kv" on!-

RAMEX AND OIGITEK 16K RAW CARDS NOW AVAILABLE!

W/^-
FINANCIALMODELLING

COURSES
'Hands On' Practical Microcomputer Modelling

1 DAY VIS1CALC
1 DAYADVANCED VISICALC
3DAYMICROMODELLER

CONSULTANCY
Model Design, Writing, Support

VISICALC
MICROMODELLER
PROSPER STAR

VAL WARDEN
CONSULTANTS
110 Western Road,
Tring, Herts. HP234BJ
Tel: Tring (044 282) 6774'S

PROSPER
MARS
FCS/EPS

WUL^

REAL MASS STORAGE DESERVES
REAL BACK-UP!

51" WINCHESTER DISK DRIVE \
" CARTRIDGE TAPE STREAMER

Wnhihi'R. I'lOMbyt.'
ick up

v TBS 80. IBM and NEC PC800O with software
I gndj spi'i

PRICES FROM AROUND £1300

COMPUTERFACTS (U.K.) LTD
83 Laleham Road, Staines, TW18 2EA
Tel: Staines (0784) 62501 Telex: 296526 REAL



TalktoPrestel

withyourApple
Now, with the Owltel communications package,

you can use your Apple as an intelligent Prestel

or Viewdata terminal. With Owltel. you get all the

hardware and software needed tor interfacing

with Prestel, No external modem is needed, and

the system is designed to meet British Tele-

com approvals.

And Owltel offers other prospects - linking with

private or international Viewdata systems, for

example - or even forming the heart of an inte-

grated Apple-based communications network.

To boost your Apple's communications capa-

bilities, call Mike Gardner on 0279 723848.

'^v Owl Micro-Communications
The Mailings. Station Road.

Sawbridgewortn, Herts., CM21 9LY.

Telephone: 0279 723848

Apple Books
and Magazines

Title Supplier Retail Price

Alt AbOUt Ap). C«*» Apple 950

All About PfllM! Call Apple 9-:>o

Apple II UseiS G
Applet'

Appfe GMP»»t.s & AicMe Deygn

MtGiaw Hill 11 85

McG'.-* Hin 10 50

Continental Software 12 so

Assembly Ui' .•
I) 95
IZ95ASiCM' SoftaN

Quality 24 95

BenMlh Apple DOS Ou.'i 11.95

Custom Apple Ho' 1
1695

Dictionary of Computer \ Pengi 295

Dictionary ol Miiio-poc. Penguin 225
150

10.95
Dungeon* and DV<ii Penqum
Invoductwn:-

KkI> an.) she ' Datamosi tl 95
950LOGO for Apple II Terra

Micioon ineAppiF 14 95

n me Appit ilnk I49S

n »«e Apple Vol i Micro Ink 14.95

Nibble Express Vol 1 Micro '. ' 12 SO

NiM>le Express VO 12 50

pMktngvoi. 109781 Qll.'V 1050

Peeking Vol 2 i
1 979| Call Apple 1500

Peeking Vol 311980) M>ple 2000

1. 4 1
1 980) 2000

Powetof Vi Mil :
1

5.95

Poweiof Vttcak Vol 2 Mnijmtlnfo ^95

Powers ' Mngmt Info 995

POWelOf Mil. Mngmt Info 9.95

Mngmt into 595

Geotnetiy •pin 1195

ftook Pei 4 95

WJitock ol Fin-top Mom
WW! ' 1

950
' McGtaw Hill 925

1 MicioPio I50O

S.B.D. Software 15 pfotxl 10 .(rmounce tliei.- >
mem

r op tO dale APPLE -onl.

CALL A.P.P.LE. MAGAZINE
in loddj ih[' rtFPL£ m **y

tx-st APPLE only

nitta- 1
''

foflneiowp
(I 75 PCI issue

Your subscription '
r

1982
Single back Issue* 15 pe* Ittue inclufls

•

:
1 SBD Software. FREEPOST, 1 5 JOCELYN ROAD, RICHMOND.
SURREVTW9 IBR. Telephone 01-948 0461 (24 hours)

Please send me the following items

Product Pnce U T.HI

n lot Postage & Paclung 75

Gi. iKl Total E

Please siail my subwiipbon lor CALL APPtE

n 12 (swjrt @i.i\ 00
Month Year rj 24muev@t*0Q0

Q Eufopr A11 Mail post.Hje - l&OOpei I2IS3UJ

. ,fV*bl*flO

SBDSotiv.

Please debit i' ilNumbei

II 1 I I II I I I I I I I I II BpDa«
'.

Arfdp

FI0
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ozwi/c expands

BIGGERpREMISES
At 236 Imperial Drive. Harrow
JtlSI '50 ys'ds frpm FUiyners lane lube

I Piccadilly and Metropolitan Linns)

BIGGERSTOCKS
Apple II and Apple ///

Colon' Monitor*
Business software, educaiion. games, books, discs, print*
ribbons, special stationery etc.

BIGGER RANGE
Choose from our wide rany<e of the VERY LATEST products eg

:

40 different printers. 12 different monitors
Over 200 business programs, utilities and language systems
Over 3O0 education and games programs.
All either in stock or nv.nl utile at short notice.

BIGGER DISCOUNTS
Epson MX80 F/T new Type 3 only £329
Epson MXIOO new Type 3 only C429
Apple VisiCalc only CBS
12" Green Screen Monitors Irom ('69

Apple Viden 80 Column Card only f159
Ok. Microlino 80 only £"269

TEC Starwriior Model 40 <40cps) Daisywheel only £1299
Papera* 2000 Paper Shr*ddar only £399

Please jiiil VAT cntrlil card holders lelophon* your order.

Call for latent special o«wi

AND WE STILL PROVIDE THE SAME
EXCELLENT SERVICE!
DON'T FORGET WE ARE STILL THE ONLY
ACCREDITED TABS DEALER IN MIDDLESEX.
Drop in and see us or write/coll for our full catalogue.

BUSINESS USERS call for an appointment with

one of our consultants.

•^ 01-4291060

Now
make
your
Apple REALLY sing!
Add a completely new

dlmentlon to your Apple
with the Windfall HI-FI

Adapter.
Designed to our own

strict specification, it fits

neatly inside the Apple
with a toggle switch just

protruding through a
cooling tin on the left

hand side.

With the twitch in the
up position the Apples

own speaker is activated.

Switch down and the
sounds of missiles,
collision*, explosion* -

and their musical
accompaniment come
through your hi-fi with a
startling realism you
would not have believed
possible.

Fitting is extremely
simple and no technical
knowledge is required.

PI»m* upply .._....-.._._.—

Windfall HI-FI Adapter at Irt*

pric* ol £25, plus CI potl

4 packing.

1 1 1 enclose cheque g PairJ by credit card

Name

Addret

Credit

card name

Number

Eiplry dale

Stoned

Send Ifli Windfall. FREEPOST. Europi House. BB Cheater Road.

Grove. Stockport SK7 SNV. No iiimp needed It potted In UK.

ft
INFORMATION) qo
TICHNOLOQV »*

NICK LEVY
(Also of the Visicalc Column in Windfall)

Will be conducting in-company
MASTER CLASSES IN VISICALC
AND SUPERCALC IN 1983.

Fees inclusive of travelling and

accommodation expenses:-

1 Day £300 + VAT
2 Days £450 + VAT

Applicable to English and

Welsh Counties only, other

areas by negotiation.

WHAT YOU WILL GET:-

* Expert 'Hands-on-Computer' tuition in

Visicalc and Supercalc.

* Invaluable knowledge in the application of

Visicalc techniques not documented in ihe

V.C. manual, example datagramming.

* A Visicalc data diskette containing essential

Visicalc utilities and expenses in business

modelling that will increase the development
capabilities and productivity of every V.C.

user.

+ A second V.C. data diskette containing

business models readily adaptable to

company's own financial modelling

requirement.

* Practical assistance with the design and
development of company's own financial and
management accounting worksheet using

Visicalc or Supercalc.

* Use of iwo Apple computers and one
Osbourne Computer provided for the duration

of the class.

To book write to:

INTERFACE
MANAGEMENT,

26 Queen Victoria Street,

Reading, RG1 1TG.

Telephone:
(0734) 475375. Telex: 849021

WINDFALL Jo«uory I9B3



1

Eicon's dual 8 floppy disk drive system
gives the Apple over 2 Megabytes of

on-line capacity, enough, for instance,

for 15000 items in stock contro 1. or an
integrated business system with several

thousand accounts.

Eicon disk systems have a full

12 months warranty, and are

supported by ihe larger

Apple Computer dealers throughout the UK
On-siie maintenance is available if required

FranchJsed distributor:

Access Data Communications Limited,

Tel: (0895) 3083 1. 59016. 59205

Apple make the computer
Eicon make the difference

Eicon Research Limited, Viking Way. Bar Hill. Cambridge CB38EL . Telephone 0954-81825
Apple II is a trademark ot Apple Computer Ii>c Cf*Mi'. airadvmaife oil'



Htiputar 0appki computer ^sppkt computer

BEAM UP A BARGAIN. SCOTTY!

&. THE INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

WRITTEN IN PASCAL

A powerful, last, and user friendly database accountinq

system now available lor your Apple al an incredibly

low price.

PFS: DATABASE PFS: REPORT

£59.95 £49.95

&£
ALL VISI PRICES

visicalc uiscnr
vision, vision*
visifactory micro

,

v1s1fiie. visicorp

visiplot visicorp

WAS NOW
00600 £100.00

CI2795 £12235
£3795 £3235
D209S £11535
£98 95 '

DVENTUBJ
Adwnluni IMIcrosoRI Microsoft

All 8aba • 40 Theves. Duality Srilwji t

Castle Woftmslfin Mute

Dark Fnrpil Sinus Softwart

Wizard A Princess. On line

IWPornAUventurt On Line

Space Adventure Siera Software

Time Zone Online
/ink 3 . Intoctiin

Zork? "ntocom

Btaneath Apple Dcs (Jiul ity Soflwarh

BUSINESS
Arldrrs? Book IList) Mu^c

Data Factory, micro Lab

Dili Factory 50 Micro Lab

OB Mailer Stoneware

Magic Window |WP| Artso

(asywnler Pro Inlo Unlimited

Easy Mailer Into Unlimited

Invoice Factory Micro Lab

iih'ijt-hiv Papa StM« in

GRAPHICS UTILITY

Arcade Machine Broderbund

A?6fl Graphics Sub Loq<ic

Hi Res Secrets Avant Garde

kCTIOH
Alien Pain Broderbund

Anti Balislic Missile Muse
Apple Panic Broderbund

Flight Simulator Saab Logic

Frontier On Line

GornHt Sir its Software

El 3.95

£17 95
£13.35

tiass
£1435
£13 95
£1495
£4033
£1995
£19.95

£9.95

£23 95
£72.95
£139 95
£104.95
Ml,'!;,

£115.95
£87 95
£108.95
£4.7 95

£19 95
£3895
£6095

£13.95
£12.95
£1435
nan
£17 05
£17.95

VlSlSCMfOULE VISICORP

VISITIRM VISCORP

VISI TREND VISI PLOT

VISICORP - -

DESK TOP PUN 11. PERSONAL
SOFTWARE

tumble Bug DattfoR

Space Eggs Sinus Sottwarr

Space Quarks Broderbund

Branocfcli Bti U
Ki Res Soccer On 1

1w

WAS HOW
£14995 £144.95

.£5395 £48.95

£14895 £14335

£13195 £126.95

£17.95
£12.95
£1395
£14.95
£1395

Asm Lane Development SysHiTftton

txpeiMer II Compiler. On Line

Fourth II [Language) Sotlape

Lisa 2 5 650? Assembler. On Line

Air Hrjtttc Controller Avant Garde

Robsl Wars Muse
tigers In It* Sr«ow Stialegic Simulation!

Back II Up. Seraitile Saltwart^

Bag ot tncks Qualrty Sotlware

Deadly Secret* Brmfertwiul

Dossource 3 3 Dos I isti ng Lajer

Program Line luator Synergistic SoltwaiB

IIIWARE
(.ctt9|6H0<IWIIhHei j

ISO laboratory Co ltd

n Key Keypad IVisicalc). Keyboard

Company
Omnmsionmm Video Computer Slop

II Term BO 24 Video Card U Micros

ZBD Sottca-rd. Microsotl

10 Mnj Hard Oisfc System. Computer Stop

£24.95
£3935
£31.95
£4535

£7.95
£1895
EI 735

£30.95

£2035
£17.95
£18.95
£18.30

£16435

£101.95
HAASS
£151.95
£203.95
£1644.95

Base II Mjnual AsMon Tate £33.95
Aids 780 BOW Assembler Microsoft F-

r
> 7 95

BHim Micro To Micro Byrom £1 08.95

16k* RAM CARDS
IPascal CPM: Computer Slopl

MS MOW
m& £449$

MICRO PRO

WORDSTAR
SIMPLY THE BEST

was, /!£jy^

Please send me "I

enclose chequtVPO lor

N.niit:

Address

Please add v A T 10 all orders

Poslaqe paid in U.K. Allow 30 days lor

delivery Access A Barclaycard orders

welcome on 051-256 8244
Wit, l.rtl

-J-JAJvfJJJ
63 Lisburn Lane.

Tuebrook. Liverpool L13 9AF
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FOR APPLE 11 £

APPLE POST 15

APPLE PLOT 25

APPLEWRITER1.1 25

PASCAL 80

FORTRAN 75

PILOT 55

DOS TOOLKIT 30

VISIFILE 100

VISIPLOT 80

VISITERM 40

VISIDEX 100

VISIFILE 100
DESKTOP PLAN 70

PERSONAL FINANCE
MANAGER 25

VT1 00 EMULATOR 25

APM CRITICAL PATH ....70

MICROPLANNER 300
SHELL GAMES 8

ELEMENTARY MY
DEAR APPLE 8

APPLE HOWTOI 8

GALLACTICWARS 10

BRIDGE TUTOR 12

BRIDGE TUTOR/
SCIENTIFIC BIDDING -18

ADVENTURE 11

STELLAR INVADERS 9

APPLE BOWL 9

MANUALS
6502 HARDWARE 6.50

FORTRAN REF 8.50

APPLESOFT REF 3.00

PASCAL REF ...7.00

PASCAL OPERATING
SYSTEM 8.50

PILOT REf 7.00

APPLE11 REF 6.50

DOS3.3 3.00

FOR APPLE/// £

APPLEWRITER /// 75

BUSINESS GRAPHICS 55
ACCESS/// 50
SCRIPT/// 45

PASCAL/// 100

PASCAL UTILITIES 25
BUSINESS BASIC 50
SOS 90

VISICALC/// 100

MAIL LIST MANAGER 60

P.F.S. ///
AND REPORT 110

MANUALS
PASCAL INTRODUCTION
FILING. EDITOR 6.00

PASCAL PREPARATION
TOOLS 6.00

PASCAL PROGRAMMERS
MANUALS VOLS. 1 & 2 9.50

PRICE INCLUDES VAT, POST & PACKING IN U.K.

PLEASE SEND CHEQUE WITH ORDER TO:-

Super Software Supplies

1 Beaufort House. Beaufort Street,

London SW3 SAD.
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Catch up on the articles you
missed by sending for earlier

issues. And when your collection

is complete, keep it in one of our
attractive binders. You can order
by mailing the coupon on the right

-or by phoning 061 -456 8383 and
quoting your credit card number.
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Logo
T-Shirts

ONLY £3.20

r

indfall

veat
lirts

ONLY Logo Sweat Shirts

£6.29 only £6.29
est additions to out popular range are Windfall sweat
rts. with mini-Apple motif in sin brilliant colours. Now
lilable in two child's sizes, and with red or blue
-kground colour. Our original logo T-shirt and sweat
rts sport the giant-size Apple logo 0t» a white background.

ol lowing
emendous
gmend from
pple users

'o can now
ffer these
-active
ecklaces with
ill and
tamel
endants
isplaymg the

pple logo.

ipecial

nee

!4.99 lockftiasl

Windfall
TVW,.h—~

needs protecting!

Keep your copies of

Windfall sate - and
enhance your reference

library with this

handsome green and gold
binder which holds a full

12 issues.

Aflon 28 days X*0 QC
for delivery a—.<J<!«3

Set
ied up
n your
\pple!
jxury woven
es, with
pple logo in

x brilliant

jlours
<clusivelv

eated for

/indfall by
lacclesfield

aftsmen

£4.99

1 th^Bb.

*****

Giant eye-catching post
jepicting the distinctive

ogo in six colours, on a

Daekground.

Size; 749mm jp* **|

481mm t- 1 -

»r

Apple
black

50

SUBSCRIPTIONS

ORDER FORM
AH prices include postage

Please eniei number

1
required In box

UK t 13
EIRE C13
EUROPE CIS

US* - Surface mail f 15

USA - Ai» mail f25
Reel ol v.orln Surface mail CI5
Real ol world Aif mail f30

BACK ISSUES 1982

OK ( 1 25 JAN
Rni 0(1 WWM fEB
- Surlaco £ 1 SO MAR

Ai. n»H €250 APRIL

,««,. MAV
JUNE

JULY JULY
AUG
SEPT
OCT
NOV
OEC

AUG
SEPT
OCT
NOV
DEC

^^
fOTAI

I SHIRIS
C3.29 Medium 36" 38*
UK A Overseas! Largo - 38"-4Q"

Extra Laroe - 40" 42'

TOTAL

SWEAT SHIRTS
C6.29
(UK & Overseas)

A,,.. 6 H JH
Ago 10-1? 30" 33"

Smill 34-36"
Mcdium 36-38*
La- e 38' 40"
Enra Lataa 40-43-

Windfall Louti

R:ed B IM WhtH
N/A N.A
N/A ', A

N'A

TOTAL

NECK4ACES
f4.99
(UK ft Overseas)

TOTAL

POSTERS
CIJO
(UK & Oversees)

TOTAL

Navy
Brown
Wtn»

TICS
C4.99
(UK ft Overseas)

TOTAl

BINDERS
UK - r39& I 1

Overseas fS.OO

TOTAL

Payment; please indicate method ( J
Accws-. " d

lycaraWIn

I -mass

Card Nu

TOTAL

E.piry D.iH!

I 1 Chuqui'/PO mado payable to Windfall

Name
Address.

Signed

Send to: Windfall, FREE POST, Europe House, 68
Chester Road, Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NV.
(Mo stamp nooded il posmd in UK)

Or you con o*dor by phone
quoting credit card) number
and eipiry date.

061-456 8383
9am - 5pm
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Call Scotbyte
Computers and
print-out abigger
slice ofbusiness.

tf you're making a small busi ness larger - or a big

business bigger, call Tom Spence or Frank \M?bb at Scotbyte.
Here's Why-

• Scotbyte know the computer marketand deal only in the
latest technologies.

• Scotbyte offer the most versatile and complete computers
you'd ever need.

• Scotbyte offer a total software/hardware service.

• Scotbyte after sales backupensures that you're never
without the machine for the job.

• With offices in Edinburgh and Glasgow Scotbyte is ideally

placed to serveyou - fast

For these and all other computer needs— 03 1-343 1 005

Thain House. 226 Queensferry Road,
Edinburgh EH42DQ.
Also at EUantyre Industrial Estate,

Blantyre, Glasgow, G720UP
Tel. 0698 823466

Add to your

jcippkzcomputer
with....

woodopccl
No longer need an Apple system look like
a plate of spaghetti!
Woodapeel. an at tract ive

teak veneer cabinet, hides
and protects all the cables
a nd blends with office and
home decor.
Woodapeel supports an

Apple, two disk drives, a
twelve*inch monitor and
provides storage tor manuals.
The solid construction
ensures everything remains
connected as you move
from desk to desk or A
off iceto home.

Order your >*-,

Woodapeel, now —
£43.00 plus VAT.

Guaranteed foroneyear

PERSONAL COMPUTER PALACE
$ 4-6 CASTLE STREET

READING, BERKS
Tel. (0734) 589249

IF YOU'VE GOT AIM APPLE
YOU NEED OUR CAT!

48 pages packed full of everything you need for your Applo. all with
full details and descriptions, ana all ai vary attractive prices.

Our range covers everything from rluprjuts w Winchesters from
memory boards 10 keyboards, from business, software to games
And not |uM hardware arid software, but consumaWes too Like
maii.ng laOvlt from CI.96/000 (and that's lot a quantity of )usi one
ImmO. And pie printed stationery including, typesetting and elelpyery
from C 19.95/000 tor 5.000 1 1* < 9 6" she*isl

Every Hum described in detail, with almost 50.000 words telling you
all about the things you need for your Apple.

And n doesn't stop thwe. Tihe Monitors section includes other
fantast.i pricea Uta tho, Prince 12* green scieen "lot just C99.9S
including carriage, or In the Dafsywtieul Printers section inure is the
Oumii Sprint 9/45 at C 1.485 001

And there s a very special frff*f In fta DU Di.ves section - how
about an Apple compatible 6]" floppy drive tor |ust I I9!l 50'

But now tho bad newt. There are many who will want our catalogue
just tor relerence. so it will cost you f 1.00 including VAT The good
news is that we vyill refund your f 1.00 on your first utdftf.

So drop us a tine (mid a pound! right now. or give us tins w,,n
your Access/Barclaycard number, <ind we'll send our cat by return of
post.

Belter still why not drop in and sue us - wale open 6 days a week
9.QO-6.O0. and our ngv* retail showroom is full of Applo II and Apple
III equipment.

All our prices (except nlain imitionery) are postage and packing lr«m
Add VAT at lh» cuneni rale.

vVe are Apple Level I Dealers and TABS Accredited Dealers

[ V
J

THAMES VALLEY
SYSTEMS
GREYS HOUSE,
7 GREYFRIARS ROAD.
READING, BERKS.
RG1 1NU.
Tel: 0734-581829 (2 lines)

The
University College

at Buckingham

BUSINESS
COMPUTING

The Department of Business Computing is

holding short courses for you.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS AND
WORD PROCESSORS

COMPUTERS AND PROGRAMMING
PROGRAMMING IN BASIC
PROGRAMMING IN PASCAL

MANAGEMENT AND COMPUTERS
BUSINESS SYSTEMS ON THE MICRO

1 day. weekend, 2 days, 5 days,
or pan-lime term.

Fees from £70.00
Far further details p/ease contact:
Business Computing Courses,

The University College at Buckingham,
Hunter Street, Buckingham, MK18 1E<3.
Telephone: Buckingham (02802) 4161.
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apple cla^iFicd}
APPLESOFT PROGRAMS on discs

(DOS 3.3) Ideal lor education and

peisonnal uses Not copy pfotetird.

special oilers, some (tee. QutcV send lor

details. David Tomkins. leavalley.

Conley. leulip. Co Kildaic Ireland

ALf 9 VOICE music caiiJ plus soltware.

£60 Mountain Compuier Supeitalkei.

£60. UMicio I6K RAMcaid. C40.

Mickie Soitware. £40 Phone David Ellis

on 01 584 5816

SILENTYPE PRINTER and hile'lace

Card, as new £115 odd. Telephone

03H2 74747

APPLE II 4BK Euioplus £375 Disc

rifive and contiollei €190 Senpia RQ

Daisywheel printer £550. one year old

10242) 513576

APPLE /// hardlv used - would in

dude monilo* /// il required f 1.500.

Tel 0491 39538

APPLE II EUROPLUS 48K as new.

still under guarantee Complete with TV
modulator and manuals £450. Epson

MX80EA2 Pfimer as new £250 Apple

II Epson printer interlace and cable. As

new £25. Jones Phone Heading (0734)

2/839.

APPLE COMPATABLE Prototype

PC It bids V » 3" including gold

plated edge connector, will lit Apple II

interlace sockets £8.50 each including

OK postage CWO 5 Fountain lane.

Haslinnheld. Cambndge CB3 71T.

USED AVENTUREO ARCADE DISCS
liom £9 Phone 01-505 4470 lor list.

U MICRO 80 column board. 3 months

old. cosl £170 accent £90.

CPS MULTIFUNCTION CARD £80
Apple Pascal system £100. A2-3D1
A23D2A2GE1 Graphics £50 Tel: 0202
33143 Allan Outiost Write 30 Over

combe Court, Si. Johns Road, Bourne-

mouth BH5 IEW

E0R SA1E OKI Microliiw 80 Punter

eicellent condition, hardly used £250.

Integer Basic ROM Card oilers Diplomat

Parallel Interlace oilers Phone 05

1

843 0664.

APPLE II 48K Europlus. NEC8023
Printer, two disc drives. Applewnter. etc

virtually new. outgrown ill £1,200
complete Phone 0981540714 (10 till

!>. Tuesday Saturday! will past

flicretard)

FOR SA1E APPLE II Computer 2 dm
drives, black and white portable TV.

paper tiger printer, colour card, language

card, parallel printer card, joystick con-

troller, plus a variety ol business

software and games. Phone to discuss

prices 061 442 6203

MANY PROGRAMS & GAMES tin

sale All as new Applewriler £15.

Executive Secieury £75. Cenltunics

737 printer f200. Zoik I. Zork II

Adventure Wizardry. Ultima Deadline,

many others lor sale call 01 740 B5B9
(or details

apple cIci^iHedy
Classified ads can only be accepted

from private readers, not companies.

The cost is 20p per word, with a

minimum of 10 words prepaid.

Your ad will be printed in the next avail-

able issue Of Windfall.

Your accompanying cheque should be
made payable to Windfall.

Name. Ailili.".-.

Ads can only be accepted on this form

(or a photocopy of the form).

There is no maximum to the number of

words you include in your ad.

Ads too long for the form should con-
tinue on a separate sheet of paper.

Ensure your phone number or address is

included in the ad.

10 words C2.00

15 words C2.50

20 words £3.00

25 words £3.50

30 words £6.00

Cheque enclosed for £_

POST TO: Apple Clnssifinds, Europo House, 68 Chester Road.Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NV
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sbd
BH HP

ill titufi "> .•. -

ANNOUNCING THE SBD
JANUARY SALE!

BARGAINS!
Ballc M -I ler

Ail>r.v\ you to « uwonwe your Form lelten

dnddtxum*-'
I

• fix'.ih.wtihoM.KHl.KiJ ryi-

B..M( M.ui-« mJtafl I simple K) get " "• '

rawing cjpjbwy *nh <i pftvonai lot*n

Corneal Connector Comolldatr
tflikali Fllei

,i up *in ill- I

trull** mfufanifui 'dint iq i

llMM 4

Oetk lop Plan N |t*<iwf» Hinder)

Pl.BKiirvj A/hlVuv FtojfNiri

f>*rtopnirnt. (

i

HUrwSECMTS
'upcv HpkH \ti.ipc. Ann H •'

ifKMKMKJ l*n|- .iKhtiL

"DRAW Page flipping ImMncgMpntrt

'
I

.
: » u\h K

Farm

PteU/rile* iMuti.HOf.il

One of Ihr moil unmpu-hmwr- Won)
ft.

Apple- II computer 80<t*ui
.r. *JHJ*" Pit

I'trt
r
, Print

I
Invrn lot WOW MAU Ad

in( lm>nrj t|.W» ii

U0.00

175.00

PPH**

WO. 00

FTMfc
E60.QO

165.00

135.00

U-TwmSO
in- (»

cotunvu
.

Zoom Grafta.

/ Wttfl MlpJIOt lot •'

j .Murrtil"

giro vtt

'ii UU'

(130.00

£14.95

GAMES SPECIALS

-

While nocks lastl
All en Typhoon

f<* CifhitmONLY 1

I
'

1 10.00

Bloody Murder
i H For

V«ler«ce Ai**JP-.i
I

110.00

Draw Poker
- '•IhrAppk- 1 10.00

Fender Bender
uwwuhorvofincM

1 1000

Fraca
Irrrol

£ 10.00

G*l«ik Emplie
vn.i. » 'i. iii' theCernii»l

<>m £10.00

GaJactk Trade?*
T '.- ]> £ IO00

Gala<tl( Empire
ira Mijipirtv

irndrnq rrwokjuun £ 10.00

Golden Mountain
:<-n Mourn.if 1 for prrctow

inf-' < An f 10.00

CaMMyVWl.-'.•
. Witty UUtm 110.00

Juggler
1 10.00

Oldorf % Kevenge
MtJfr\()Jir()rnl(,rv»--" I 110.00

Pig Pen
x : - i^-niNK-S.iirioowi £10.00

Star Dar><e
£ 1000

Tarturian

/.rn-- lAtriueiAN £10.00

Ta-wala i LaM Redoubt

lit) iMfklnKv

Pleaieadd IS*. VA I (he above pricet I'leair add 15%VAT
I 10 00

a the/ aoove prleei

CALLA.P.P.L.E.-
Slngle BACK Issues from 1 981.

OIMLY£1.75
irgoV-AX-JERO RATED)

January 1981
Bf-,.IV.«L*l.''JudV

Appinofi '«iii swing yaieh
•

i.i.fi- rnrwiH|uF\

February 1981
: 1'iuti A ui other r«vtuir"

i 9,«w*r*'< F urv Ikwi

.( rvjOXJUC rrtfl i'.r.,ii'..u ' i

ITIIIIV

Mar ("April Itfll

Iftnat)

f »»r Vidro Bo-vd-. in ir*new

Memory rVLipiMKj Hit /B0 (.ml
' ftoltr

May IM1
' -jl.il-HPti'il

Mtoonphy
iD.iLiflrfM'iyUtfn

June 1981
irqueoKti 1r«i Filrv

rhrAp)

GOTOFtndJa
MiAi'vt " news
JulySAuguii iMl
UiHIi'HjDOS ) limtf" l,w-n».Nf |

Ajjptr rjwty

P.iu.K Wrrnwy Utility

CIMHOGRAM
Wplrmhr. INI
Ap*»r F»re Speo h

Gotru) Ffwin MTtlM k ii> Siim1
"tipultf \*fl>(|i

I

WTOdP «'««

OMBbarlMI
C onipilci Hevicvrt

Apple III Dnaiiemtm?

movemoet/CSecvmbef IMl
T(»r-r M i*nv

A|>ple in P.n<-»(

!IW)Pl

Pottage and Packing FRE E on all o>den

In SBD Software. FREtPOST. S5 JOCELYN ROAD. RICHMOND
SURREY rw» 1BR. Telephone 01-948 0461 |24 Hours)

Please send me the following items

il*IO»i Price VA1

Q iritclosri & rxjTcK* t

•jjp J
Mu'iilwi

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

X

£ 10

FOR ACCESS BARCLAVCARD ORDERS, PHOWE
OUR GAMELINE ON

01-948 0461 (24 Hour Service).

<2^
What h

"DUNGEONS & DRAGONS
.* book by

John Butterfleld, Philip Parker & Daniel Honlgmann

A PHANTASMAL GAME OF MAGIC & SORCERY.

Dungeons & Dragons enables you to play out your wildest

fantasies, to battle with monsters, giants, and fiends, like

the Yellow Musk Creeper or the Hound of Ill-Omen, as you
search for fame and fortune In the Caves of Chaos or the

Shrine of the Sahodogen.

Boldly plunge Into the stuff of dreams - and nightmares I
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village
computer
services

WORD PROCESSORS
Screen Writer II C7 5.0O
Super-Text II ,.., C85.0O
VIdex/Apple writer II Boot Disk 05.00
Applewritar II C75.0O
Lolior Perfect C100-00
Dan Paymar LCA2 C39.0O
ZartlOx C1500O
Wordstar* CI4500
MalJmerge' £65 00
Pi«Writer £87.00

BUSINESS/UTILITIES
Ormbeta Database* £195.00
Vi<JoWiaiCalc 80 Column Disk £35.00
ViiiCnlc* - C120.0O
Vlside*' £120.00
Vlsifllo* €140.00
VWwtm* £78.00
VisiplotA/isitrentJ" £140.00
Data Factory C98.00
Ramon ISKCard £75.00
32K Saturn Ram Card £130.00
128K Saturn Ram Card £340.00
VC 80 Expand £65.00
Vision 80 £195.00
Epson Buffo* Card £99.00
Locksmith d.1 £65.00
Expediio'll £75.00
U-Z80Card C85.01)
Master Diagnostics £45.00
Tnac Compiler

, £100.00
Vide. Vidooierm £180.00
MatheMagic „ £55,00
TGJoyatick £33.00
Super Disk Copy III £20.00/

Systematics International Ledger
Systems* P.Q,A-

Vlasak Orbil Ledger Systems P.O.A.

GAMES
Chopllfter £18.00
Bug Attack ..,., f 14.9&
Wizardryl £26.00
Wizardry 2 Inoods 1 1 £22.00
TimeZone £54.00
Wi.mi.1 & Princess CI 7.50

Zork II- £22.0O
Raater Blaster '"

'

6 Q&
Flight Simulator £21.00

Applo Panic £15.50

Kabul Spy £1900
Epoch CI 9.00

Hadron £1900
BeorRun C1550
ThH Prisoner II £1550
Castle Wulfanstein El 6.20
Pursuit of ihcGralSpoe £31.00
Snack Attack £15.60
Sargon II ., £20.00
Firebird £15.20
Olympic Decathlon £15.50

* Also available for IBM Personal Computor

Postage and packing FREE - pleas* add t5%
VAT to you/ order.

We stock itio lull range of Apple

hooks
Mated

Tawala's Last Redoubt £15.50
Sneakers C17.00
Russkl Duck . f 18.00
ogsstis II.. Hiiiimi IW..JJ

Tigers in th» Snow £22.00
Thioshold .. £20.00
OO-Topos f 15.50
Genetic Drift £15.50
HonicmsV £19.00
Adventure to Atlantis £24.00
Soft Porn Advents f 1 6 50
Escape From Rungistan £1 7.00

£17.00
£16.50
£18.00
C 18.00
£19.00
£20.00
£19.50
£18.00

Carmortball Blit/

Fly Wars
jRlly Fish

Muuskat lack

Micro Wave
Bandits
Minotaur
Cyclod

MONITORS
Philips 12" Amber Monitor £130.00
Kage 12" Green £110.00
Kaga RGB Monitors from £260.00
Stiobe Plotter C57-6.00
Zenith 12" Green Monitor £105.00

PRINTERS
IDSPnsmSO £650.00
IDSPrism132 £840.00
Epson MX80 III FT £35000
F.psonMXIOOFT (45000
Olivetti ET121 £730.00
Centronics P.O.A.

Plus Interface Cards and Buffer Cards

This is just a small sample of what we have
in stock - please ririfj or write for price list

and further details. Wo also soil Applo II

carrying/flight case.

We are Consultants for small businesses

Dealer enquiites walc-ome

t3
6 Pavilion Parade. Wood Lane,

London W12 OHO. Tel: (01 )-74-3 9O00

OPEN FRAME MONITORS AVAILABLE FOR OEM'S

The PRINCE'of Monitors
offers better Monitoring.

24MHz Bandwidth-ensures a clear crisp display.

Available with P4 White

P31 Greeni

AND L1 ORANGE

OTHER CPOFION PRODUCTS INCLUDE Computer peripheral
equipment. Frame grabber. Floppy dUk driven. Floppy dlikt.
Computer power supplies. C.C.T V. monitor*. Uncned mormon.
Monitor P.C BV. Cathode rav tubal. VMF/UHF modulator*. Video
switchers, Video distribution amplifiers. Camera Housings. Pan end
tilt units. Camera len*. Camera tube*. Printer) circuit boa'd ta-rv.ee

Stan 625llnB*/50 Mi Ooflactinn: 1 10° Active raster 240» 1 l?-\m
Bandwidth <3dB> to Mr J4 MM/ (a( ,1<1H pejlnt»| C>>procier rJUplsy
80 character* • 34 line* Horizontal Frequency 15625 Mf 1 o,6 KHi.
Vertical frequency 50 Hi Horizontal tlnaarlty £ 3V Vertical
linearity: I 3% Gaometrlc dUiomon 1 1.6°fc EHT (at i*ro b4am
currenn 1 3kV * 0.5KV Power drain 30 Warn appro* Voltage
Supply HOW AC 50 M//220V AC 00 Hi7240V A C.. 5QH*/
± >0% upon r«aumi Video Input 3 BNC or CINCH at
PL 259. icompotlso vlrJeol negative lync. Input 5 4V p-.p. acro««
75 Olimi X Ray radiation conform* to IE C Spec Mo 66 Overall
dimensions 320 * ?'° " 2S& mm Weight 7 Kg appro*. Ambient
tompornture 45 C.

CI.OFTOII ElECTI|ONICS LIMITED
35 GROSVENOR ROAD, TWICKENHAM. MIDDLESEX TW1 4AD
Telephone 01-891 1923/01-891 1513 Telex 295093 CROFTN G
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The micraspeed language system

Mi ci ot>lieon is a complaio Fort'i l^rnjuugo Svnurwi for U»- Apple II.

V-ry fan processing mjoikIs aw obtainable by the -use <v

ariinmtiiic processor card This tjirrl Iiog Iho additional benefit th.it

il cnn Lip used (ot APPLESOFT and PASCAL program*.

Forth produces very compact codo which to compiled Into voids
.tension ol thn&ii verbs Into a library can drastically reduce

ptoofamming nmo.

Complete forth manual tvilh ffl'scj *r»rf praassor cattt

£295.00 + VAT
DATABASE

Suit* 1. 147 All Saint* Road. Nawmarkat, Suffolk.
Telephone: 0638 667311

SLIM DISC DRIVES
DAS 2 (TEAC) APPLE-COMPATIBLE
41mm HIGH DISC DRIVES £225
JOYSTICK £22,50
GAME EXTENSION £6.50

Prices include VATpacking andpostage

TAMARISK DESIGN SERVICES
290 Brooklands Road, Manchester, M23

TEL: 061-969 8729
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p ^* we can lypeswe can typeset
direct Irorn^ajf

your A Ripple disks

with lull printing and binding facilities also available

'of full det-i*'

H Charlesworth &Co Ltd
lekjhton Rd Huddersfield HIM IJJ lei 0484 38341

CHALLENGE AND PROFIT

POOLS PREDICTION
"By studying form scientifically you cart considerably improve
your chances of winning" - n« Su-im ?o March ibbq

THE DATA . .

.

• Available for your analysis - ihe complete record of all

English Football League games 1977-82 (10.280 matches).

• Not simply a win-lose-draw record but the actual scores and
dates allowing sophisticated analysis.

• Simple numerical formal.
• Fully documented with starter analysis programs In BASIC

and PASCAL.
• Appledos/PASCAL/CPM Discs £15.00

Immediate dispatch from SELEC SOFTWARE,
37 Councillor Lane, Cneadls, Cheshire SK8 2HX. 061-428 7425

tW:, Nwi yeai:.. |
Make it your resolution now to try these
exciting new applications for your Apple
from CPSOFTWARE
IVL Computer-
Controlled Video
Instruction System
* Fot education ortrainang
* 7 presentation modes
* 4 lasting modes
* 4 branching) modes
* VHS or Umatic video
* F'flmo-accuraloVCR conlrol
* Comprehensive aullv h

. .md ..-- _ —
ruporlmq fac-M.es tZ / 3 . 3

U

DIGITAL DIARY The
complete desk-top time
manager
* Two year diary
* Thtngstodo'tile
» Advance Wam.ngSysiem
« Priority SeitirKi and __.

mora' *LZ8.50

GRAPHIC PRESENTER
The Apple slide
projector
• For business presentations
• DIYtexi sides
• Automatic screen bu4d -tips

• Conioatabifcty wth most App'o
''.

• For point-ot-saie display
• Speedy edrt and update
• Cbpiesot a-^* nn

r>oqlM)iOlo cost t/O.OU
CHECKOUT Multl pic
Choice Testing System
• For use in education and trairung

to test knowledge and
understanding

• Not only tests, it releaches
• Comprohensivo oditinoj

andreportog ._- _
laoiities £5*2.50

AilCPSOFTWARE producW are menu-driven and require absolutory

no user prop.ramming

CPSOFTWARE. 21 BRAYBOlM AVENUE, BRIGHTON.

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Tel. (0273)564500 (24hr)

78 WINDFALL January 1983



The ultimate in expansion for your Apple II from
the people that gave you the RAMEX 16. The
first Ram Expansion Card to go strapless.

RAMEX 128

* Ramex 128 has enhanced DOS with several new
commands such as, 'MOUNT', 'DUMP', etc., for
your simulated disk operations.

* Ramex 128 really adds power to your Apple
with its virtual disk software.

* Ramex 128 as with its baby brother the
Ramex 16, needs no strapping to
the motherboard.

* Ramex 128 comes with its own
software to enable you to

utilise any existing

Ram Boards you may have,
and is not slot dependant.

* Ramex 128 is accompanied
by a very comprehensive
manual for the more
technically minded.

* Ramex 128 is

equipped with
six LED indicators for

instant status ^^
checking; A •

a very useful

tool for the

programmer.

v* *.

128K
VISICALC

Now that all this

mory is available.
Vergecourt has

ped an'expander'
gram for Visicalc,

icalc to use at
i28K.When used with

your RAMEX 128 Just like

\r development to give you
JK Vis Ith the Ramex
6 Vergecourt is in tune with

your needs.

JV1EX128 £295 00

PER EXPANDER £40 00

GENEROUS DEAi

Vergecourt ltd

OOP RESEARCH & MARKETING



MIOS- mightier
performance for Apple
1-25Mb(formatted) for only £899

New from Vlasak— the most powerful disk drive for Apple
microcomputers at the most competitive unit cost to be
produced this year. With years of international systems

experience behind us, and on the strength of our Ions-

standing relationship with Apple microcomputers, we have
desisned and manufactured a disk drive which leaves all

others standing. The MIOS disk module — a five-inch trim disk

drive for Apple II and /// which holds 1 .25 million characters

and matches the storage needs of most small to medium-
sized businesses. For an incredible £899. This means that by
payina only £100 more than for two Apple drives, you get

a capacity five times larger.

That's a powerful reason for buying MIOS. Find out more
by completins the coupon and posting to the address below.

Fully compatible with: Apple u
Apple u
Apple///

DOS 3.3

Pa»cal1.1

SOS 1.1

The most powerful^diskdrive
for micros to emerge this year
Training facilities are now available for new dealers

Vlasak
Computer
Systems

would like, further information on MIOS Q
a demonstration by my local deaie*

I would like tobecome a dealer LI

Name

Company

Address

I

Vlasak Computer Systems. Vlasak House, 8 Stuart Road, High Wycombe, Bucks Hl>l3 6AG
TO 0494-448633

„1

I

I

I

t« No. ,


